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WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Chance of
evening showers

0011.11 AWAIM MUNI"

WORLD

Tonight: A 30 percent chance
for evening showers, then partly
cloudy with late night fog. Low
near 70. Light wind.
Thursday: Hazy, very warm
and humid with a 30 percent
chance for thundershowers.
(-High 85 to 90.

NATIONAL

WARSAW, Poland — Taking seats beside their former Communist
jailers in the new parliament, Solidarity legislators savored the historic
moment and immediately took the government to task for mishandling
the economy.
WASHINGTON — Doctors and lawyers may not be scoring crack
in the ghettoes, but some of them are using drugs illegally, and drug
czar William J. Bennett says they'd better get control of their
professions.
WASHINGTON — Activists planning a state-by-state legislative
campaign for abortion rights say they have little hope that a deeply
divided Supreme Court will protect their interests.
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35 CENTS

North gets three-year suspended sentence
for his role in Iran-Contra arms affair
WASHINGTON (AP) — Oliver
L. North 'today drew a three-year
suspended prison term and a
$150,000 fine for his role in the
Iran-Contra affair. "You're not the
fall guy," the judge said in sentencing the former White House
aide.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A.
Gesell placed the former National
Security Council assistant on two
years' probation and ordered him
to perform '1,200 hours of community service administering a new
program. to help inner-city youth
avoid involvement in drugs.
Gesell cited North's distinguished career as a Marine officer
before he became a staff member at

the White House during the Reagan
administration.
He told North that during the
Iran-Contra affair "I don't think
you were a leader at all." He said
North was "really a low-level subordinate who was carrying out the
instructions of a few cynical
superiors."
- North, who has said he will
appeal his conviction on three
counts, had faced a maximum of 10
years' imprisonment and fines totaling $750,000.
In pre-sentencing remarks, North
denied the prosecution's contention
that he lacked remorse, saying, "I
grieve for what has happened."
Speaking in a soft voice, North

said he had served his country for
20 years. "I would never knowingly do anything to hurt it or its institutions I have made many mistakes. I have been convicted of serious crimes," he said.
Pronouncing sentence, Gesell
told North:
"Along the way you came to
accept the view that Congress
couldn't be trusted ... that the fate
of/the country could be left ta
‘
a
srriall inside group not elected that
was free to act as they chose while
publicly professing to act
differently."
But,Gesell said that even though
(Cont'd on page 2)

Freedom Fest '89

Oliver North
Sentence suspended

MSU's Stroup
re-elected to
national board
for the Scouts
Murray State University President
Kala M. Stroup. was re-elected to the
national executive board of the Boy
Scouts of America(BSA)at the June
16 meeting _of .the board- in Dallas,
Texas.
Dr. Stroup, who has served on the
board since 1987. was also elected
again as chairwoman of the BSA
prpfessional Development Committee, a position she has held 1986. She
is 'the only .university president to
direct the work of a major BSA
committee.
Representatives of Murray state.
and the BSA's professional education
and volunteer education units have.
been working together for the past
two years to establish an educational
relationship between the two agencies.
The BSA is particularly interested

STATE
LOUISVILLE — The cause of a house fire that killed six children
left unattended remained under investigation today, but an investigator
said the deaths might have been prevented- had batteries been in a
smoke detector found inside the home.
"11YDEN — Authorities continued seeking a motive for the
execution-style slayings of two well-known Leslie County residents at
a Hyden store where cash and wallets were left behind.
LOUISVILLE — The story of the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's Soviet connection under Secretary Samuel Pierce Jr. included what appears to be a minimal role played by a former
Kentuckian.
WILMORE — Brothers Chris and, Tim Cate have not sold any
skunks so far, but they hope to sell all six in stock at their summer
exotic animals business and bring in a new line.

SPORTS

(Cont'd on page 2).
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Lawyers for Pete Rose want to keep his lawsuit in a state court in Cincinnati, where the Reds manager already has
won an order that protects him from suspension or firing.
WIMBLEDON, England — Don't bother reminding Martina Navratilova that she's just two victories away from a record ninth Wimbledon singles title. "There's no reason to talk about it. "If and when I
win the semifinals, I will be happy to talk about the fmals."
PHILADELPHIA — Before the game, Tom Browning didn't think
much of his stuff. By the seventh inning, he was thinking about a perfect game.
NEW YORK — Franz Opper was born on Lou Gehrig Day — July
4, 1939. He was at Yankee .Stadium for the 50th anniversary, connected to a respirator, suffering from Lou Gehries disease.

The July 4th Freedom Fest celebration again featured numerous activities for the entire family. A parade,
street fair, barbeque cookoff and a fireworks display were just a few of the many events held over the
Independence Day holiday weekend. Above, Hee Haw's Jeff Smith rides in the parade and Patsy Lynn,
below, entertains during the "Music With A Bang" activities. See additional photos on pages 8-94.

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
alko

The U. Supreme Court's decision on abortion earlier this week
had no immediate effect in Kentucky, but may be felt as soon as
January, when the General
Assembly convenes in Frankfort.
The justices, by 5-4 votes Monday. restored key provisions of a
- Missouri abortion law — allowing
it and all ,other states to ban any
public employee-from helping perform an abortion and to ban abortions in all public hospitals; even.
when patients are willing to pay for
them.
The court also ruled states may
require doctors to determine
through various tests whether a
fetus at least 20 weeks old is
"viable" or capable of surviving
outside the womb. Missouri and
many states make it a'crime to
abort a viable fetus, but. the 1973

BUSINESS - FINANCE
LONDON — The U.S. dollar
recovered somewhat in European dealings early today after
plunging earlier amid profittaking in Asian markets. Gold
prices were higher.
Dealers said the dollar
dropped in Asian trading as
dealers continued to take profits
in dollar-yen trading, but buying
interest in the European markets
was limited ind the dollar
regained ground.
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Subscriberi who have at received their home-delivered copy of
the Murrty Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
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5:30 and p.in. Monday through Friddy or 3\30 and 4 p.m. Setif.day. Regular office hours ore" cm. to t p.m. Monday through
Friday and
cm. to 12 noon Saturday.

Kentuckians would support restrictions on gun sales
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Most Kentuckians responding to
two reoent polls favored national
laws banning the sale of semiautomatic weapons and requiritig a
seven-day waiting period fOr purchasing a,handgun.
The Bluegrass. State Polls can
ducted in January and April
showed support for the tighter reg-

illations on firearms sties in a state for of Handgun Control Inc., a
where gun ownership is high and
Washington-based organization
hunting is a popular sport.
lobbying for stronger gun laws,
More than one-third favored a said she thinks the poll reSults
ban on the sale of cheap handguns, 'reflect. whet people across the
often called "Saturday night spe- country feel.
cials," while nearly 20 percent
They're "sick and tired of -thefavored a ban on the sale of all NRA's ,(Nalional Rifle Associahandguns. .
tion) poem" and they want toughSusan Whitmore, assistant direc- er gun lava, Ms. Whitmore said.
•

- The NRA is the most powerful
organization opposing tun-control
efforts. But many people have been
misled about the ?MA's. position
on gun issues because of inaccurate
and biased reporting by the news 'media-, said Richard Gardiner,
direct& of liale and local affkirs
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The 45-year-old retired Marine
lieutenant colonel was found guilty
May 4 of aiding and abetting the
obstruction of Congress by helping
write a false chronology of a 1985
arms shipment to Iran. He also was
convicted of destroying sensitive
government documents and accepting a $13,800 home security system from arms dealer Richard V.
Secord.

D 44

LP GAS
41

(Coated from page 1)
North was following orders,
"you're not the fall guy for this
tragic breach of the public trust."
The judge told North that "I
believe you still lack a full understanding of how the public service
has been tarnished" by his actilities. But Gesell added, "Jail would
only harden your misconceptions."
. Gesell also barred North from
heading federal office.
North and his attorney urged the
judge to consider the suffering the
former presidential aide has already
endured because of extensive publicity surrounding the-case and the
continued threat of assassination by
a terrorist group led by Abu Nidal.
"I ask only that you consider
these. things when you weigh the
sentence," North said. Noting the
disruption of his family's life,
North asked that "you be lenient
so that they may have a chance to
rebuild their lives."
North remained at the defense
table for a few minutes after Gesell
concluded the sentencing. He then
walked over to his -wife, Betsy,
who was sitting in the front row,
kissed her on the cheek and whispered in her ear. The two then
smiled broadly.

Doron Claiborne

7

Home
Auto
Business
Life &
Health

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make°

The Olympic Plaza U.S. 641 North
Murray, KY 42071 (502) 753-4000

RIGHT ON TARGET

Gesell imposed a three-year.suspended sentence for North's conviction of aiding and abetting the
obstruction of Congress byhelping
create a false chronology of
U.S.-Iran arms sales. The judge
placed him on two years' probation
for the offense and fined him
$100,000.
For destroying or altering government documents about the Irancontra affair, North w.aS given a
two-year suspended sentence and
-fined $35,000. He also received a
one-year suspended sentence and
fined $15,0 for illegally accepting a home-s urity system from
arms dealer. Richard V. Secord, an
Iran-Contra co-defendant. .
In describing the community service he ordered, the judge said he
hoped North would become "conscious of certain values you and
your associates appear to have
overlooked in the elite isolation of

Stroup..•
(Coned from page 1)
•
in Murray State's bachelor of independent studies degree and in graduatelevel training in human services and
youth agency administration. Murray
State is developing both credit and
,non-credit opportunitits for the BSA.
Among other members of the national executive board elected in June
were Norman R. Augustine of
Bethesda, Md., chairman and chief

WERE FIGI-MNG FOP
NtOUR UFE

the White House."
North told the jury. "I knew it
Following the verdict. North said
Quell said the community ser- wasn't
he
right
would "fight -- and fight hard
ROI
to
tell
the
truth.o
n
vice would take advantage of
those
things,
—
for as long as it takes to prebut
1
didn't
think
it
North's considerable administrative
was unlawful.''
vail" in the courts on appeal.
and organizational skills. He
North was acquitted of nine
Since his conviction, North has
directed that Northdrierform 800
othe; charges, including allegations continued to appear on the lecture
hours on the project the first year
he
and 400 during the second year of waslied to Congress by denying he circuit, reportedly being paid
covertly helping the rebels.
$25,000 an appearance.
the probationary period.
North muffled at his trial that he
had acted at the direction of his
superiors, including then-President
Reagan. Defense attorney Brendan
V. Sullivan Jr.. argued again-St
imprisoning his client.
But independent prosecutor
Lawrence E. Walsh recomniended
Law enforcement officals
a prison term for North, arguing.in
The Murray Fire Department
reported
Independence Day was responded to a pair of calls Tuescourt pleadings that the former
National Security Council aide lied quiet in Murray and Calloway day, according to Code
at his trial and has shown no County.
Enforcement.
The Kentucky State Police aaa.
remorse for his crimes.
At 6:42 a.m., the alarm went off
The defense team led by Sullivan the Calloway County Sheriffs at West View Nursing Home. Fire
Department
had no holiday inci- department officials
said in court papers that the proseinvestigated
cution's request for imprisonment dents to report.
nothing
and
wrong.
The Murray Police Department
"demonstrates that it will stop at
At 10:35 a.m. at 1629 Cardinal
nothing in its effort to crush Oliver charged a Murray man Tuesday
with first degree sexual abuse. Dr., an air conditioning unit appaNorth."
The defense said Walsh had not Allen Greg Newberry, 24, Dill rently exploded sending smoke into
presented "a shred of support" to Trailer Court, is lodged in the Cal- the area. Fire department officials
the accusation that North lied to loway County Jail following the turned off the unit, investigated the
win acquittal of a charge he pock- alleged incident. No (Atter informa- scene and called for a repairman.
Officials found no fire.
eted $4,300 in travelers' checks tion is available at this time.
entrusted to him by Contra leader
Adolfo Calero.
hold every public official in Ken"We urge the court to reject the
tucky accountable to the pro-choice
(prosecutor's) efforts to obtain a
electorate for his or her stand on
prison sentence by smearing Oliver (Cont'd from page 1)
this fundamental issue."
North," the defense said in a brief decision in Roe vs. Wade had
"Not 6nly are they going to
drawn
the viability line at 24
filed Monday.
have the education problem to
In its sentencing memo, 'the • weeks.
wrestle with, they're going to have
Kentucky already prohibits abordefense said that sending North to
pro-choice and anti-choice peothe
tions
when a fetus could survive
prison would only encourage high
ple breathing down their necks,"
government officials to let subordi- outside the uterus , although the
said Michelle Lloyd, coordinator of
nates take the blame for "legally state does not require doctors to
the Kentucky Religious Coalition
perform
tests
at a certain stage of
or politically risky" ventures.
for Abortion Rights.
The defense cited North's hero- .pregnancy.
Margie Montgomery, the director
Some of the Missouri restricism .as a platoon leader during the
of
Kentucky Right to Life, said her
tions,
such
as
banning abortions in
Vietnam War and his efforts to free
group has not decided on what speU.S. hostages when he worked at publicly owned hospitals, already
cific legislation it will advocate,
the National Security Council. It are on the books in Kentucky.
but she indicated the group would
"It's
a
matter
urged Gesell to "give this. record
of debate how far
seek laws parallel to Missouri's.
of service great weight in choosing. well go," House Majority Leader
The ruling is significant, she
the appropriate sentence for Oliver Greg Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said
said,
"because we've been given
Monday.
"It's
my guess that we'll
North.
more power to protect human life,
"A sentence of imprisonment go at least through the dictates of
and perhaps we can do something
would be cruel and unjust," the the Missouri decision, and we
now to remedy the holocaust of 1.6
might
go
a
defense said. "Such a sentence
step beyond,"
million babies a year."
Gov:Wallace Wilkinson has ?aid
would be deeply and fundamentally
Kentuckiana Rescue, which
he supports laws that restrict aborunfair."
places "sidewalk counselors" outNorth, during six days of testi- tions, and Stumbo said antiside abortion clinics to discourage
mony at his trial, said his efforts abortion advocates have overwomen from entering, believes that
secretly replaced those of the CIA whelming support in the
the Supreme Court decision
when Congress barred the agency legislature.
"affirmed that human life begins at
"Kentucky, which is a very confrom helping the Nicaraguan
conception
," spokesman Warren
servative state, will, I think, move
rebels.
Ford said as about 25 members of
"I was not stepping in ... I was expeditiously to enact laws very
the group gathered around the steps
brought in ... Basically, it was, a similar to what is in Missouri,"
the Jefferson County
of
Said
handoff — you've' got the ball,
David Karem of Louisville,
Courthouse.
now run with it,", he testified.
state Senate Democratic caucus
Ford said the group would conNorth admitted to jurors that he chairman.
tinue
its activities "as long as any
lied to Congress by denying he was
In fact, Karem said, laws that
baby-killing is legal in this
helping the Contras.
come out of the Kentucky legislacountry."
"I was raised to know the differ- ture may be more restrictive than
Rep. William Donnerrneyer, Dence between right and wrong," those in Missouri.
Bellevue, a longtime abortion
State Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, Dopponent, said Monday he had
Lexington, said he thought "the
asked the state Legislative
vast majority" of Kentuckians did
Research Commission to draw up a
exective of Martin Marietta Corp., not want a total bah on abortions,
based on Missouri's requirebill
and William R. Howell of Plano, and most legislators would not supment that physicians test some fetTexas, chairman and chief executive port that either.
uses for viability.
officer of the J.C. Penney Company.
Activists On both sides claimed
Serving as BSA president is Harold Monday to represent the majority,
S. Hook of Houston, chairman and and both vowed that legislators will
chief executive officer of American feel increased pressure when they
General Corporation.
meet.
The campus of Murray State is the
"A woman's right to abortion is (Cont'd from page 1)
site of the National Scouting' Mu- going to be based on geography for the NRA in Washington.
Gardiner said that if the poll
seum,which is now open for its fourth and ability to pay, and the most
summer season. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 disenfranchised among us will suf- questions gave a precise and comp.m. daily through Labor Day,Sept.4. fer," said Marsha Weinstein of plete description of the issues, the
Kentucky Women Advocates, responses would be different. For
which represents 8,000 women in example, he said, people would be
less inclined to support a seven-day
30 groups in the state.
"Pro-choice Kentuckians are not waiting period if they knew there
grieving today," she said. "We are was "not a single bit of evidence"
that such- waiting periods will stop
organizing."
Martha Grise of the American crime and if they were aware of the
Association of University Women operating costs for such a system.
In addition to the poll Of 817
American Heart
Aid at a Louisville news conference held by abortion rights activ- adults conducted by The CourierAssociation
ists Monday that the group "will Journal from April 13 to 19,
another poll of 808 adults,taken by
telephone from Jan. 17 to 23 also
asked about guns.
Three-fourths of all Kentuckians
surveyed in April favored a ban on
the sale of assault weapons, such as
the AK-47. Gun owners — those
who said the guns in their household personally belonged to them
— were almost as likely to support
such a ban as were non-owners.
An overwhelming majority — 93
percent ---,in the January Bluegrass
poll said they would favor a sevenday waiting period in order to find
out if a prospective buyer has been
Convicted of a felony or is mentally

Law enforcement officials
report quiet Independence Day

Decision...
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A third proposed regulation drew
less backing. While more than half
of We Kentuckians polled in January said they either favored a ban
on the sale of all handguns or just
on Saturday Night Specials, almost
40 percent didn't want any handgun ban and 6 percent had no opinion or -gave other answers.
The Bluegrass State Poll in April
hadNa margin of error of phis or
minus 3.4 'percentage points: the
margin for the poll in January is
3.5 points. This means that, in
theory, in 19 of 20 Cases the poll
results would differ by no more
than IA (or 3.5) percentage points
from the robins that-would have
bees obtained by questioning all
'Kentucky adults- who have
telephones.
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Bush preparing for meetings in Europe
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(AP)- President Bush is corning
off a five-day vacation with a diet
of papers and briefings to prepare
for next week's trip to East and
West Europe.
Bush was heading today to
Washington, where he had no public schedule but planned to meet
with top advisers to discuss the
upcoming ecbnomic summit in
Paris.
He leaves Sunday for Poland,
where his call this week for withdrawal of Soviet troops was apparently designed to have public
appeal.
.
Bush wrapped up his long Fourth
of July holiday by spending Iuesday with his wife Barbara, grandchildren and assorted other family
members at the family compound
on Walker's Point.
Continuing his five-day streak of
intensive sports activity, the president played tennis and went boating, the White House said.
He started the day by helping
picklup debris and lean the Walker's Point grounds of litter from the
massive fireworks display he

Emerson
honored by
Civitans
Civitan International Governor
John Emerson has been honored by
the organization as-Distinguished
Governor for 1987-88.
Emerson, a resident of Murray,
served as an officer of the Kentucky District and has been recognized for his outstanding administrative achievement in the organization. Under his leadership, more
than half of the clubs in the Kentucky District achieved Honor Club
status, the highest reCogniton given
to a club based on club activities
and community service.
Civitan International, is a global
_service organization of 44 districts
throughout North America, Europe
and Asia, each headed by an
elected -governor. Established in
1917 by a small group of businessmen meeting weekly, Civitan today
has a membership of more than
50.000 men, women and teen-agers
in approximately 1600 clubs.
Civitan's purpose is to provide
programs for personal and professional development while encouraging service to the worldwide
community. To join a Civitan club
in your area, call 1-800-CIVITAN.

hosted Monday night for the people
of Kennebunkport. The pyrotechnic
show was funded by an anonymous
donor, officials said.
Bush learned in mid-afternoon
that former President Reagan had
been hospitalized after being
thrown from a horse during a vacation in Mexico, Press Secretary
Marlin Fitzwater said.
Bush was relieved, the spokesman said, that the former president
suffered only minor injuries and
was released from a military hospital in Arizona later in the day.
Earlier Tuesday, Bush received
Fourth of July holiday greetings in
a phone call from Indian Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi.

Bush looked ahead to his East
European trip in an interview with
Polish journalists that was released
by his staff on Monday.
In the interview, Bush urged the
Soviet Union to take "an historic
opportunity to help end the postwar
division in Europe."
He proposed for the first time
that the Soviets remove their troops
from Poland.
Bush told the Polish reporters
that in their homelnd, "there's an
historic opportunity now to help
end the postwar division of
Europe."
Bush has promised economic
incentives for Poland in respOnse
for its recent steps toward demo
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Your safe driving record
may save you money

cracy. However, he has released no
specific figures or proposals.
His trip comes just a few days
after Poland saw its Solidarity
union become the first independent
opposition to enter an East bloc
legislature since the late 1940s. .
After Poland, Bush travels to
Hungary, France and the
Netherlands.

its a business fact that safe drivers are better
Insurance risks. As a safe driver, you may qualify for
premium discounts If you have three years of
accident-free driving with Shelter Mutual, and your
car has ken insured with us for three years, your
discount would be 5% on your car Insurance rates
Six years would earn you a 10% discount
It you and your car are among Shelter
Mutual's better risks, as described above,
It may mean significant savings for you.

. Read the
want ads daily

Shelter Insurance Companies
Home Office. Columbia MO 65218
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36% +1/8
151/3 +%
28% -1
/
2
55% -V.
128/
1
2 +V.
62% -%
43% -%
51% 4-%
157+3
/
4
25-1
377/1 -V.
51% unc
8.75

gc,,,ANTIC
Au 'ERE
v to OFF &MORE
1.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALRY
SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM

,•• ..• ao
KeepThe giruat GNI Feeling With Genume GM Parts

89

111%

PAT GOSSUM

COURT SQUARE

WHERE PERSONAL SERVICE
IS A MATTER OF PERSONAL PRIDE

or

Stock Market
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CHECK THESE SUMMER FASHIONS\ ON
SALE NOW AT 50% OFF 8z MORE!!!

1985 Chevrolet Super
Sport
Loaded, burguriA,V miles
$

* SHORTS * NOVELTY SHIRTS * POCKET T-SHIRTS
* COTTON SWEATERS * KNIT TOPS * ROMPERS
SWIMSUITS * HANDBAGS * LINGERIE * PANTS
* SANDELS * SUMMER SHOES * SKIRTS

Central Shopping Center

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

A
Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.
Prices Good •Noon Wed., July 5
thru Noon Wed.. July 12

PARKER'S SUPER MKT.

Angel Soft

Pepsi Cola,

Lay's

Bat.hroom
ANAEL Tissue
go! 4 Roll Pkg.

Potato 111Dr. Pepper,
Chips I 7-Up, Mt. Dew
Reg. 1.39

2 Liter

fits

t•1'I

17-

Golden Rod

Prairie Farms

5-1

0

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WSJP for our dail specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and Mit Vouchers

FRUIT DRINKS

Coca Cola
Sprite, Tab,
Mello Yellow
12 Pack Can

MILK N-1

2%
Milk

.._ .....

Fruit
Drink

Lemonade, Oraffge,
Fruit Punch

Gal.

Gal.

88' 98 2.98 1.98 8

With 615 Purchase Excluding
Dairy. Tobacco & Drinks on Special

I Li

Tropicana Pure

Van Camp

140.

;1 4-Tropicare

.1 ..
I,
rt-

I

Orange
Juice

Pork &
PM
(
REMO Bea
ns
Van Cimp's

Reg. or Homestyle
„

[Produce

4

Cole

Peaches

Slaw

lb

.California

Potato

2/88'
4/1.00
3/89'

1 Lb Bag
Fresh Green

Onions
Ruby Red

Radishes.6 oz Bag
Bud

Broccoli

32 oz.

89'

ma

Bunch"iVr

Bama

89'
Toco ShellS
16 Ct. 89'
Luz Dishwashing
Liquid
22 oz..89'
Pet Ritz, Chocolate, Lemon, Neapolitan. Coconut
Cream Pies
99'

16 oz.
Tony, Beef, Chicken, Beef, Liver po

.,..„
,
oz. 0/ 1..l.R.J

Dog Food ...15
Seance

Weenes

2/1.09
46 oz. 1.49

7.75 oz.

Seneca

Apple Juice
(••••

Grape Jelly

16 Oz.

Ortega

Kraft French
Fresh

Dressing
8 oz.

Fryer
Breast

89'

Delicatessen

Home Grown Red Heaven Freestone

Carrots

Catsup

16 oz.

1/2 Gal.

1.49 2 89'
(*.

Del-Monte Tomato

Rose Dale

Tomatoes

..79'

Salad
1.99
New Health
Salad
lb. 1.19
Laubscher American
Cheese
2.69
Starnes Open Pit Smoked
Bologna lb. 2.19

lb.

Fresh Fryer

Leg

Quarters

1.39 .39'
Reelfoot Sliced

I Reelfoot Sliced

Ii Bacon
RI WON

•

Bologna

99

th. 1.29

12 oz. pkg.
Fryer Legs and

Thighs
Fresh Chicken

Liver

lb. 79'
th. 59'

Pond Raised

Catfish Fillets.i. 3.99

Williams 8.5 oz.

,a

oo‘

Sauuie & Biscuits 1.bU

Fairness, equality, and going topless

Routed in 1972 by their ancient
antagonist, House liberals lay
Because I oppose discrimination
fried eggs."
and pecs. Since most of them
quietly in the weeds. When Nixon
of any kind, except against people I
And there was the reaction of shuffle paper for a living, they'
stumbled at Watergate, however,
dislike, I fully support the position
Walter Matthau, in the movie don't need bulging muscles, but
they sprang, and, with their running
taken by a group of women who
"New Leaf," when a top-heavy they want to strut and flex, hoping
dogs in the prestige press, fell upon..
call themselves the Topfree 10.
woman, who sought his affections, to catch the eye of a female as
him with a vengeance nurtured by
They call themselves that
began to unsnap the upper part of dim-witted as they are.
three decades of unrequited hatred.
because they believe that laws proher bathing suit. In a panic, MatthWho is to say what lewd, lasciviVietnam was scuttled, the presidenhibiting women from baring their
au cried: "Don't let them out!"
ous,
lustful ideas their twitching
cy emasculated then, they turned
breasts in public are
These
laws
also
overlook
the
lats
and
pecs arouse in female perNewt Gingrich is attacked for
on Nixon himself, and, for 18
discriminatory.
fact that all males are not T-&-A sons? There is ample evidence that
"ethical McCarthyism" for holding
months they feasted.
The women were recently lascivious; lewd."
men. What about those who have females do have such thoughts.
up a list of half a dozen democrats, arrested on a beach in Rochester,
For Republicans, 1974 was the
What
nonsense.
a
lustful
Why
lot
of
is
thoughts upon viewing a That's why they go to baseball
of
all
whom have been cited for
year of living dangerously, and
N.Y., where they had appeared it assumed that the sight of a well-turned female calf or even the games and cheer loudest
for the
ethics abuse; but, no one chastised
Watergate the killing field. Scores
nude from the waist up.
woman's breasts will arouse lustful strange souls who gaze adoringly at player they believe has the.perkiest
Congresswoman Pat Schroeder last
saw their careers ruined; dozens
As one of, them said, when they, ideas or desires? How do the politi- painted toes? To shield these men bottom. It is no coincidence
that
year for waving her list of 272
went to prison. Fifteen years later,
went beford a judge to enter their cians who write these laws know from dark thoughts, should we female interest in baseball
has
Reaganites guilty of "sleaze."
the wheel has come around; now,
pleas: "Because the law is unjust. I what is in the hearts and minds of demand that females wear knee- increased greatly since the
ballDoes the GOP want the House?
the opportunity is at hand to repay
plead not guilty."
men?
high boots?
players swapped those wonderful,
Is it not willing to play hardball to
the debt, to corral an arrogant CoqI agree. I have never understood
Apparently
But the size, dimensions, pert- old-time baggy flannel uniforms
haven't
they
noticed
retrieve it from a Democratic Party
gress. to restore the presidency.
why a man can go to a beach wear- that many, it not most, females ness, pendulousness, or other indi- for leotards. That's
why I go to
grown abusive and currupt after 35
Yet, the GOP is begging off.
ing only a pair of shorts, while a don't necessarily have upper bodies vidual characteristics of the female fewer baseball
games
these day's.
years
of single-party rule?
The A DA ater episode is
female must cover part of her that will turn men into salivating anatomy are not the issue.
All that female lust embarrasses
If, because of one blunder, the
instructive.
upper body.
beasts. Those who do are already'
The issue is fairness and equality me.
party' quits this ethics brawl, while
When a memo came from the
In most cities and states that pro- employed as no-name starlets, jig- for women. As the Topfree 10 have
Democrats
.merrily lynch Bush
'party HQ with the title "Tom
hibit women from going topless, gling and bouncing on the late- pointed out, if a man can bare his
Actually, while I support the
nominees like John tower, Bill
Foley: Out of the Liberal Closet"
the laws say it is indecent exposure night cable movie channels.
chest
public,
in
should
they
have
Topfree
10 in principle, I also
Lucas and Don Gregg, the party
tcOmparing the new speaker's votor indecent behavior or something
the same right.
So it's possible that many
agree with my friend Slats Grobwill have vindicated voters' judging record with that of gay Conof that sort.
thoughtful men might respond the
Or, looking at it from another nik, who has said:
ment in making it the permanent
gressman Barney Frank), the city
When you ask the lawyers what way the late Steve McQueen did, angle, if women must cover up,
"When I go to a beach and seC
exploded. Termination of the
minority on Capitol Hill.
they mean by "indecent," they say when he strolled past his swimwhy shouldn't men be required to the way most people look in their
offending .aide was not enough.
Another course is open for the
that it is something that appeals to ming pool, while his actress wife do the same?
skivvies, and I remember that we
Calls come for the scalp of chairGOP:
our "prurient interests." And pru- and another female star were sunOn
public
any
beach
can
be
was taught that man was made in
man Lee Atwater; and the PresiSend the ethics committee the
rient, in my -dictionary, means: bathing on their backs while found yuppies males, or even older God's image, .1 always wonder:
dent was almost alone in his
names of all Democrats against "Having or expressing lustful ideas topless.
stiffs, who devote long hours at the Does God turn off the light before
defense.
whom public charges have been or desires; tending to excite lust;
McQueen said: "Looks like four
health club to developing their lats he takes off his _pants?"
Asked if Atwater should resign.
made. Demand that Attorney GenSecretary of State Baker, his old
eral Thornburgh name a special
prosecutqf to investigate all allegaboss, patted Lee on the back, and
shoved him toward the exit: "Well, tions of "no-show" employees in
you know, I used to be his boss. congress. Bring forward the party's
own reform. Call for an end to all
but I'm not anymore. So, let me
honoraria. Make Congress subject
tell you what his • boss .said. His
to the same independent counsel
boss said it was 'disgusting,' and 1
would second that."
stature as white house aides. Place
tlattled by the Democrats'
the same restrictions on 'lobbying
counter-offensive, horrified at the
by ex-members and aides that now
NO 16,14 oF PIER
apply' to the executive branch.
rich blood already spilled. RepubliANYWAERE,CNIEF
Why' do not Republicans take the
cans are crying "truce," echoing
MINK 11E4 RID
lead in cutting back on perks and
the late speaker's call to cease "this
CONTRY
71
privileges Congress has voted.itself
mindless cannibalism."
these
But why?
past 20 .years, from staff to
travel! Let the GOP propose to
While the memo was nasty and
stupid. and an apology to Foley 'restrict PAC contributions, busi-. was due, no one has demanded that
ness and labor, and have Mr. Bush
Barney Frank apologize for his threaten to veto any bill that
exempts the Democrats' auxiliary'.
obscene blackmail threat to expose
the private lives of Republican
big labor. Then, send the House
legislators utterly innocent in the judiciary a constitutional amendepisode.
ment restricting members to four
Nor did -GOP members of the
consecutive terms, and senators to
ethics committee VOW to cite .11In
two? If eight years is enough for a
%SS DetnocrAc y
Wright for his crude threat to
President, it's enough for a memexpose the homosexuality of an
ber of the House. •
honest bank examiner looking into
As for the "franking" privilege.
free mailing back home, and the
the antics of his Texas S&L croother hidden contributions Connies. As Casey Stengel asked of his
hapless !stets, "Doesn't anybody
gress has voted itself, they' should
here know how to play this game?" be charged, after Jan. 1 of each
Why is the GOP not clamoring
election year, to the members'
for a Watergate-like probe of the
campaign committees, giving.ddlsqualid S&L scandal that will cost
lagers a fairer chance against
taxpayers 5150 billion, as much as
incumbents who now' win 99 perthe Vietnam War? The fingerprints- cent of the contested -races.
of Wright, Tony Coelho and Los
Do Republicans want to get
Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley are along with Rep. Richard A.
all over it.
Gephardt, and pick up-the -crumbs For accepting a security fence. that fall from Foley's table, or, do
011ie North faces prison and loss of they' want to write the country's
a $22,000-a-year-pension won
laws itrid make it history? If the latToday is Wednesday, July 5, the 186th day of 1989. There are 179 days
fighting in Vietnam; Wright's S2
ter, the more militant Republicans
Ten years ago
„Steve Simmons, David Keller,
million pension, however, is sec- rd to remind -their older, more left in the year.
Don Henry, chairman of Murray
Bob Baar, Larry Robinson and Jim •
Today's
highlight
in
history:
ure. and congressional felons, in
moderate colleagues of the old
Independent Board of Education, Barrow, local Boy Scouts, will
On July 5. 1935, President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed into law the was
and out of prison, have theirs
infantryman's motto: Lead, follow
reappointed to State Advisory
attend Seventh Annual Boy Scout
National Labor Relations Act, which provided for a National Labor Rela- Vocational
guaranteed.
or get the hell out of the way!
Education Council by
Jamboree
at Farragut State Park,
tions Board and authorized labor to organize for the purpose of collective Gov.
Julian Carroll.
• Idaho, July' 16-22.
bargaining.
The Summer Puppetry Caravan ...C.O. Bondurant, Holmes Ellis
On this date:
from Berea College will arrive in
and Dan Hutson are pictured at a
In1801, American naval hero David G. Farragut was born in Knoxvil- Murray on July
16 for a week-long
to-day' TVA sponsored Agribusile, Tenn.
series of performances and workWALTER L. APPERSON, Publisher
ness Conference at Muscle Shoals,
In 1810, showman Phineas T. Barnum was born in Bethel. Conn. shops
at Calloway County Public
TED DELANEY, General Manager
Ala.
In 1811, Venezuela became the first South American country to declare Library.
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
Thirty years ago
its independence from Spain.
The Creative Arts Department of
JANET WALKER, Classified Manager
Pvt. Robert H. Billingtion, son
In 1830( the ,French occupied the -North African city of Algiers.
DAVID STOM,—Ciiculation r Manager
Murray„rWoman's Club has
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billington,
In 1865, William Booth founded the Salvation Army in London.
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
awatded the Annette Schmidt Art
has been. assigned to'Fort Jackson,
In 1940, during World War II, diplomatic relations were broken Scholarship
to Heather Kodman, S.C., for eight weeks of Army basbetween Britain and the Vichy government in France.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Frank
The Murry Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays.July 4,Christmas Day,New
ic training.
In 1946, the bikini, designed by Louis Reard, made its debut at a fash- Kodman.
Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray NewspaperrInc., 1001 Whitriell Dr , Murray, Ky.42071
Solon Pat Darnell, son of Mr.
ion show in Paris.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
Twenty years ago
and Mrs—Solon Darnell,. is now'
In
1947,
'Larry
Doby
signed
a
contract
'with
the Cleveland Indians,
Billy' Frank Lassiter, 26, .employed
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:In areas served by carriers $4 50 per month, payable or advance By mail in
with United States Genbecoming the first black player in baseball's American League. •
Calloway County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Famungton, Ky , and Pans, Buchanan
drowned July- 4 about 10 a.m. in a /eral Accounting
Office 11i Detroit,
and Puryear, In, $5400 per year By mail to other destinations 559 50 per year
In 1948,' Britain's National Health Service Act, which provides free pond while seining
for fish.
To reach all departmeriu of the newspaper phone 753.1916
Mich'. His wife, the former Lydia
government
-financed
mtdical
and
dental
care,
went into effect.
Plans for a 40,500 square foot
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and
Waldrop, is the daughter of Mr.
In 1950, Private Kenneth Shadrick of Skin Fork, W.Va., became the Rose's Store in the
Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
Central Shopand Mrs. Burie Waldrop of Murray.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray Ledger & Tunes
first U.S. fatality in the Korean War.
ing Center on U.S.. Highway 641
W.P. Roberts of Murray Nursery
In 1975, the Cape Verde Islands officially became inlependent after North and Arcadia
were announced
attended the Illinois Nursery Con500 years of Portuguese rule.
this week.
vention at Southern Illinois UniverIn 1977, Pakistan's' artily; led by General Mohammad Zia ul-Haq,
the
sity,
Carbondale, Ill.
seized power from President Zulfikar Ali Bhutto. Bhutto w•A executed in
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Pruett of
1979.
Lansing, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.
In 1978, a Soviet Soyuz spacecraft touched down safely in Soviet
Joe Cunningham and children of
Kazakhstan with its two-member crew, including Major Miroslaw - HerSommerset, Ohio, are the guests of
maszewski, the first Polish space 'traveler.
the#' mother, Mrs.'0.B..Geurin.
In
1983,
Harry
James,
the
swing-era
bandleader
check to:
and trumpet player,
Forty years ago
died in Las Vegas at age 67.
A very quiet holiday weekend
Ten years ago: One day after unexpectedly canceling a speech on the
Murray Ledger & Times
was reported in Murray and Callonation's energy crisis, President Jimmy Carter went fishins at the Camp
P.O. Box 1040
way County.
David presidential retreat in Maryland, leaving the nation s capital buzMurray, KY 42071
Recent births reported at Murray
zing with speculation.
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Attn. Circulation Dept.
Five years ago: The Supreme Court weakened the 70-year-old "excluMrs. J.A. Gibson and a girl to Mr.
sionary rule," deciding that evidence seized with defective court warrants
ElAll Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway and
and Mrs. lames Key.
could be used against defendants in criminal trials.
adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
Elected as officers of_PF4 Road
One year ago:- Attorney General Edwin Meese announced he would resHomemakers
Club at A meeting
ign,
saying
he
was completely vindicated by an independent prosecutor's
LI All other sub&cribers $59.50.
held at home of Mrs. Noah Moody
14-month probe into his official conduct.
were Mrs. Paul -Blalock, Mrs.'
Today's birthdays: Actress Shirley Knight,is 52. Julie Nixon EisenhowElmer Collins, Mrs. Groover Parker IS 41. Rock star Huey Lewis is 38. Baseball pitcher Rich "Goose"
er and Mrs. Hugh White.
Gossage is 38.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill and
Thought for Today: "He who knows only his own side of the case
children, Max Horace, James
knows little of that." — John Stuart Mill, English philosopher
Mason, Annetta and Sharon, have
(1806-1873).
returned home after a visit to the
Cherry _festivIl it Traverse City,
Mick-- -7
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5 Lb. Bag Domino

SUGAR

;.

With Coupon & $15 Purchase

IC

.c
ir

r:

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Bulk Style irregular

$2.69
16 Oz. Pkg, $1.49
16 Oz. Pkg. $1.49

Tip Steak
Field

Sliced Bologna
Field

Dinner Franks

3-5 Lb. Avg. Fresh Lean

Pork Ribs

Lb.

12 Oz. Can

$1.49

Young 14 Tender Boneless

Fryer Breast

Lb.

Fresh Picnic Style

Pork Roast

Flanders
Patties

2 Lb. Box

$2.79

$3.59
c
Lb. 69

Red Ripe Home Grown Taste

69'
3/8W
Ea $2.49

Tomatoes

Lb

Sweet

Yellow Corn
Red Ripe Whole

Watermelons

On Cor Chicken

Fried Steak

$1.69

,Spam

Chicken of the Sea 6112 Oz.
Water or Oil
TUNA
With Coupon & $15 Purchase

Richtex 42 Oz. Can

SHORTENING

IGA 46 Oz. Can

IGA

Tomato
Juice

Ice
Milk

99'
89,

Flavors 1/2 Gai.

$1.459

Surf 42 Oz.-40' Ott Label

Laundry
Detergent

•••1••••••••.......p.......%
:
is
5 Lb. Bag Domino
i
:
SUGAR
i
:
II With Coupon & $15 Purchase ••
•
:
•
:
:
i
•
:
•
••
•
:
•
: Jim Aden* IGA Exp.-7.1149
•- .
ii,•••••••••••••i••••••••

EFFECTIVE DATES:
July 5-11, 1989

u 89C

Wieners

Lb.

Jim Adam
IG

$1.79

Hormel 3 Oz. Can
POI'TED
MEAT

IDA. Lb. Pkg.
MARGARINE

,

COKE-DIET COKE
2 Liter

Maxwell House instant

Coffee

12 Oz.

$5.99

Bright & Early 12 Oz. Can

Breakfast
Drink

3/99°

Dairl 1/1 Gai. Cit.

Lemonade

69°
2/99'

•■•••••••••••••••••••••••••

32 Oz. Btl

CRISCO OIL

$1178

;
•
•
•
a•

.
•

Chicken. of the Sea,6'12 Oz.
Water or Oil
TUNA
With Coupon & $t5 Purchase

:
•
•
•
:
:
il
•

C
,
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Bakker aides to go on trial for federal tax evasion
-CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — Allegations of high living in the inner
sanctum of the PTL ministry are
expected to be the focus of the federal tax-evasion trial of two former
aides to evangelist Jim Bakker.
Brothers David and—lames Taggart go on trial today accused of
diverting about S1.1 million in PTL
money to pay their personal
expenses, including $55,000 for
items at the exclusive Cartier
jewelry store in New York.
A federal grand jury indicted the
brothers in •December on charges
they failed to pay 5494,000 in
income taxes from 1983 to 1987.,
The indictment came 3ut the same

day that PTL founder Bakker and
his former top aide, Richard
Dortch, were indicted on charges
of mail and wire fraud.
Bakker and Dortch's trial on
charges of diverting more than $4
million of PTL money to their own
use and conspiring to defraud PTL
contributors is scheduled to open
Aug. 28 in Charlotte. However, a
hearing was scheduled today to
decide whether to move their trial
because of extensive publicity.
U.S. Magistrate Paul Taylor

Brown taken
to hospital
for chest pains

'.‘

•••".

it's time to pay the piper," he said.
Cotten insisted his clients are
innocent.
"There never was an intent to do
anything," he said. "There's no
question some taxes may be owed.
The question is how and why that
came about. That's what this case
is going to be about."
The defendants were known for
their extravagant purchases. The
Taggarts bought a $660,000 condo
on Fifth Avenue in New York and
a S317,000 home in southeast

Charlotte. In 1986, they gave each
other Jaguars as Christmas presents
at a cost of nearly $90,000.
prosecutors allege that David
Taggart, 32, who_was Bakker's
personal aide, and his 35-year-old
brother, James, PTL's former interior decorator, used PTL credit
cards to get large cash advances
and used blank PTL checks to pay
American Express bills.
If convicted, each could be sentenced to 30 years in prison anct
face fines totaling S1.35 million.

FOOD
GIANT

A

6(1-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY,

PRICE
TI

OPEts

•
4 LB.
BAG

SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY
JIF

FARM FRESH
GRADE'A' LARGE

KRAFT

EGGS

MUSTARD

PEANUT BUTTER

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS
18 OZ.

DOZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WHITE CLOUD

1% LIGHT MILK

BATH TISSUE

99

4 ROLL
PKG.

1, 1/2 GAL.

CRUSH FLAVORS
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE

CHIPS
99°

[POTATO

PEPSI COLA

OR

WITH ONE FILLED
SII3PPERS CASH CARD

Burriii.k OR

CRUSH FLAVORS
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE

TWIN
BAG

2 LITER 090
• PLASTIC 7

$

29

32 C
BOT1

ITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH
SHOPf

/
1
41000
BREAD '&1
401 BO
IDEAL

24 OZ.
SANDWICH4
LOAF

L

1 LB.
PKG.
\
HAPPY HOM

GARTORADE

THIRST QUENCHER
32 OZ.

99°

CORN DI
BRYAN BEEF

CORN DI
DELTA PRIDE

CATFISH I

•••••=.

e

NABISCO 1
SALE!

FOOD LAND
PURE VEGETABLE

GRAHAMS

DECORATED
MARDI GRAS

16 OZ $ 1 79

PAPER TOWELS
NAPKINS

COOKIES &
FUDGE

OREO

MARGARINE

OR

12 1/2 Oz

REG. OR
DOUBLE STUFF

$ 1 39

9

00

69'

$239

20 OZ.

SELECTED KRAFT

S
89' CRACKER
LIPTON
TEA BAGS
20 OZ. 69°
LIPTON FAMILY
TEA BAGS
32 OZ. 99°
A-1

1 LB. $

5 OZ.

DOLE

PINEAPPLE SAUCE
PARAMOUNT HAMBURGER

PICKLE SLICES
CRISCO

VEG. OIL....;

48 OZ. $259

19

SALAD DRESSINGS

100 Cl. $279

Fnethluriti) $

PARAMOUNT KOSHER
24 CT. $239

GHERKINS

22 OZ. 129

PARAMOUNT BREAD &

10 oz. $269

BUTTER SLICES

22 OZ. $

BAKERY

41

Pf1111/11)ELPHIA

69'

FRENCH

BREAD

16 OZ.

IICRAFT

[

.

PIZZAS

10 OL

1 29

CREAM CHEESE

2 Li. BOX

TOT1NO'S

i

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA BRAND
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Kentucky
has new
millionaire
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
34-year-old plumber from Daviess
County won SI million Tuesday in
the Kentucky Lottery's Two for the
.
Money. game.
Alvin T. Belcher of Utica was
presented an oversized check for
he amount by Lottery President
Frank 0. Keener during a drawing
It the Belvedere on Louisville's
riverfront. He will receive 20 annual installments of S50,000 each,
less taxes.
'Belcher. whose wife DeLinda
was at the drawing with him, said
he was elated at his winnings and
plans to build a home and "make
sure our kids have a good education." The couple's children are 12.
and 9.
The second-place winner, Erma
Adams, 59. of Butler in Pendleton
County, will receive S50,000 in
,one installnient.
Mr,.. Adams, who left school in
the seventh grade to go to work
and who has eight children and 30
grandchildren. said she Would use
her winnings to help her children
and grandchildren get an education.
Bobby D. White, 51, of Nicholasville will receive $25,000 as the
third-place winner. James Harris,
41;—of Edmonton won the fourthplaro w ite
'10.000.
The 35 finalists in the game,
chosen in drawings during the last
several weeks, and their families
were guests on the Star of Louisville for a luncheon cnrise and toured
the Museum of History and Science
before the 7 p.m. EDT drawing.
The remaining 31 finalists
received $5,000. eact.

John Wesley Fletcher, Rex Humbard and Rex Humbard Jr.
Defense attorney Ben Cotten's
witnesses could include Bakker's
daughter, Tammy Sue Chapman,
and former PTL board member, the
Rev. Aimee Cortese.
Cotten has said the lifestyles of
the I aggarts and their relationship
with Bakker would be the focus of
the case.
"If I were the government, I
would try to stress that these people live high on the hog, and now

BI-PITF

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. was
admitted to Humaa HospitalAudubon on Tuesday after suffering chest pains, a hospital spokeswoman said.
"Mr. Brown is in for observation, evaluation and tests," spokeswoman Denise Damron said, reading froM a
Iease. "He, was
accompanied by his wife, Phyllis
George Brown."
Brown. 55. had experienced the
pains within the last couple of
days: Ms. Damron said.
Pat Mulloy, Brown's lawyer,
sdid Tuesday night that Brown
actually was hospitalized initially
late Friday in Florida and was
flown to Lotiisville Tuesday morning_ BroWn, who was in Florida on
business, drove himself to Imperial
Point Hospital in Fort Lauderdale
alter suffering chest pains and was
admitted:. Islulloy said.
Brown expected to undergo
some tests today, and more information may' be available afterward.
Ms. Damron .said.
Brown, governor from 1979 to
1983, underwent triple bypass heart
surgery at the end of his term and
developed serious lung
complications.
He withdrew from his race
against Walter "Dee" Huddleston
for the U.S. Senate in 1984, he said
at the time, because of doctors'
orders.
Brown also had surgery to
'replace his hip in 1986, a side
effect of treatment from his heart
surgery.'
In 1987, he finished second in
thk-- Democratic gubernatorial primary to Wallace Wilkinson.

A

wanted to conduct the hearing
behind closed doors, but several
news organizations appealed his
decision. On June 27, a three-judge
panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals in Richmond ruled the
hearing should be open.
Dortch also is trying to get a
separate trial. Taylor may rule on
that motion today.
The witness list in the Taggart
trial looks like a "Who's Who" of
TV evangelism. The prosecution
may call evangelists Jerry Falwell,
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NEA draws criticism for opposition to plan
each
:sents

The union said it continues to
Support "alternative programs ...
for specific purposes" such as
magnet schools designed to promote desegregation.
Education Undersecretary Ted
Sanders said through spokesman
Tom Lyon the vote was "very disappointing. All students deserve
access to a quality education —
and choice will make that happen.
But apparently the NEA doesn't
even understand the concept."
"The president and the (educa-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
National education Association is
drawing criticism from the Bush
administration for its resolution
opposing many plans that let
parents choose which public
schools their children will attend.
Such plans should not be mandated by the states or federal government, according to a resolution
adopted Tuesday by the union.
However, the group did not oppose
the idea if it is adopted by local
school authorities.

)avid
Icer's
inter;redit
ances
)pay
senand
llion.

tion) secretary have called choice
the cornerstone for rebuilding
American education. Parents want
choice; students need it — now,"
Sanders said.
The resolution, adopted by the
8,500 delegates at the NEA's annual Representative Assembly, indicated the organization is concerned
about whether all students can
receive free, high-quality education
under a choice- program mandated
by a state or the federal
government.

Bush administration education
officials had hoped that more moderate forces within the NEA would
prevail.
Sanders and Education Secretary
Lauro Cavazos have argued that
allowing parents to choose their
child's school will force schools to
compete and improve.
However, opponents say schools
could !become weakened or resegregated as students leave. Some
choice programs do not provide
transportation for students and

most wind up draining funds from
the schools left behind, they
contend.
Delegates representing the nearly
2 million NEA members had considered proposals ranging from
strong opposition to a relatively
moderate statement opposing
choice programs that foster inequities or substandard education for
some students.
The NEA on Tuesday also
announced the creation of four
"teaming laboratories" in school
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districts in Memphis, Tenn.; Chaska, Minn.; Marshalltown, Iowa,
and Westerly, R.I.
The four districts will experiment with ways to give leachers
and other local personnel more
control over their schools, on the
premise that reform without teacher
input is bound to fail.
School boards and superintendents are cooperating with the
effort, which will bring the districts
$280,000 this year in grants and
technical aid from the NEA. Each
experiment is expected to last at
least five years and eventually
serve as a model for other districts.
Since beginning its convention
Sunday, the NEA also has decided
to:
—Ask television stations and
newspapers to put the names of
states on their weather maps. The
proposal came from the Montana
delegation in the interest of improving geographic literacy.
—Oppose Channel 1, a television news program with commercials designed for classroom use
that has been denounced by several
other educationalorganizations.
—Wage an aggressive campaign
for better teacher pay, including
television Spots, press conferences
and newspaper and magazine
articles.
—Recommend a series of policies for the National Board for Profe'ssional.- Teaching Standards.
which is developing standards for
voluntary teacher certification

er LEAF
IDEiliRUG
R
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99'
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has announced
the opening of his seven -county
training program fo the
unemployed.
The program will provide training, in Wilkinson's words, for
"people who have a solid work
history but need new skills" to
find employment.
There is S500.000 for "training
certificates" to cover courses for
150 to 200 unemployed people.
The program, whose opening
was announced Monday, is
intended to demonstrate in a few
counties with federal money th'at a
statewide program Wilkinson propose
ordto the 1988 legislature will
work.
The program covers Bullitt, Henry, Jefferson, Oldham. Shelby,
Spencer and Trimble counties.
Those interested can contact state
Employment Service offices in
each of the counties.
Vo‘sgtions for which training is
a.
include design work, a
range of business and management jobs, marketing, communications, computer, health care
and paralegal work, and jobs in
production, mechanies and transportation, among others.

Reagan tossed
from horse
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Former
President Reagan once said.
"There is nothing so good for the
inside of a man than the outside of
a horse."
He may not_feel that way today
following his Fourth of July toss
from a horse at a ranch in Mexico
that resulted in minor bruises and
abrasions.
Reagan spokesman Mark Weinberg said the horse Reagan was riding bucked on a rocky downhill
slope, throwing the 78-year-old
former president to the ground.
Weinberg said Reagan called the
incident ."'My own private
rodeo,"-- adding that "he's an
excellent rider and he held on quite
a while."
Although Tuesday's ride may
have been a rough one, Reagan has
generally found serenity on. the
back -of a horse.
"That's how he charges his batteries," said former. Reagan
spokesman Jim Lake in a 1980
newspaper interview. "He doesn't
go out and drink or carouse or party or entertain, he likes to go up.
there in the loneliness of his
677-acre ranch, riding his .horses.
building his fences being with his
wife. ... I think it's his sense of
personal accomplishment and
achievement, his physical handling
of the world."
Aides have saidlliat'iteagan did
much of his thinking -about the
problems i president might face in
the days prior to his successful
1980 campaiin while riding 'a
horse around his ranch 30 miles
west of Santa Barbara.
Reagan took up riding when hvi
was 'a young sportscaster in Des
Moines, Iowa in the 1930s, and
pursued it enthusiastically right
through his presidency.

a
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The Rizpah Shrine flag corps above were joined by approximately 25 other groups in the parade which
marched along Main Street to the Tappan parking lot.

_Uncle Sam and Liberty made special appearances Tuesday during the Freedom Fest Parade on the WalMart float, capturing first place in the competition.

Patrick Haney, above, gets called
for cleaning-up chores at the Boy
Scout Breakfast held Tuesday at
Pagliai's Restuarant while, at
left, a clown has to settle for a
less-appetizing meal.
A fir
A

Seseral local youngsters took part in the Freedom Fest Children's parade Saturday morning at the city county park. The children's parade was sponsored by Fisher-Price.

LOUI.

01' 97 clugs its way_ down Main

as

part of the Rizpah Shine group of parade entrants.

The MSU Community Band performs Tuesday night at Stewart Stadium.
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Mer,bers of VFW Post 6291 of Murray ride through downtown as a part of the Freedom Fest Parade.

Members of Boy Scout Troop 77 of Murray march in Tuesday's Freedom Fest Parade.

Photos by
Mark Cooper,
David Tuck and
Dan Loudy

A fireworks display closed the Music with a Bang concert, at Stewart Stadium Tuesday night.

The United .States Marine Corps color guard.

?la

Sam and Wendy Parker perform during Sunday's WSIP Gospel Sing
at the Old Freight Depot.

Louise and Allen Challey took p close look at J.B. Taylor's 1951 Mercur., during the antique auto allow Saturday at the Murray-Calloway

-

Cottnty Park. The show was sponsored by the Twin Lakes Antique
Car Club.

FREEDOM FEST '89
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_MURRAY TODAY
Married or 40 ears today

•

Jo Burkeen, editor

Murray
'e
Ledger & Times

DATEBOOK
Prime Time plans luncheon
Prime Time, senior citizens' group, of Memorial Baptist Church will
have a luncheon on Thursday. July 6, at 12 noon at Sirloin Stockade. All
intererested seniors are invited to attend.

be
inf(

Group II of CWF zvill meet

•

Group II of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will have a picnic in the church parlor on Thursday, July 6, at 12 noon.
All members are urged to attend, a group spokesperson said.

Ch
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Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital is today (Wednesday) at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray, until 3 p.m. On Thursday the express will e at Jim's Garage at Dukedom, Tenn., from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Cuba Grotery from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Qn Friday the express
will be at Coldwater Church of Christ from 9 to 11 a.m. and at First
National Bank at Farmington from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Kirksey 1939 Class will meet
The Kirksey High School graduating class of 1939 will have its 50-year
reunion on Saturday, July 8, at 5 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road, Murray. All 1939 graduates and anyone who
attended classes with this group during any year from 1927 to 1939 are
urged to attend. For more information call Cordis James, 489-2828.

Joylanders will sing at church
General Baptist Church at Chestnut and North Third Streets, Murray,
will have its homecoming on Sunday, July 9. The Rev. Jerry Bradford,
pastor, will be in charge of the 11 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at
10 km. and a basket dinner will be served at 12 noon. A gospel singing
will be at 1:30 p.m. and will feature The Joylanders. The public is invited
to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Rufe P. Burk,n Jr. are pictured here on their wedding
day on July 6, 1949. The couple wa,s married July 6, 1949, at Corinth,
Miss., in a double wedding with Mildred Dick and the late Ervin
▪ Mardis. N1rs. Burkeen, the former Mary Lee Wallace, is the daughter
of Mrs. Mary Ruth Wallace Futrell of Fern Terrace Lodge and the
late Robert Lee Wallace. Mr. Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rufe
Burkeen Sr., is retired from B.F. Goodrich Co., Calvert City. Their
four children are Larry P. Burkeen and Mikeal Lee Burkeen and
wife, Susan, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Diane Norwood and husband, Phil,
Rt. 1, Hardin, and Mrs. Laura Mitchuson and husband, Patterson,
Rt. 5, Benton. Their eight grandchildren are Yancy Burkeen, Ragan
Norwood, Dusty Burkeen, [leather Burkeen, Rusty Burkeen, Saw',
Burkeen, Vanessa Norwood and Sara Burkeen.

Tennis play on Thursday
The Thursday Ladies! Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
at 8 a.m. on Thursday, July 6, at the club courts. Members are urged to
note the change of time. Pairings are as follows: Court 1 - Sue Overbey,
Lois Keller, Brenda Marquardt and Marilyn Adkins; Court 2 - Frances
Hulse, Shirley Homra, Lynn Dowdy and Donna Keller; Court 3 - Bobbie
Weatherly, Rainey Apperson, Carolyn Cunningham and Alice Rouse;
Court 4 - Martha Andrus, Norma Frank, Cyndi Cohoon and Nancy Whitmer. Substitutes will be Georgianna Moffitt, Kay Mack and,Patsy Mille
(Cont'd on page 11A) _

Bill and Gloria Gaither and guests will present concert
Bill and Gloria Gaither are
bringing their trio, their vocal band
and special guests to Evansville's
Bethel Tifmple Auditorium at 7:27

p.m. Saturday, July 15, for a concert sponsored by TR1 state youth
for CHRISTaTT Ministries.
All tickets are $10 and are avail-

PARKER'S FAMOUS

2+1
Uniform Sale
Buy Twol• Get the Third Free!
Sales Begins Now and Ends July 31st
Nurse Mate Shoes & Nike Nursing Shoes
Always Discounted 20%

PARKER'S
Colonial Square
1205 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY

Court Market Place
Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, TN

Now Open
itkil3SALArtP
Dining Emporium
Delicious selections, in a relaxed, •
refined- atmosphere, moderately
priced and graciously sewed.
Just off the Court Square
at 304 Maple
-Monday thru Saturday
11 a.m. - 9 p.M.
Closed Sunday
753-0124

able at ITT, 13000 U.S. 41 North,
Evansville, Ind.. 47711, and at
Schuttler Music, area Christian
book stores and several local
churches.
For over 25 years, Bill and Gloria Gaither have traveled from their
home in Alexandria, Ind:, as two
thirds of the Bill Gaither Trio. The
songs they have written have
become some of the best loved and
best known of this generation,
including "He Touched Me," "The
Family of God" and "The King Is
Coming."
The third member of the trio is
Mike English, who has been singing in gospel quartets since he was
nine years old.
The Gaither vocal Band is corn.prised of Mike, Bill Gaither, and
Jim Murray, who sang for 20 years
as the soaring lyric tenor with the
• Imperials, and Mark Lowry, who
-has performed since the age of

four.
Mark's humor includes stories of
his attorney-father (he represents
Jerry.Falwell) and his mother (who
has debated Madelyn Murray
O'Hare).
Also appearing at the Evansville
Gaither Concert will be Buddy
Greene, master of the Harmonica,
and Amy Ransom, a rising young
vocalist being given solo opportunities in the tradition of Sandi Patti,
Larne11 Harris and Steve Green.
These, and other young artists who
once traveled with the Gaithers
have gone on to be some of the
best known talent in contemporary
Gospel music.
More than,one third of the tickets are already gone for the July 15
Gaither Concert. The remaining
tickets may be itserved, while they
last, by calling (812) 867-2418, or
writing ITT, 13000 U.S. 41 North,
Evansville, Indiana 47711.

Pageant will be on Aug. 6

Ch
Set
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Lillian Olazabal Gierhart stands beside the styrofoam sculpted miniature "Statute of Liberty" made by Kim White, church member and
local sculptress, used for the special Independence Day program on
Sunday at First Christian Church. Mrs. Gierhart was one of the
readers.

Church has special service
A styrofoam scultpted miniature
"Statute of Liberty" was the centerpiece of the theme, "Hold High the
Torch," at First Christian Church
on Sunday, July 2, at 10 a.m. worship service.
Mrs. Kim White, a member of
the church, and a gifted sculptress, did this for the special Independence week-end program developed by Dr. David Roos, pastor.
Mrs.. Lillian Olazabal Gierhart
was one of the program participants focusing on the emphasis "that
-we are a nation of immigrants and
slaves or descendents of the same
that have come here from almost
every nation in the world. And it is
the great religious, political, and
cultural diversity that we celebrate
and is our rich heritage that we
have to share with the world."
"The Statue of Liberty serves as
the beacon of hope welcoming_ the
'huddled masses' and those 'not so
huddled' to our shores offering
them greater economic opportunity,
or individual political or religious

Hospital reports released
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, June
30, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Mitchell baby boy, parents, Kellie and Greg, Rt. 2, Box 286,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Foust baby girl, parents, Angela
and Tommy, Rt, 1, Box 47,4Cottage
Grove, Tenn.;
Clapp baby girl, parents, Angela
and Lyle, Rt. 1, Box 382, Wingo.
Dismissals
Mrs. Tammy Annette Smith and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 416A, Murray; Thomas F. Lyles, Rt. 2, Box
-180, Murray;
David Randall Pritchard, RL 1,
Box 148, Sedalia; Mrs. Margaret
Genshocks 907 Story Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Dora Lee Gansner, 216 Bell
Ave., Paris, Tenn.; Miss Clelsea
Ella Flack, 752 B_McPberson Dr.,
Nashville. Tenn:'

The 13th annual Kentucky little Miss Pageant will be held Sunday,
Aug. 6, at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus,
• Murray. Prepageant activities will be scheduled on Saturday, Aug. 5.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda sorority of the Woodmen of the World Society, Murray, is sponsoring the pageant activities,
The ages for the pageant divisions are: Wee Miss, 3-5 years; Little
Miss, 6-8; Preteen, 9-12 years; Junior Teen, 13-16 years, Senior Teen,
17-19 years of age as of Aug. 6, 1989..
One newborn admission and dis• Persons wishing further information concerning the pageant and applimissals at Murray-Calloway Councation forms should send a self addressed stamped legal size envelope
(41/4 x 91/4) to: Kentucky Little Miss Pageant, B3 Fox Meadows Tr. Ct., ty Hospital for Saturday, July 1,
1304 South 16th Street, Murray, Ky 42071. The deadline for receiving [lave been released as follows:
Newborn admission
applications is July 15, 1989.
Patton baby boy, parents, Judy
and Mickey, 200 Routon, Paris,
-American Bandstand," hosted Tenn.
by Dick Clark, made its network
debut on ABC in 1957.
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Emi
person, rideelect of John Bell has
'selected her houseware and
entertaining
accessories
-from our bridal registry.
Emily and John will be
married on August 5, 1989.
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freedom than they have ever experienced before. And people will
keep coming to America as long as
things are better HERE than they
are THERE!" the reader added.
Others serving ai readers were
Amy Roos, Ruthie Kitrell, Charlie
Williams, Rene Cox, and Melanie
Dawson.
A parade of the state flags led by
the American flag and Christian
Flag processed the Chancel Choir
in with the Boy Scouts and Girl
Scouts carryinj, the flags.
Major John,Klemencic and Captain Larry Nixon read the names of
those who are still living who have
served or are now serving their
country in the Armed Forces, and
Pastor Roos gave 'a prayer on
behalf of all those who had served
their country.
A special thanks goes to the
National Boy Scout Museum for
loaning the program committee
their partial collection of state flags
to use for the celebration, Dr. Roos
said.

Dismissals
Miss Maureen Yvonne Rouse,
Box 2030, University Station, Murray; Charles F. Sims, 212 Michael
St., Southpoint, Ohio;
Mrs. Patricia Ann Bradley,-A
Fox Meadows, Murray; Mrs. Jennifer Allen and baby boy, Rt. 1,
Box 286B, Henry, Tenn.;
Hubert Deering, Rt. 1, Box 179,
Murray; William Elvin Lee, Rt. 1,
Box 264, Dexter,
Mrs. Mary V. Majors, 1214B
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Lorene Faughn, 1421 Poplar St.,
Benton;
Paul W. Claypool (expired) 706
Fairlane, Murray; Richard Locke
Montgomery (expired) HC Box 1A,
New Concord.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Sunday, July 2. No newborn admissions were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deborah Louise Webb, Rt.
3, Box 335C, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mary Doreen Wheeler, Rt. 3, Box
171, Fulton;
Mrs. Judith Harrison and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 258 M, Farmington; Mrs. Angela Joy Clapp and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 282, Wingo;
Mrs. Barbara Jean Chilcutt, 224
South 11th SL, Murray; Fay Kennedy, Rt. 6, Box .271 AB, Murray;
Mrs. Veroncia Pierson, Rt. 6, Box
274, Murray;
Mrs. Christina W. Smith, Rt. 2,
Box 98, Gilbertsville; Howard M.
Anderson, 322 Irvan, Murray; Mrs.
Grace Winkowslti, RL 5, Box 816,
Murray.

Attention Band Instrument Owners
. For all service and repair of your instruments please
contact me, Roy Dunn, at my holm.
I appreciate your support over the years and pledge my
best to you.
Please AO not hesitate to call me or leave your
instruments at Chuck's Music Center for repair. •
Get y
instraments in early before band camp.
Thank You,

Roy Gene Dunn
(formerly of Omar Mimic Center)

753-8976
Pottertowu Road - Hwy. 280

t Your MOVWS At he Movie •
Open 11 .i in 10 p m

t

Band Instrument Repair Service

•
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Coming community events are announced
Wednesday, July 5
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway.County Public
Library. Members note change in
date.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
•

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 •a.m.; Finance
Committee at 6:30 p.m.; Administrative Board at 7 p.m.
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be Mid-Week Prayer
Service, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friondsrat 7 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be prayer meeting,
GAs, Youth Bible Study and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
Thursday, July 6
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers an! from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray Civitan Club is scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Family Restaurant.
H. Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291
of Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m. at Parish Center;
Knights of Columbus at 7:30 p.m.
at Gleason Hall.

Thursday, July 6
The New Single Connection will
meet at.7 p.m. in third floor classroom, Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Kenneth,
753-3580, or Mike; 753-6544.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
Life House will have prayer tune
at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 1506 Chestnut,St. For
information call 753-0700.

Friday, July 7
Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for members only.
Main St. Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will.be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge at Aurora.
Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Adam and Eve Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church will
have a potluck at 6:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of Church.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

"Ah, Wilderness!" will be presented at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. For information call
759-1752.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray Stale University will be
open'from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Open Narcotics Anonymous will
meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center, St.
Leo's Catholic Church.
,
_
Narcotics AnonymouS will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 7,62-6297.

National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Star gazing at 9
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850; Turtles of LBL at 2:30 p.m: at Woodlands Nature Center.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The Calloway Co. Public Library was represented recently at a statewide
conference conducted to take a serious look at the future of public
libraries in Kentucky.
Wanda- Kimbro and Carolyn
Adams were among more than 200
representatives, including librarians, trustees and members of

COLLEGEDALE, Tenn.(AP) —
Lisa Robertson wondered just how
warm her Welcome would be when
she returned to her hometown last
week after winning the Miss Tennessee title.
This southeastern Tennessee
town, after all,.is dominated by the
Seventh-day Adventist church,
which discourages not only the
wearing of jewelry and makeup,
but also any secular activities on
Saturday, the church's day of
worship.
And here was Miss Robertson,
herself a church member, winning
a pageant held on a Saturday night

RADNOR, Pa.(AP) — Despite a
limousine, a country home, a New
York City apartment and an
appearance on "Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous," talk show host
Sally Jessy Raphael says she has
troi,ble making ends meet.
Raphael, 46, says in the July 8
issue of TV Guide that she is probably the most poorly paid success-

me

t

These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Mo," a male terrier
mix; "Gumbo," a female blonde Terrier/Chihuahua Mix; and "Jester," a large male blonde Collie mix.
Also mlilable are numerous Terrier/Poodle mixes,"Benji" look alikes, long and short haired kittens of all
colors. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are
12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call 759-4141.

'The Wonder Years' named 'classiest'

The two-day conference .
1tlio
included sessions on creating greater public awareness of the value of
libraries to the communities. of the
Commonwealth.

rabbit and a parrot.
Unlike Oprah Winfrey, Raphael
does not own her show; she is
employed by Multimedia Entertainment Inc. Until recently, she says.
she took home less than $400,000
from TV and radio appearances.
Her salary was re-negotiated this
spring; the amount was not
disclosed.

DATEBOOK

$13,600 for date

(Cont'd from page 10,4)
DALLAS (AP) — A woman
spent $13,600 to go on a charity
date with Jean LeClerc, who plays
heartthrob Jeremy Hunter on "All
My Children," but it won't he an
intimate dinner date for two.
Jan Rogers of Dallas is bringing,
along a young chaperone — local
Cystic Fibrosis poster child Mika
Doyle.
"I thought that was one of the
nicest gestures I've ever seen,"
saki/ Regen Horchow Pillsbury,
who was one of the organizers .of
the Cysfic Fibrosis Bachelor Bid
held last week.
Ms. Rogers' donation won her a
trip to New York for lunch with
LeClerc at Tavern on the Green
and a ringside seat at a taping session of his popular soap opera.

Cub Day Camp will July 24-28
The Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America will offer a Cub Day
Camp at Murray-Calloway County Park starting Monday, July 24, and
continuing through Friday, July 28. Sessions will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
daily with a program for parents on Friday. All Tigers, Wolfs,--Bears and
Webelos Cub Scouts are invited to attend. Also any boy completing first
through fifth grades is also invited to attend. The fee is $29 and includes a
patch, t-shirt, swimming fees, craft supplies and refreshments. The boys
will participate in games .and sports, songs and stories, crafts, BB and
archery shooting, and swimming. For more information or to sign up,
please call Jim Simmons at 759-1860 or the Boy Scout office at
1-443-6461; or %lite tri Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts of America.
P.O. Box 7033, Paducah, Ky. 42002-7033.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Monico King and Michael Boyd of Murray from Western Baptist; James McClanahan, Sheila Buhmann and Robbie LaMastus, all of
Murray, and Lorene Beecham of Hazel from Lpurdes.

Aircraft group to meet Tuesday ••
Kentucky Lakes Chapter 920 of-the Experimental Aircraft Association
will have its next regular monthly meeting on Tuesday, July 11, at the
Mayfield Airport. For more information,. call 759-9451.

while decked out in a sparkling tiara and vivid cosmetics:
But she needn't have worried.
"There were balloons on my
driveway, a huge banner across the
A flag ceremony will be at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
house: and fire trucks escorted me Dr., Murray, on Saturday, July 8, at 10 a.m. A flag and flag pole have
in," Miss Robertson said Sunday. been donated by the local post of Veterans of Foreign Wars. The public is
"I was 4
.ven a,key to the city and invited to attend, a lodge spokesperson said.
a plaque as an honored alumnus of
Southern College." The school is a
Seventh-day Adventist college.
Jeffrey Cemetery, located on Highway 464 between Dexter and Little
Miss Robertson, 23, acknowGolden Pond, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, July 9. The
ledged that some residents inthis
town outside Chattanooga probably 'Rev. Paul Bogard will speak at 11:30`a.m. A basket dinner will follow the
worship service. All persons interested in the upkeep of the cemetery and
don't approve of her involvement
unable to attend may mail their donations to Marilyn McKinney, Rt. 1.
in the Miss America Pageant.
"But they haven't: spoken up. Farmington, Ky., 42040, Jack Scott, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036, or Patsy
Stallons, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036.
And it doesn't violate my conscience at all," she said. "It doesn't
bother me to things on Saturday.
I've come to my own peace about
that."
Temple Hill, Independence and Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
As Miss Tennessee, she gets a
Churches will take a bus to Opryland U.S.A., N8tville, Term., on Saturcrack at the Miss America crown in day, July 8. This will be a one-day trip. Interested persons may call the
September's pageant.
Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, it 759-1410.

Fern Terrace plans flag ceremony

-

.

.

Jeffrey Cemetery plans hoinecoming

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —
,Frankie Avalon says his "beach
party" movies of the '60s brought
recognition but also prejudiced
movie makers against him.
"What I represented as an actor
was not what they wanted," he
said. "The beach things took over
everything else."
Avalon, appearing at Showboat
Hotel and Casino beginning July 4,
said he lost the role of the singer in
"The Godfather" because the producer feared Avalon's image -would
bring bad publicity.
"He said, 'We just signed Marlon Brando for the lead and we got
more heat over miscasting. We
can't let them know we just signed
Frankie Avalon,— he said.
"But now, in retrospect, I would
rather have done the 'beach party'
movies because they will last for a
long, long time," said Avalon, 50.

such a creep?"
niest and the Bunch We'd Most
Cosby's Huxtable family was Like to Bowl With." The Bundys
declared "Least Likeable and Most from the Fox network's "Married
With Children" were dubbed
Likely to Slide Next Season."
Among. other categories, "Best. "Most TasteJess.,"
Bouts" was topped by the dispute
between NBC "Today" show colleagues Willard Scott and Bryant
Gumbel.
In the category of sitcom famiNow In Progress
lies, the Conners of ABC's
"Roseanne," were named "Fun-

Storewide
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Shrubs need a Haircut?
Lawn needs a Facelift? '\
Windows need a Shampoo? ;
Driveway needs a Penn?

Odd Jobs Are Not Always ddd
Just Inconvenient!
Not Now Sweetheart, I'm Buoy. Why Don't You Call.:

Weeping Wand
Odd Jobs At Even Prices

753-8866
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long-range pIiitqing by libraries to.
help them make the best possible:
use of resources in the face- of
major changes in Kentucky's social
and economic fabric:.

Churches to take bus to Opryland

4

Morietag Woniip
SusWq Ntglat
Nightly

ful talk show host on television.
She won'ean Emmy last month.
"I have to tell you that I would
honestly have problems affording
an apartment big enough for our
family," she says. "That's just the
truth."
Her family includes husband
Karl Soderlund, eight children, a
housekeeper, two cats, two dogs, a

Woman spends

Frankie Avalon talks
about former movies

Evangelist: Preston Cotham
Of Service'
&away L.I. Study
10:00 ant.

library Friends organizations, who
participated in tile meeting May 31
and June 1 in Louisville.
The conference, .sponsored by
the Kentucky Department for Libraries and Archixes, served as a
kick-off for the state's new public
library development progrant.
According to State Librarian
James A. Nelson,. "The meeting
focused on the importance of local

Raphael has trouble making ends meet

Miss Tennessee welcomed

Pets of the week named

RADNOR, Pa. (AP) — NBC's'
"The Cosby Show" slipped and
ABC's "The Wonder Years" glittered in TV Guide's Best and
Worst of the 1988-89 season.
The July 8 issue named "The
Wonder. Years" the "Classiest
Series" for "shrewd, poignant
insights into life's really important
questions like: 'What's your girlfriend gonna write in your yearbook? And why is your big brother

PAGE MIA

Kimbro and Adams attend conference

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's Garage at Dukedom,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.

Group II of CWF of First Christ\*
AA and Al-Anon will have
ian Church will have a picnic in
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
closed
chutrch parlor.
Citizens' Center, Benton. For inform
mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Prime Time, senior citizens'
group, will have a luncheon at 12
Playhouse in Park will present
noon at Sirloin Stockade.
"The Great Cross country Race" at
7:30, p.m. at Kenlake State Park
Kathleen Jones Group of First
Amphitheater. For information call
Baptist Church Women will have a
474-2211.
bag picnib at 5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
Events at First Baptist Church
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
will include Mothers' Day Out and
Homeplace-1850; Goodness Snakes
Day Camp for ages ¶0 to 12 at
at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
Center.
a.m.; Camp Out for ages 10 to 12
at 7 p.m. at Fellowship Hall.
Friday, July 7
Health Express of MurrayJunior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Calloway County Hosokal will be
Murray Country Club.
at Coldwater Church of Christ from
9 to 11 a.m. and at First National
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m. at
Bank, Farmington, from 12:30.to
Oaks Country Club.
2,-,30 p.m.
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Rayburn, Haywood Win Hurt tournament
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledges a Times Sports Writer

•

David Ramey

t•-

July 4th is not only a national holiday, it is a .
che.ckpoint along the diverse path of a major.. leaguetiaseball campaign. After yesterday's play, the Chicago Cubs have now played exactly half of their *contests, while the St. Louis Cardinals are four games
shy of the middle mark. So, still in the spirit of
yesterday's festivities, let's take a quick whirl around
the - big leagues.

141
,

•

,

•

The surprise of the first half is clearly the Baltimore Orioles
.
Buoyed by fine defense, solid pitching, and generally heads-up
play; guided by a tempered Frank Robinson (adopting the "kinder and gentler" approach made popular by the skipper in the
White House). the O's have brought excitement back to
Memorial Seadium.
•
Meanwhile, their combatants in the American League East
have decided to play like the Orioles — the 1988 Orioles, that
is. New York is without Dave W'irifield and now Rickey Henderson, but, if they get pitching, could make a run. Ditto for
Boston, which has been playing well recently after having some
players banged up. Toronto has taken a slide, and could be in
line for a major shake-up.
The American League West has become the best division in
baseball. Oakland. even with Jose Canseco out of the picture,
has played well, while Jim Abbott has breathed new life into
the California Angels. Texas has been aided by recruits from
the senior circuit and has the potential to make a run if they
start hitting. Chicago has inherited Baltimore's distinction as
the
worst team in the American League.
In the National League West. the Giants look like they've
made the moves to put them over ale top. just as they did in
1987. Even if Kevin Mitchell returns to this planet, the lints
should be busy in October. Cincinnati could make a run, but I
wouldn't bet on it. (Think about it. you'll get it.)
Over in the NL East, where most local fans settle
their
tion. Montreal seems to have the edge as the Cubs begin attentheir
annual nosedive. New York and Pittsburgh have been ,plague
d
hy injuries:
The Wild card in .the NL East is St. Louis. The Redbird
s
have1 played spottily in the first half of the campaign
and are
.:urrently three games over .500. three-and-a-half games
behind. Montreal. St. Louis needs at least one more starting
pitcher,
which could come if Willie McGee can get healthy
enough to
be traded. Milt Thompson has been a sunrise in the
outfield,
while Pedro Guerrero. Ozzie Smith and Vince Coleman
have had
good first-halves.
If Terry Pendleton can start hitting, and if they get that
pitcher, the odd year could be the Cardinals' year like
it was
in 1985 and .1987.
I'll give the Giants, the Expos. the Yanks, and the
Athletics
the sportswriter's kiss-of-death, and pick them for playoff
appearances. Look for a Bay series, with San .Francisco
beating
Oakland in six games.

Tony Rayburn and Pete Haywood won the Max Hurt Golf Tourna
ment on Monday with a 64.
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Rick Jones and Cedric Bensen
won the fourth flight, winning a
count-back over Ronnie Gibson
and Jeff Smith, as both teams shot
an 81.
Mike Holton, Paul Dailey and
Pete Haywood all won closest-tothe-hole contests, while Mark Waldrop won the longest-drive
competition.
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Wimbledon '89

Chris Evert avoids point of no return
By ANDREW WARSHAW
AP Spoils Writer

WIMBLEDON, England — Two
poinLs from defeat against unheralded Laura Golarsa, Chris Evert
realized where she was and that she
might never return.
It. wasn't how the 34-year-old
American wanted to end an 18-year
success story at Wimbledon.
thought. 'This isn't the way I
would like to go out-of the tournament,' " Evert said Tuesday.
"Certainly, if it would be my last
year, which probably it would be, it
would not be the way to go out."
Inspired by that notion, Evert
cracked a trademark twd-handed
backhand down. the line. On the
next point, Golarsa missed a volley. In a flash, a match Evert had
no chance of winning was hers for
the taking.
And she took it.
"I certainly never thought I was

• • •
Speaking of baseball, those of you who listen to Cardinal
-.•roadcasts daily know that Jack Buck, the fine St. Louis radio
voice, is currently over in Europe on an Anheuser-Busch promo:ronal tour.
Instead of sending Buck, why couldn't A-B send Harry
Caray?
-Caray, the voice of the Chicago Cubs, is going to be
inducted into the Hall of Fame later this month, and he definitely deserves it. However, his skills have deteriorated; it is
time that Harry considered taking that last commericial break.
His knowledge of the other NL teams has never been anything to talk about, but now • his flubbing of names of Cubbics
has become a common occurrence. Add his constant barrage of
saying hello to half of WGN's viewers ("Fred and Ethel
.arc watching the game- today in Patukawoma, Idaho:), andSmith
Harry becomes nauseating.
TWo recent mishaps I've caught have been referring to
the.
Cubs' fine young catcher Damon Berryhill as Damon Berrym
an,
and consistently confusing third baseman Vance Law with his
father Vernon, a pitcher back in the fifties. (I can see why
he's
doing that — Vance is hitting like his old man.)
I understand that Harry is more of an institution than anything else. Whv not cut back his time on the air first, and
slowly phase him out?*-Of course, still make him sing during
the seventh-inning stretch, but he no longer has the skills
to
broadcast six innings of baseball on television.
• • •
A few notes on the Los Angeles Clipper franchise that
drafted Jeff Martin:
If you thought last year's 22-60 mark was, bad, it happened
to be their best mark in three years. It was a five-game
improvement over their 1987-88 record of 17-65, which was
five
games better than their 1986-87 mark,: of 12-70.
/
The franchise began in Buffalo in '1970, then moved to San
Diego in 1978. Six seasons later they made the move up the
coast to the Los Angeles Sports Arena.
Going into last year, the Clippers had put together a franchi
se
winning percentage of 36 percent, and have made the playoff
s
just three times. Don Casey, _who succeeded Gene Shue, is
the
12th coach in Clipper -history.
After releasing Quintin Dailey and Grant Gondrezicic the Clips
now have just three guards .(not including swingman Reggie .
Williams). Tom Garrick, Gary Grant, and Kevin Williamsioare
all.
point guards.
Jeff Martin and Jay Edwards both will have some playing
time. Of course. the Clippers could always deal a young forward like Charles Smith or Joe Wolf to, pick up a veteran, big
guard.
• • •
Free throws:
Look for Tony Franklin, former Murray High Tiger coach, to
be promoted from the Calloway County football staff if Laker
coach Jack Haskins leaves. for Paducah Tilghman as rumored
.
More speculation suggests that Larry Wall, an old acquaintance of MSU athletic director Michael Strickland, will soon,
be
named as Lady Racer basketball coach. ;7
If you follow baseball, you're probably aware of Kevin Mitchell's outstanding year, but have you heard about Ruben Sierra's
?
The Texas outfielder is second in batting, runs scored, and hits
in the American League, and leads the league with 61 RBIs.
Tickets arc going fast in Memphis for the
Augast 12th preseason contest between the Minnesota Vikings and
the Kansas
City Chiefs. Memphis officials are counting on a
sellout
in the
Liberty Bowl to boost NFL expansion hopes.

Tony Rayburn and Pete Haywood combined for a 64 to win the
Max Hurt Golf Tournament Monday at Murray Country Club.
Rayburn and Haywood edged'
three teams by four strokes to win
the event, sponsored by the Murray
Rotary Club.
Bill Seale and Rudell Park won
the senior's division with a 70, and
Dwain and Joanna Gibbs won the
mixed division, also with a 70.
The women's division of the
tournament was cancelled.
The teams of Chuck Bollegar
and Pete Bogart; Don Ryan and
Bill Holt; and Don and Ray
Cothran all shot 68 to tie for second in the championship flight.
Mark Waldrop and Shawn Parker
won a count-back for the first
flight title, as five pairs shot Is.
Jim Harris and Mike Holton; David
Buckingham and James Lassiter;
Jimmy Felts and Steve Farmer; and

Mike Lovins and Tommy Armstong were 'the others who put
together a 71.
George and Tracy Karnavas won
the second flight count-back as
four teams shot 74s. They were
joined by Mark and Macon Blankenship; E.W. Dennison and John
Williams; and Scott Wright and
Phil Bryan.
Jerry Wilson add Rick Melton
won the count-back in the third
flight. James Parker and Nick
Ryan; Chuck Foster and David
Graham; and Dan Miller and Rick
Lamkin joined Parker and Melton
with 76s.

going to win that match," Evert
said after a 6-3, 2-6, 7-5 victbry
that put her into the semifinals for
the 17th time in 18 years after her
greatest comeback at Wimbledon.
Action switched to the men's
quarterfinals today, with John
McEnroe first up on Centre Court
against Mats Wilander, followed by
Tim Mayotte against 'defending
champion Stefan Edberg.
On Court No. 1, Ivan Lendl was
pitted- against unseeded American
Dan Goldie, followed by Boris
Becker's meeting with surprise
quarterfinalist Paul Chamberlin.
Evert was joined in the women's
semifinals by her old friend and
rival, Martina Navratilova, defending champion Stern Graf and,
unseeded Swede Catarina
Lindqvist.•
• Navratilova, edging closer to a
record ninth Wimbledon singles
title, overpowered . Gretchen
Magus 6-1, 6-2. Graf avenged her

French Open final defeat by Arant-. bubbly personality endeare
d her to
xa Sanchez, beating the 17-year-old
the crowcVserved for the opening
Spaniard 7-5, 6-1, and will play set at 5-4 but was broken at love
Evert in the semifinals.
and thereafter struggled on the
Lindqvist ended the run of Ros grass.
Fairbank, who had beaten,two
Instead of repeating the passing
seeds. The South African lost 7-5, shots that stunned Graf in Paris,
7-5.
Sanchez was hurried into errors.
Navratilova, who shares the She scurried and .-scampered for
record of eight Wimbledon singles every ball, but this time it - wasn't
titles with Helen Wills Moody,said enough.
she didn't want to discuss breaking
-.She playqd much bottcr than
it — yet.
she did at the, French Open,"
"If and when I win the semis,-I Sanchez said. "She played incre1,i:rill be happy to talk about the dibly. I couldn't do anything." ,
finals," Navratilova said. "I-can't
Graf wasn't so sure of her
say it enough ... you cannot look performance.
ahead. If you start looking ahead,
-This match was nothing -speyou will find yourself packing your cial," the 20-year-old West
Gerbags and going home before you man said. "I can play much
get there. There's no point."
better."
Graf, beaten in three sets in Paris
So can Evert.
by Sanchez, avenged that defeat
The American eteran, who has
easily and hasn't dropped a set on won the title three times but
not
her way to the semifinals.
since 1981, looked beaten against
The Spanish teen-ager, whose (Coned on page 114)
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Thon breaks up Browning's
bid for second perfect game
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Before the game, Tom Browni
think flitch of his stuff.. By the seventh inning, he was thinkinng didn't
g about a
perfect game.
The Reds left-hander was within three outs of becoming the
first pitcher ever to throw two perfect games when Dickic Thon doubled
center field Tuesday night. Browning didn't even finish, yieldingto rightto John
Franco after Steve Jeltz singled home,Thon. Franco held off
the Phillies
for a 2-1 victory.
Browning wasn't lamenting the lost opportunity for everlast
ing fame.
He seemed' surprised to have gotten so close.
"I didn't think I had good stuff before the game. 1 told Bo
(catcher Bo
Diaz)," Browning said.
After retiring the, first 21 batters, Browning, 29, had changed
his outlook. When Von Hayes grounded out -to end the seventh
inning, "I
thought then that I might have a chance," he said. "I just tried
to
pitches where Bo wanted, low. They hit some hard but right at' throw
people."
Browning threw 80 pitches, 61 for strikes. He-was in total
control, on
and off the field, for eight innings.
"We just sat there talking (in the 'dugout)," he said. "I-tried
to stay
nice and relaxed. We've all been in this situation togethe
r before."
Browning pitched his perfect game last Sept. 16, when he
retired 27
Los Angeles Dodgers at Cincinnati. It was the 14th perfect
game in major
league history and the last no-hitter in the majors':
He also went 8 1-3 innings without allowing San Diego a hit
on June 6,
1988 before Tony/ Gwynn singled. Thon played for the
Padres then.
/ •

Rose lawyers make pitch to
keep trial in his hometown
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Lawyers for Pete Rose want to
keep his lawsuit in a state court in
Cincinnati, where the Reds manager already has won an order that
protects him from suspension or
firing.
Rose's lawyers were expecta to

file papers in U.S. District Court in
Columbus today to try to block
Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti
from moving the case to the federal
court system.
Baseball's lawyers asked the
federal courts on Monday to take
(Cont'd on page 13A)

Sports notices
SOCCER CAMP — The Memphis Storm soccer team will send
resentatives to the third Murray State University soccer camp, five repto be held
July 9-14 at MSU. The camp is offering' two session
s, half-day camp (9
am.'noon) for children 5-7, $65 fee; and a full-day campa for
children,
with a cost of $190 for residential (meals and housing)older
or $110 for
commuters_
Pppular Storm player Darrin Jones will be making his third
straight
appearance at the camp, along with teammates Daniel
Gonzalez, Ed
Pakarich and George Valenzuela and coach Tony Carbognani.
for more
information, contact Karen Guthrie at 762-2086.

J

tLOW-PITCH TOURNAMENT The student portion of the Henry
County,(Tenn.) Alliance for a Drug-free Tennessee will sponsor
pitch softball tournament July 29-30 at McNeill Park in Paris a men's slowto raise money
for the local activities of the program. Entry fee to the
ent is $75,
with trophies awarded to the top three teams and I -shirtstournam
to the winners and
runners-up. Teams will hit their own Blue Dot bails (Blue Dot Team
Line and
Blue Dot XL are not permitted). For more information. contact
Mike Owens
(901-247-3239), Russ James (901-642-0827) or Tommy
Priddy
(901-642-8146).
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Clint Darden is flanked by instructors Gary Gill (left) and Richard
Cope (right) after receiving his karate 1st-degree black belt and
certificate recently.
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Darden,111 earns black
belt for the second time

Ci

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Clint Darden puts his pants on one leg at a time — but the 11-yearold Calloway Middle School student now has two black belts to hold
his trousers up with.
•
Darden received a first degree black belt in karate from the Shihan
Karate Association recently to go along with his black belt in tac kwon
do. Darden, who trains at both the Mayfield ar.10 the Martin (Tenn.)
Shihan Karate
has won between 20-25 )tophics and medals
along with a pair of bronze medals from Junior Olympic tac kwon do
competition: He also takes private lessons from an instructor in
Mayfield.
Darden's overall goal in karate is to become a martial arts specialist.
He is the son of Donnie and Linda Darden of Murray.

renters,

McCumber wins Western
OAK BROOK, Ill.(AP) — Mark
McCumber had to fight off problems with his aching back but his
victory in the first hole of a playoff
with Peter Jacobsen came as no
surprise.
"I've been on a roll," McCumber said. "I've finished fifth, second, fourth and first. in the last four
weeks. Maybe if I didn't have the
°back problems, the same concentration wouldn't be there."
McCumbcr made a routine par-4
on the first playoff hole Monday to
defeat Jacobsen in the SI milOon
Western Open Golf Championship.
The playoff was postponed until

Monday morning because darkness
set in Sunday at Butler National
after rain had interrupted play for
31/2 hours.
McCumber hit his drive into the
short rough on the left side of the
fairway MCI Jacobsen was down the
middle. McCumber hit a wedge 12
feet past the hole but Jacobsen's
second shot hit the green and spun
back about 40 feet short of the pin.
Jacobsen lagged a couple of feet
past the hole and McCumber's putt
curled out of the cup. He tapped in
for his four and Jacobsen then
missed a par putt that would have
sent the players to the second hole.
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Actions&
Reactions
Baseball

local

'Members of the Murray Little League All-Star (sanctioned) team
which will represent the league in the upcoming Little League tournament are (in alphabetical order) Brent Anderson, Travis Anderson, Ted Booth, Brad Cleaver, Jason Grogan, Jay Herndon, Greg
Miller, Shane Schroader, Ryan Vanover, Sean Waller, Preston
Weatherly and Robert Weatherly.
The Little League non-sanctioned All-Star team will comprise (in
alphabetical order) Rob Carpentef, Stephen Crouch, Raymond
Duvall, Scott Earwood, Corey England, Marcellous Foster, Mark
Kendall, John Key, Nolan Lax, Derrick Lencki, Brad Lowe an
Shane Rasberry.
Waller led the local league in hitting with a .641 batting average
and .792 on-base percentage, while Robert Weatherly claimed the
home-run title with six, with a batting average of .514 and on-base
percentage of .788, second in each category. Waller and Travis
Anderson tied for second in home runs with two each.
Brent Anderson finished third in batting with a .500 average,
while Shane Schroader was third in on-base percentage at .713.

Junior golf

local

'Recent winners in Thursday junior golf competition at Murray
Country Club include (June 15) Zackery Rayburn and Ben Keller,
boys' 0-5; John Kopperud and Benjamin Roney, boys' 6-7; Drew
Holton and T.J. Fike, boys' 8-9; Nathan Keller and Christian Carter, boys' 10-11; Adam Grogan and Todd Thomas, boys' 12-13;
Constance Carter, girls' 6-7; Leigh Haverstock and Shea Stonecipher, girls' 8-9; Stacey Foster and Angie Fitch, girls' 10-11; and
Farrah Beach, girls' 12-13;
(June 22) Ben Keller and Greg Ryan, boys' 0-5; Tony Ryan and
Wesley Alexander, boys' 6-7; Ryan Pickens and Mitch Ryan, boys'
8-9; Chas Villanova and Jason West, boys' 10-11; Dustin Poole,
boys' 12-13; Constance Carter, girls' 6-7; Shea Stonecipher and
Leigh Haverstock, girls' 8-9; Stacey Foster and Kim Alexander, •
girls' 10-11; Tory Holton, girls' 12-13. Putting contest winners:
Casey Stonecipher, Greg Ryan, Ben Keller, Zackery Rayburn,
5-under; Tony Ryan, Wesley Alexander, Constance Carter, 6-7;
Casey Carter, 8-9; Ellen Uddberg, Jason West, Chas Villanova,
10-11;
(June 29) Andrew Parker and Greg 'Ryan, boys' 0-5; Fulton Hart
and Chris Faughn, boys' 6-7; Drew HoIto, Neil Key and Mitch
Ryan, boys' 8-9; Brad Wilson, Chas Villanova and Ryan Key, boys'
10-11; Jeremiah Rayburn and Adam Grogan, boys' 12-13; Shea
Stonecipher and Morgan Blankenship, gins' 8-9; Ellen Uddberg and
Kim Alexander, girls' 10-11; Alexia Schempp and Farrah Beach,
girls' 12-13. Putting contest winners: Drew Holton, Neil Key, Jerry
Boyd, T.J. Fike, Shea Stonecipher, Alexia Schempp, Brandon
McCoy, Chris Faughn, Zackery Rayburn, Casey Stonecipher,
Andrew Parker, Greg Ryan.
'Recent ..winners in Thursday Junior Golf competition at The Oaks
Country Club include (June 22) Brandon Lucas, Brock Hammat and
Brian Hulick (boys' 1st flight); Michael Lovett, Rick Atkins and Matt
-Imes (boys' 2nd flight); Chad Windsor, Michael Winn and Dusty
Wilson (boys' 3rd flight); Russell Lencki, Blu Norsworthy and Seth
Allgood (boys' 4th flight); John McConnell, Adam Meloan and Josh
Price (tied, McConnell won putt-off), lboys' 5th flight); Chris Weber,
Adam Haley and Michael Galloway (boys' 6th flight);
Catrina Dick, Nikki Dick and Melissa Villaflor, (girls' 1st flight);
Nikki McMillen, Natalie Bridges and Jayme Gibson (girls' 2nd
flight). Scott Farmer and Melissa Villaflor won the drawing for free
movie passes.
(June 29) Joy Roach, Kelly Gupton and Catrina Dick (girls 1st
flight); Stephine Potter, Nikki Dick and Alyson McNutt (girls' 2nd
flight); Lindsay Chamberlain, Hilda' Heiss and Amy McKee (girls'
3rd flight); Jayme Gibson, Brook Lencki and Nathe Bridges (girls'
4th flight); Michael Lovett and Brock Hammat (boys' 1st flight):
Ricky Atkins, Chris Hopkins and Chris Neale (boys' 2nd flight);
Matt Perrin, Seth Allgood and Brad Clendenen (boys' 3rd flight);
Adam Haley, Matt Farmer and Jason Cummings (boys' 4th
flight); Eric.Gallimore, Greg Atkins and Blu Norsworthy (boys' 5th
flight); Jay Stark, Stacey Clere and Jamie StOckdare'(bbys' 6th
flight); John Farmer, Bill Shaffer and Eric McKee (boys' 7th flight);
Adam Meloan, David Todd and Gus Jones (boys' 8th flight); Brock
Ray, Cory Cummings and Brinden Ray (boys' 9th flight); Mark
Chamberlain, Adam Glisson and Justin Simmons (boys' 10th fligfit).

Running

local

'Murray State University sociology professor Dr. Adam Lanning is
not forgoing his fondness for distance .running while working from
June through December in Nairobi, Kenya. Lanning, working to
implement new sociology programs in the African country, is also
preparing for his 75th marathon on July 9th when he competes in
the 'Mombasa Marathon.'
Lanning runs with a group known as the 'Nairobi Hash House
Harriers," and has met the country's deputy Olympic marathon
coach as well as former Olympic silver medallist Dr. 'Mike Bolt.
Lanning also plans to renew his acquaintaince with Kenyan running
great Kip Keino, who he first met last year. 'For a track nut like
me, I'm walking in high cotton,' Lanning wrote on a postcard from
Kenyan University.

Chris Evert avoids...

•

•

(Cont'd from page I2A)
Golarsa, ranked 87th in the world.
Playing a perfect serve-andvolley game after shedding her early nerves, Golarsa had Evert in dire
trouble and led 5-2 in the:final set,
then 5-3, 30-0 on serve.
"She was playing so well that I
didn't know what to do," Even
said. "I was wondering in the third
set, 'Do I have enough in reserve
to pull this match out?' Because I
pulled out so many matches in my
career, or was there nothing
there?"
To her credit, and relief, Evert
found something there. After getting back to 30-30, her ripping
backhand pass put her up 30-40.
She broke serve for 5-4, breathed

:#-

again and didn't lose another game.
"The last four games, I played
the best I have the whole tourpament," Even 'said. "I don't think
she choked or lost the march as
much as I won it."

Magrane claims 3rd straight;
40-40 doesn't excite Jackson
Compiled From AP Reports
The National League's leader in
earned-run average last season is
making a run at defending his title,
while Bo Jackson isn't worried
about duplicating Jose Canseco's
40-40 feat of last year.
Joe Magrane pitched a five-hitter
for his third straight victory, leading St. Louis past Los Angeles 2-1
at Busch Stadium Tuesday night.
Last season, Magrane led the NL
with a 2.18 ERA while going 5-9.
His five victories were the fewest
ever by an ERA winner and he was
the first Cardinal to lead in that
category since Harry Brecheen in
1948.
At the American League season's midway point, Jackson has
20 home runs and 20 stolen bases,
halfway to joining Canseco in the
40-40 club, but it makes no difference to the Kansas City outfielder.
"To hell with 40-40 — you all
are more concerned about it than I
am. I'm just playing baseball,"
Jackson said Tuesday night after
homering twice to lead the Royals
past Oakland 10-1.
"I wouldn't call it dumb," Jackson said of 40-40 speculation, "but
it's blown out of proportion by the
press. If I don't do it, the sun's
going to rise tomorrow somewhere.
I just go out there and play ball.
And as a baseball player, I'm not
satisfied v:,ith the way I'm
playing."
Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog was satisfied with Magrane,
who needed only 76 pitches to get
through the first eight innings of
the game.
"He threw 12 in the ninth. He
threw 10 of them to Mike Marshall," Herzog said. "He's capable
of going out there and throwing
that kind of game every time."
In 1988, Magrane sustained a
torn muscle in his right side in
mid-April and didn't return until
June. The 25-year-old left-hander
was slowed by nagging injuries in

ANAHEIM, Calif. (API. —
Jim Abbott set a major-league
record and immediately put it
into perspective.
The- 21-year-old left-hander
beat the Texas Rangers 5-2
Moday night for his seventh victory, setting a record for major
league victories by a first-year
pro.
Abbott, 7-5, bettered the previous record set in 1973 by Dick
Ruthven, who was 6-9 for Philadelphia. Abbott is the 10th
pitcher to begin his career in the
majors since victories for the
1971 Chicago Cubs, then went
on to win 191 major league
games.
"So I've got a long way to
go," Abbott said with a
chuckle. "This record is nice.
We're in the middle of a pennant race. It's just nice being a
contributing factor.
"It feels good to be on a team
that feels it can win."
Abbott's performance kept
the Angels 1%2 games behind
Oakland in the American
League West.
spring training this year and got off
to a slow start.
Since coming off the disabled
list on April 30, Magrane has a 7-4
record and a 1.85 ERA. Overall, he
is 8-6 with a 3.24 ERA.
Jackson's twin homers allowed
Bret Saberhagen, 8-4, to win his
fifth consecutive decision.
Elsewhere in the NL it was Cincinnati 2, Philadelphia 1; Houston
10, New York 3; Chicago 5, San
Diego 1; Pittsburgh 5, San Francisco 3, and Atlanta 9, Montreal 3.
In other games, New York beat
Detroit 1-0, California beat Texas
5-2, Baltimore beat Toronto 8-0,
Cleveland beat Chicago 3-2, MilWaukee beat Boston 4-3 and Seattle
beat Minnesota 3-2.

Rose lawyers make pitch...
(Cont'd from page I2A)
the case away trom Hamilton
County Common Pleas Judge Norbert A. Nadel, who has given Rose
a temporary restraining order that
prevents Giamatti from deciding
the manager's fate. Baseball's
request was filed with the U.S. District Court in Cincinnati, which
transferred it to a federal judge in
Columbus to avoid appearances of
impropriety.
The question of which court gets
to handle Rose's lawsuit could be
pivotal in deciding the outcome
,
.
Federal courts repeatedly have
upheld the sweeping powers of the
baseball commissioner, while
Nadel has shown a willingness to
go into what he described as
"uncharted waters" in handling
the lawsuit.
"Federal courts are much more
aware of the needs of baseball and
much more willing to accept the
authority of baseball and the commissioner," baseball lawyer Louis
Hoynes Jr. said.
U.S. District Judge John D.
Holschuh in Columbus was awaiting the response today from Rose's
lawyers before deciding whether he
has legal jurisdiction over the lawsuit, or whether it should go back
to Nadel.
Rose's lawyers had expected
baseball to try to change the courtroom in which the lawsuit will be
heard. They argue the matter
belongs in the state courts.
"Federal court has no jurisdiction over this case," Robert Stachler, one of Rose's lawyers: said.
While Holschuh considers the
legal skirmish, Rose remains under
the protection of Nadel's 14-day
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Score
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pci
46 34 575
40 41 494
40 43 482
38 11 481
38 43 469
38 44 463
3' 19 388
West Division
L Pei
50 33 602
48 32 600
15 36 556
44 37 543
41 41 500
38 43 469
32 52 381

Baltimore
New York
1A hvaykeis
Boston
Cleveland
Toronto
Deuce
Oakland
Cello/ha
Kansas City
Texas
Minnesota
Seam*
Chicago

GB L10 Streak Horne Away
5-5 Won 2 24-3922-15
GY, z-6-4 Won 1 20-20 20-21
TA
6-4 Won 3 22-21-18-22
z-5-5 Lost 2 18-20 20-21
8IA 2-5-5 Won 2 20-21 18-22
9
2-8 Lost 1 19-22 19-22
IS
4-6 Lost? 17-21 t4-21
GB L10 Streak Horn* Away
z4-4 Lost 1 28-13 22 20
—
'A 2-8-2 Won 2 26-16 22-16
3-7 Won 1 27.11 111-25
4
44 Lost 2 23-17 21-20
5
111;4
5-5 LOst 1 21-21 20-20
it
6-4 Won 1 21-19 17-24
114 1-4-6 Lost 2 14-28 18-24

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
keontreal
Now York
Chicago
St Louis
FIrtsbu rgh
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Houston
Cincinnati
San Diego
Atlanta
LosAr9ekes
z-donotes first game was a *on

L Pct
GB L10 Streak Home Away
46 37 551
—
z-7-3 Lost 1 25-17 21-20
42 37 532
2
z-5-5 Lott 1 24-12 111-25
43 38 531
2
3-7 Won 1 19-21 24.17
40 38 513
3, z-5-5 Won 1 23-2017-18
35 43 449
tri z-11-2 Won 2 18-19 17-21
29 50 367
15
5-5 Lost 1 17-23 12-27
Winn Division
L Pct
GB LI
StreakHome Away
48 34 585
—
z-4-6 Lost 1 28-14 20-20
47 36 566
--4%) z-6-1 Won 1 23-20 24-16
43 39 524 _ 5
416,
111fort 1 23-19 20-20
10 43 482
111
5-S" Los 1 19-1921-24
39 43 476
9
z-3-7 Lost 2 23-20 16-23
34 48 415
14
5-5 Won 1 18-22 16-26

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 3 Chicago 2
New York 1 Detroit 0
kiikvaukee 4. Boston 3
Baltimore 8. Toronto 0
Seattle 3, Minnesota 2
Calfornia 5. Texas 2
Kansas City 10. Oakland 1
8op
Wedneedey's Games
Detroit (Palmer 0-3) at New York (Haiskine 9-8),

Only games scheduled

Silwauktie (Navarro 1-0) at Boston iBoddocker 5-7).
635 pin
Chicago (Reuss 7-4) at Cleveland (Swindell 10-2).
635 pm
Baltimore (Molad1 4-8) at Toronto (Key 7-7), 6:35
pm
Kansas City (Larbrandl 5-81 at Oalitand4We(h
4-4), 905 p.rn
/Annesota (Dyer 0-1) at Seattle (Hams 0-11 905
pm
Ieoas(Hough 5-8) at Calfornia (Finley 9-61 935
pm
Thursday's Games
Detroit at New York, noon
Kansas City at Oal(land. 2 15 p in
lAkkaukee at Boston, 635 pm
Baltimore at Toronto. 6-35 p.m
Sennesola at Seattle. 905 p m
Texas at California, 935 0 m

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Gem*.
Chicago 5. Sin Diego 1
Houston 10. New York 3
Pittsburgh 5, San Francisco 3
St Louis 2. Los Ais 1
Cinannati 2. Philada 1
Atlanta,9, Montreal 3 ,
Wedneeddy's Genies
Cincinnati (Mahler 8-8) at Philadelphia (McWiliams
2-8). 6 35 p.m.
San Francisco (Wilson 0-1) at Pittsburgh (Wak
7-4). 635 pm
Montreal (De Martinez 8-11 at Atlanta (LAriluiet
5-4), 6 40 p in
San Diego iRasmussen 3-5) at Chcago (Sanderson 7-61.705 p
New York /Oaring 6-51 at Houston (Knapper 3-9)
7 35 p m
Los Angeles (Hershiser 9-7) at St. Lows (Terry
6-71. 7.35 pm
Thuredily's Gems*
/San Diego at Chicago. 1 -20 p in
, Cincinnati at New York, 6-15 p.m.
San Francisco at PMsburgh. 635 p m
PNIadelphia at Atlanta. 640 pm
Los Angeles at St Louis. 7.05 pm
Only games scheduled

Wednesday, July 5
Elae•bill Today
By Th. Associated Press
SCOREBOARD
Chicago at Cleveland '(735 pm EDT) Greg
Swindell, 10-2. pitches for Cleveland against Jerry
Reuss. 7-4

SCOUTING
Sandy Alomar Jr the on-going sublect Of several
trade rumors. ha his seventh home run of the season Monday night as Las Vegas beat Phoenix 5-4
Alornar is still playing for San Diego's Class AAA
team in the Pacific Coast League

STATS
No one besides Bobby Bork Ka has ha a horns run
to. Prnsburgh since June 18. a ,an 04 13 games
STREAKS
Cleveland rallied 101 three runs in the °Vali inning
Monday night aad beat Chicago 4-2 The Indians
had been 0-34 in games in which they trailed after
sw440 innings and were the only team in the mayors
not to win in that tashion

SEASONS
Jury S
1904 — Philadelphia ended the New York Giants'
18-game wairkng streak ionth a 6-5 victory on 10
innings
1935 — Tony Cucanelk, of the Dodgers arid his
brother Al — for the Giants — each hit home
.runs
in the same game to mark the first time in map'
league history that brothers on opposing teams
connected for homers Brooklyn beat Now York
14-4
1937 — Hal Trosky Nt three home runs to pace the
Cleveland lodans to a 14-4 victory over the St
Lois drowns in the first game of a doubleheader
1937 — Frank Demers* went 6-for-7 with three
doubles as the Chicago Cubs beat St Lows 13-12
in 14 innings in tne first game ol a doubleheader
The Cubs won the second game 9-7 and Derrieres
had two more singles
1947 — Larry DOby Warne the first black to play in
the Arnencan League Ho fanned as a pinch hater
as Cleveland lost 6-5 to the White Sol
1961 — Bill White ha three home runs and a double
to power the St Louis Cardinals to a 9-1 victory
over Los Anglaise&
1987 — Mark McGwire became the first rookie to
ha 30 homers Delors the sx-siar break and Jose
Canseco homered twice leading this Oakland AthShea to a 6-3 victory over the Boston Red Sox
'orlay s Birthday Rich Gossags 38

order. That order blocks Giamatti
from holding a hearing with Rose
SWINGS
on evidence that the manager bet
Toronto has hit fire home runs in 14 games at this
on his own team, an offense that
SkyDorne and is sconng lust over three runs per
game at the new ballpark In the Blue Jays' caber
carries a lifetime ban from
67 games Ms season, they have ha 63 homers and
' are averaging nearly five runs
baseball.
SENSATIONS
Nadel granted Rose the temporAm Abbott set a record for most victories by a
ary order June 25, and ruled that
pitcher who began his pro career in the mapr
leagues, yenning his seventh garne as Caefornia
Giamatti cannot take any action
beat Texas 5-2 Monday Abbott the 10th pitcher to
begin
his career in the lag leagues since the amaagainst Rose and the Reds cannot
teur draft started in 1965, mirpassed the mark of six
octones
set by Dick Ruthven in 1973
fire him. Nadel then scheduled a
hearing for Thursday on the manaSLUGGERS
Don Matengrf has hit in 16 consecutive games for
ger's request for an injunction that
the New York Yankees
Bahmore is 16-3 in
games in each Mickey Tenleton hts a home fljn
would extend those protections
indefinitely while the sides prepare
for trial on Rose's lawsuit against
Giamatti.
In announcing his unprecedented
decision from the bench, Nadel
said there was evidence that-Giamatti had "prejudged" that Rose is
guilty. Giamatti denies he has
made up his mind on Rose's- fate.
We wish to take this time to thank all our
Baseball's lawyers then turned to
customer
s in the past eight years who have
a state appeals court in Cincinnati,
which concluded it had no legal
made our business such a success. As we
standing to get involved in the
celebrate our 8th Anniversary at Midway
case. The appeal to the federal
courts in Cincinnati on Monday
Satellite Sales & Service, again, thanks and
was baseball's next step in trying
for all your your satellite needs call:
to take the case away from Nadel.
U.S. District Judges Carl B.
Rubin and Herman J. Weber in
Cincinnati said they had "substantial doubt" whether the case legalMIDWAY
ly could be moved to the federal
SATELLITE SALES
court system. But they decided that
a judge in Columbus should make \
Located
i...,
3 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 6410.0
11
that decision, rather than one in
Rose's hometown of Cincinnati.

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

Nt,

753-2933 Today
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We Are Doing It Again!

Likeagoodneighbor
StateFarm is there.
See me for
car, home, life
and health
insurance

All Movies

99c

All Children's Cartoons

2.r99°

each

Monday-ThurSday

Monday-Thursday

Thru the month of July

ts.

.

):s14-1

Over 3200 Movies

FiG

Jane Mows
201 5.*A St.
7834427

Federal Materials Co.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

r

Due to the overwhelming response

CONCRETE
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Abbott sets record
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State rarm Inseams Composites

Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois

MURRAY

New titles Include:

RENTAL SALES

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels, Cocoon II,
Heartbreak Hotel, Buster
Also, Great Selection of
Nintendo Games & Players

4
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Industrial nations
helping Philippines

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Ruby Travis

Mrs-. Nova Alice Douglass

Mrs. Ruby Travis, 84, of Valley
vis, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Road, Benton, died Monday at 7
Mamie Filbeck and Mrs. Jennie
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Jones, Benton, and Mrs. Myrtle
Hospital.
Anderson, Hardin; two grandsons.
•She was preceded in death by - Mitch Travis and Mark Travis,
her husband, Frank Travis, and one
Benton; three great-grandchildren.
daughter, Dorothy Nell Travis. She
Services stiere today at 10 a.m. in
was a member of Walnut Street the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Baptist Church, Benton.
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Born May 20, 1905, in Marshall
John Stringer officiat41.
County, she was the daughter of
Pallbearers were Charles Travis,
the late Sol Jones ,and Margaret Donald Travis, Joe Travis, Bob
Beasley Jones.
Travis and Carol Jones. Burial was
Survivors are one son, Glen Tra- in Union Ridge Cemetery. .

Mrs. Nova Alice Douglass, 84,
died Tuesday at 4 a.m. at her home
at 1307 Olive Blvd., Murray. Her
husband, ha Douglass, died-Jan. 3,
1983.
She and her late husband. were
former owners of Douglass Hardware at Fourth and Main Streets,
Murray. She was a member of First
Baptist Church and of Nature's
Palette Garden Club.
Born July 13, 1904, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Leo Miller and Jennine
Jones Miller.

Rob Roy Riley
Rob Roy Riley, 63, of Huntsville, Ala., died Tuesday at 1 a.m. at
Huntsville Hospital. His death was
from a heart attack.

Final rites for Mrs. Mary Emma
Pride were Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. G.T. Moody officiated: Mrs.
Oneida White was organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Harry Allison,
John Edd Johnson, Harvey Ellis,
Max Walker, Charlie Robertson
and Ray Brownfield. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Pride, 80, died Sunday at

She is survived by her husband,
Edgar Pride; two sons, Earl W.
Pride, Atlanta, Ga., and Donald NI.
Pride, Edmond, Okla.; two sisters,
Mrs. Ruth Sisk, Dixon, and Mrs.
Winnie Hampton, Clarksville,
Tenn.; one brother, David Hammock, Richmond, Va.; four
grandchildren.

The funeral for' Mrs. Hattie Simmons was Monday at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of -Miller Funeral Home of
Nlurray. Charley Bazzell officiated.

BUILDING SITES

Albia H. Morgan, 86, of 440 Runge and, Mrs. Betty Esselstyn,
Minerva Place, Paducah. died Mon- Paducah, Mrs. Nancy Freeman,
day at 6:30 p.m. at Western Baptist Hopkinsville, and Mrs. Ellen RipHospital there.
ley', Memphis, Tenn.; one son,
..He had retired after 35 years Louis Samuel Morgan.
with National Biscuit Company and
Also surviving are two sisters,
as a salesman for Yopp Seed Com- Mrs. Clarice Sparkman and huspany. He also owned the Bon Ton. band, J. Matt, Murray, and Mrs.
Paducah.
Gola Rust, Mt. Vernon, 111.; one
A graduate of Bowling Green brother, Wayne Nlorgan, Benton;
Business College, he was a mem- 16 grandchildren including Allison
ber of United Methodist Church Carr and Michael Carr of Murray;
five great-grandchildren; several
and of Old Granddad's Club.
Born in Barlow, he was the son nieces and nephews.
of the late Louis and Maggie MorGraveside rites will be Thursday
gan. He also was preceded in death at 11 a.m. at Mt. Kenton Cemetery',
by his wife, Mrs. Faye Hicks Mor- Paducah. The Rev. E. Thac Shauf
gan. and two grandchildren.
will officiate.
Survivors are five daughters,
Friends may call at Roth Funeral
Mrs. Donna Carr and husband, Home, Paducah, after 4 p.m. today
David, Murray. Mrs. Carolyn (Wednesday).

Open - Wooded - Scenic

Robert Spann. Burial was in Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Simmons, 79, of 810 Hurt
Dr., Nlurray, died Saturday at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors are a daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Joann Simmons, and one
grandson,- Jay Simmons, Murray.

Pallbearers were J.W. Willoughby, Calvin Hall, William Hubbs.
Euin Willoughby, Larry Hurt and

Albia H. Morgan

Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W. Nanney
r4PRIVATE COMMUNITY"

Locke Montgomery
Funeral rites for Locke Montgomery were Monday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Fil Boston and
Ed Davis officiated.
Pallbearers were Earl Steele, Joe
Pat Robertson, Took Wilson,
Edward Hendon, Jim Pat Wilson
and James Patterson. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Montgomery, 93, New Con-

CRT'

cord, died Saturday at 3:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Connie Redden Montgomery; four
brothers, Bob Montgomery and
wife, Dorothy, and Frank Montgomery and wife, Mary, Murray,
Charles Montgomery and wife,
Ruth. Nashville, Tenn., and Paul
Montgomery and wife, Nova, Paris,
Term.

WERE FIGHTING FOR
\CUR LIFE

D8tT

•

her home, 1112 Fairlane Dr.,
Murray.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) —
military, a cumbersome, inefficient
Industrial nations are pledging bilbureaucracy, ineffectivecourts, and
lions to save this nation's "fra- a burgeoning population that
gile" democracy. But Philippine threatens economic gains.
democracy is under siege not only
Western and Filipino experts
by armed opponents but y forces give the administration high marks
of mismanagement and corruption. for restoring business confidence,
Delegates from 25 countries and
liberalizing imports, disbanding \.
international organizations, meet- state monopolies and removing the
ing in Tokyo, pledged $3.5 billion tax-exempt status from government
for 1989 to be channeled into the enterprises.
Philippines Multil-ateral Aid InitiaBut critics fault Mrs. Aquino for
tive, a U.S.-initiated plan to revive
failing to display the vigorous leadan economy devastated by 20 years
ership necessary to exploit the
of misrule under ousted President
opportunities that Filipinos enjoyed
Ferdinand Marcos.
after toppling the Marcos admiThe figure could reach about $14
nistration in February 1986.
billion by 1992. President Bush has
Western diplomats say the govasked Congress for an additional
$200 million in annual aid over the ernment has been unable to spend
between $2 and $4 billion in forynext five years as the, American
ign aid because of inefficiency aid
contribution.
bottlenecks in the bureaucracy.
But Western diplomats believe
"There are a number of favorPresident Corazon Aquino's government must tackle formidable able trends," said one Western dipproblems if the money is to be lomat, on condition -of anonymity.
"But they've got a long way to go.
effective.
These include an ill-disciplined
The system is fragile."

Mrs. Hallie Simmons

-

en,

The funeral will be Thursday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call after 5 p.m.
today (Wednesday) at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Mary Emma Pride

consulting agency in Huntsvilje.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Regina Minor Riley, to whom he
had married on Oct. 14, 1946; three
daughters, Mrs. Donna Lamb and
husband, Melvin, Mrs. Debra K.
Moore - and husband, Doug, and
Miss Danae Riley, all of Huntsville; two sons, Rob Roy' Riley Jr. and
wife, Brenda, Charlotte, N.C., and
John Randolph Riley and wife,
Debbie, Huntsville.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Max G. (Kathryn) Carman of
Murray and Mrs. Ann RileyHackett _cif White Bear, Minn.; one
brother, James A. Riley Jr. and
wife, Ruby Nell, Martin, Tenn.;
several nieces and nephews.
Services will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Spry Funeral
Home, Huntsville.

Born Sept. 2. 1925, at Paris,
Tenn., he was the son of the late J.
Rudolph Riley and Wilna Shell
Rik.y. One brother, William D.
Riley, also preceded him in death.
Educated in Paris City Schools,
he was a' veteran. having served in
the Marines in the Pacific Theatre
during World War II.
.
He was associated for many
years with Riley' Furniture and
Appliance Stores in West Tennessee and Kentucky'. He had retired
in November 1987* as manager of
Ethk ard's Furniture, Huntsville,
Ala. Since that time he had owned
and operated a furniture advertising

Mrs. Douglass is survived by
three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Emma
Knight, Mrs. Mary Miller and Mrs.
Erma McHood, and two brothersin-law, Harold Douglass and Earl
Douglass, all of Murray; several
nieces and nephews.

pvsE

This
Weeks
Special
0-

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

-----

'239
Special Good thru July 8
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

.„

American Heart
Association

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

Murray

753-0045

t

••••

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Parkay

Margarine

Hormel

Vienna Sausage
1111.

1 Lb.
Box

for

Limit 3 Additional Amount 491

Folger Flake

Coffee

41:iishwashing Liquid

1

11 1/2 oz.
Bag

Fisher Sandwich-Mate
Limit 3 Cheese

42 oz.
Box

Plus Deposit
Wyandot

Chicken of the Sea

Tuna
Qt.ckel
6 1/2 oz.
Can

Str

2 Liter
Bottle

Cr;

$2

12 Pk 12 oz.Cans
Field

Fres

Tortilla Cgs Bacon
For

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew

Pepsi,. Diet Pepsi. or Mt. Dew.

•

Aditional
880
16 SIICAt
Pkg.

Washing Powder

22 oz.
Bottle

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew
8 Pk. 16 oz

Tide

Ivory

12 oz.
Bag

-Fabric Softene
nuggle I-

Peaches

wet

Fresh

-HoITIO_Grown

Field

ologna....Lb. 1W
to.

64 oz. 41111,11
Bottle

Field

Pro

OL

ni

Cabbag

15'

Lb.

White Potatoe$s1
"
10 Lb. Bag

Lb.
Home Grown_

Tomatoes
es
T.‘?"

•Lb.
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JC Penney/Murray Ky.
DOT
SALE

FIRST
EVER

NOW THROUGH
SATURDAY

TAKE

I5,

()OFF

t

riPTICKETED PRICE OF MERCHANDISE IDENTIFIED WE

THE TICKETED PRICE OF ANY ITEM MARKED WITH A YELLOW DOT

TAKE

%le
Few
Y' ITEM MARKED WITH A GREEN DOT
You're looking smarter than ever atj^i""‘
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 125:30

,

uFenn

'

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6 ft Sun. 1-5
Salon Phone 769-9811

•

Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1400422-6161

Chestmit Hills Shopping C.enter
Murray, KY 42071

411
,
•
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VCRs and movie industry excess
an may end Hollywood's golden age
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Beijing city workers scrub the marrtyr's monument in Tiananmen Square recenty. The monumen
t was the
rallying point for university students during their democracy protests.

Glasgow area develops some
world class checkers players
GLASGOW, K. AP) - Back
:n high school, Bob Price played
on a chess team that tied for the
national championship. Soon he
k:.arned the rank of master. Eventu_ally he beat international
ompetition.
Then he ventured into Glasgow,
ound out that the big game there
N.vas checkers and ended up testing
his board skills against one of the
local favorites. .
"I didn't know who he was,"•
Price recalled. "I just sat down and
played him a game of checkers and
he 'beat me. Then he mentioned he
was about the fifth-ranked player in
the world.
• "Look at it this way, I'm a chess
master .and I still can't play checkers that well," said Price, 25. who
works on his family's -farm in
Mount Hermon.
They've been playing checkers
hard and developing top talent

around Glasgow for as tong as oldtimers remember.
Topping today's list of famous
sons is Don Lafferty, a world
champion considered by many to
be the second-best overall .player
on the globe.
• Lafferty grew up 10 miles from
Glasgow, in Cave City. Now 55
and retired, he still stays close to
the Glasgow group and serves as
mentor to many.
One of his proteges is rising star
James W. "Bubba ' Morrison, 41,
an insurance salesman from nearby
Hiseville.
When he was just a boy, Morrisbn already could beat many of
Glasgow's hest. Now he is Kenitucky state champion -and ranked
among the Top 10 worldwide.
One or two afternoons a week he
can be found at the downtown

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU PAY
WITH

$0 DOWN
AT

•

PEPPERS'

Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Inc.
240. E'Wood
Paris, TN

1989 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
L. List Pnce
Peppers Disc.
Rebate

Sale Price

$8,896"
$1,401"
$780"

.

745°0 or

$6I

1989 DODGE D50
List Price
'
Peppers Disc
Rebate

Sale Price

STOCK *9021
$8,919"
$1,420"

2.0 Liter, 5-Speed Trans.,
Tinted Glass, Adj. Steering
C3Iumn, Stripes, Oval Mirrors,
ssor
Rear Step Bumper
or $154.00/mo.

995"

$65

1989 DODGE DAYTONA
List Price
Peppers Disc
Rebate

Sale Price

STOCK 0047
Demo, 22 Liter Engine, Auto Trans., Air Cond.,
Cloth Reclining Bucket Seats,
AM-FM Stereo,
$149.92imo.

$10,686"
$428"
$1,000"

$ 1257"9

STOCK $9366
2.5 -Elec. Fuel Injection,
5-Speed Trans., Power Mirrors,
Tilt Steering, Drivers Air Bag,
Light Backage. Fitted Floor Mats,
AM-FM Stereo, Digital Clock,
PS, P.B.

1989 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE
List Price
Peppers Disc
Rebate
•

Sale Price

$10,711"
$400"
$750"

$9,561
00
-

STOCK 19384

Glasgow Recreatfon Department,
playing and sharing strategy with
other regulars. ._
'This area has probably proddced more checkers players than
any in the world," Morrison said.
Why? He said he didn't know.
When he was a teen-ager; Morrison said, every small town in the
area seemed to have about 10 good,
serious competitors. He played at
grocery stores and service stations.
The oldsters took him to Glasgow
to compete.
After laying off during his late
teen-age years, Morrison came
back to win 10 Kentucky championships in the master division.
He'll play on the U.S. team in
October at the fifth international
Great Britain-Ireland-U.S. invitational at Avon, England.
Good concentration and a keen
memory are keys, players say. And
even then the game can't be mastered in a lifetime.
"You could never learn checkers
completely because there are millions of variations," said Johnny
Young. a 42-year-old factory work(tr who plays frequently at the
Glasgow center.
Young was a prominent schoolboy athlete in Cumberland County
when, at 15, he ran into Burkesville
checker notable Kenneth Ballou.
Ballou
sitting under a shade
tree readifig a book about checkers,
Young recalled.
"He gave me a 'Lee's Guide,"'
one of many recommended checkers texts.
Now Young lives in Glasgow
and is Western-Central Kentucky
checkers champion. And he can't
say enough about the boost that
Glasgow gives his game.
"I know some games that probably players throughout the United
States and the world don't know
because of players like Don Lafferty and James Morrison."

NEW YORK (AP)- Americans
were much more frequent movieThere are other sources ot potential error in
polls, including the wording and order of quesbelieve that Hollywood's golden
goers than those over 45.
These are the questions in this poll;
age is gone, victim of the videocasFifty-six percent overall said the tions.
because of rounding, sums may not total 100:
sette recorder and the movie indusquality of movies has been getting
I. When was the last tine yeaieent out to see
try's own excesses.
worse. That sentiment ranged from a movie - was it within the past weak within
the past month within the pea three months. or
Even as the summer's blockbus42 percent of the youngest group to
was it longer ago that that? Week: 10 percent.
ters smash box-office records, a
76 percent of the oldest, and from
Month: 19. Throe months: 17. Longer 54. Nevmajority in a Media General
48 percent of men to 64 percent of er. I. Don't Mow or no answer 0.
2. About how many times did you go out to
Associated Press poll gave unfawomen.
the movies within the pest 12 months? None: 35
vorable reviews to most new films.
percent. I to 4: 38 paced. 5 to 10: 14 percent.
Similarly, 27 percent overall
11 to 2th poicath 21 to 30: 3 percent 31 to
And most said the overall quality
rated most new movies as "poor" 40:
1 percent. 41 to SO: I percent. Over 50: 1
of movies has been declining.
and 34 percent rated them "only
percent. DK-NAr 1 patent.
,
Three reasons were sex, violence
3. How would you rate the last movie you
fair," an unfavorable review by 61
went
out
to see -excellent, good, only fair or
and profanity. Overwhelming
percent. On the favorable side, 31
poor? Excellent: 29. Good: 35. Fair: 15. Poor:
majorities said most new movies
percent rated the movies "good" 7, Ott-NA: 15.
have too much of each, and most of
4. And what's your overall impression of the
and, just- 3 percent said "excelmovies nowadays - would you rate them
the 1,084 adults in the poll said
lent." The few others had no excellent,
good, only fair or poor? Excellent: 3.
they prefer not to attend such films.
opinion.
Good: 31. Fair: 34. Poor: 27. Ott-NA: 4.
Si. If you beer a movie has violence in it,
Ticket prices were another comRespondents who identified
would that make you more likely to go see it,
plaint. While three-quarters of
themselves as liberals were more less
likely, or wouldn't it matter? More: 3.
respondents paid $5 or less for
tolerant of profanity and nudity in 60. Wouldn't matter 35. OK-NA: I. Las:
b. ... profanity? More: 2. Less: 57. Wouldn't
their last ticket, a sizable 45 perthe movies, although they objected
matter 40. DK-NA: I.
cent said the price was unreasonto violence as much as others.
c. ... nudity? More: 4. Less: 57. Wouldn't
able. Moreover, six in 10 of the
The poll, conducted May 5-13, matter:
38. DK-NA: I.
most avid moviegoers, those under
had a margin of sampling error of 3
6a. Overall, do most movies that come out
nowadays
have too much violence in them, or
30 years old, said ticket prices
percentage points.
Yes: 82. No: 14. OK-NA: 4.
were too high.
Media General Inc., a communi- not?
b. profanity? Yes; 80. No: 16. DK-NA: 4.
Many film critics say Hollywood
cations company based in Richc. . nudity? Yes: 72. No: 22. DK-NA: 5.
7. Would you say the overall quality of
reached its pinnacle a half-century
mond, Va., publishes the Richmond
movies has been getting timer over the years,
ago, when the year's new flims
Times-Dispatch, the Richmond getting worse, or hasn't there been
much
included "Gone With the Wind,"
News Leader, the Tampa (Fla.) Tri- change? Better 17. Worse: 56. Unchanged: 24.
OK-NA:
3.
"The Wizard of Oz" and
bune and the Winston-Salem (N.C.)
8a. How
was the admission at the last
"Wuthering Heights." But it is
Journal, and opetates TV stations movie you much
went out to, see? Less than $1: 1.
this summer's hits - "Batman,"
WXFL in Tampa, WCBD in Char- $1-$3: 30. $4: 21. $5: 22. 56: 8. $7 or more 2.
been: I. OK-NA: 16.
"Indiana Jones and the Last Cruleston, S.C., and WJKS in Jackson- Never
b. Do you think that's reasonable? Yes: 54.
sade" and "Ghostbusters II" ville, Fla.
No: 45. DK-NA: 1.
that have set ticket-sale records in
9. Do you happen to own a VCR, that is, a
videocassette recorder? Yes: 75. No: 25. DKtheir opening weeks.
NA:
NEW YORK (AP)- This Media GeneralDespite such popular new fare,
10. (If yes) When was the last time you
Associated Press poll is based on telephone
rented a movie to watch on the VCR - was it
the poll found that Americans
interviews May 5-13 with 1,084 adults in the
within the past week, within the past month,
watch movies on how videocasetcontinental United -States.
within the past three months, or was it longer
Phone numbers were selected randomly and
te recorder's far more often than
ago than that? Week: 45: Month: 24. Three
interviews were conducted with the adult who
months: 11. Longer: 14. Never: 6. DK-NA: 0.
they go to the theater. And half of
had the most recent birthday, a random
11. About how many times did you rent a
phenomenon.
VCR owners said they go out to
The results were weighted to adjust for varia- ernovie to watch on the VCR in the past 12
movies less since buying their
months?
None: 5. 1-4: 12. 5-10: 14. 11-20:39.
tions ip the sample. The poll has a 3-point mar21-30: 14.-31-40: 5. 41-50: 6. Over 50: 24. DKmachines.
gin of error, meaning that 19 of 20 times its
NA: I.
findings should be within 3 points of the result
Ten percent of all respondents
12. Since you got the VCR, have you been
if every adult American were asked the same
said they had gone out to a movie
going out to the movies less often, more often,
questions. The error margin is larger for subor about the same amount? Lou, 50. More: I.
in the previous week. A third said
groups; it is 4 points for women and 6 points
Same: 47. OK-NA: 2.
for the 18-29 age group, for example.
they had rented a movie cassette in
the previous week to watch on a
home VCR.
The same pattern held over time:
Just 3 percent reported visiting a
movie theater more than 30 times
• Drug abuse detection
in the previous year, but 25 percent
Time limits per use
said they had rented a movie for
The following drugs are taken orally, except for heroin and morphine,
their home VCR more than 30
which are administered through intraveneous injections,
times in the year.
and marijuana, which is smoked.
In all, 75 percentvid they ownDrug
ed a VCR.
Dosage in milligrams
Detection time
The pon's reviews were not all
Amphetamines
30
1-120 hr.
bad for the film induitry: Sirin 10
15
1-72
hr.
gave favorable marks to the last
5
3.5-30 hr.
movie they had seen. But about as
Barbiturates:
many had an unfavorable impressShort-acting
ion of new movies in general.
100
4.5 days
Criticism of content was extraorPhenobarbital
ao
7 days
dinarily high, with eight in 10 sayBertzodiazepines
25
48 hr. min.
ing most new films have too much
Diazepam
10
None detected
violence and too much profanity
and seven in 10 saying most new
10 mg.. 5 times daily
3-7 days
movies have too much nudity.
Cocaine
250
8-48 hrs.
Women were considerably more
Opioids:
critical than were men. Strong
Heroin
10
1-4 days
majorities of women said ther.1.,
Meperidin
e
100
4-24 hr.
would be less likely to attend a
Methadone
film if it contained nudity, violence
38
7.5- 56 hr.
Morphine
or profanity; most men, by con10
84 hr. min.
trast, said those factors would not
Methaqualone
150
Up to 60 hr.
matter in their choice of a movie.
250
Up to 72 hr.
Seventy-seven percent of women
300
said if a movie were violent they
Up to 90 hr.
Marijuana
would be less likely to see it, but
1 per week
7-34 days
just 41 percent of men agreed. On
Daily
6-81 days
•
profanity the female-male split was
Chicago Tribune Graphic: Source: *Drug Testing in the Workplace."American
69-44; on nudity, 72-42.
Society of Clinical Pathologists
Older respondents also were
much more critical of content, mid
movie .attendance declined with
age. Respondents under age 45
Read flie want ads daily

Murray
Home 6 Auto

Canning

Supplies

972 ChestnUt St., Murray
753-4110 or 753-2571

2-Tone Paint, 2.2 EFI,
Auto Trans.. .Rear Defroster,
AM-FM Stereo, Air Cond..
Light Backage, P.S., P.B.

HOURS: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Pd. 7:304 Sat.

from

Your.Store of First Choice

Price Expiration July 12

1989 DODGE D-100
List Price
Peppers Disc
Rebate
...----

Sale Price

STOCK 19385
$13,914"
318 V-8 EFI, Auto Trans.,
$1,664"
Air Cond., Rear Step
81,030"
6x9 Mirrors, AM-FM Stereo,
Ckith Seats, P.S., P.B.,
,249°
Carpeted Floor, Tinted Glass
9

40. 7 Qt. Water Bath

mper,

410.

Granite Canner

'11

Pint, 11/2 Pint, Quart

Your Choice!

1989 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER sip= 19260
List Price
Peppers Disc.
, Rebate

Sale Price

'
3.0 Liter V-6 EFL
4-Speed Auto., Cloth Seats,
Tilt. Steering, Cruise Control,
P.S., P.B., Air Cond..
$15
Rear Defroster, Stainless Steel Exhaust,
- M1-FM Stereo, Power Windows
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 14.39
NUMBER OF PAYMENTS 66
$18,231"
- $1,761*
9500"

)970°°

$999

.7

_.,... •
-,...:•2400.
16/
---:-... 0071:V
--..
-....
---__.
.4.•-•
--ac".-.- - Perif:414•-•
•
-...............

---FA-II-g424g6:0000)- 345482i

Your
choiGe gge

what.Covered Corn Pot
- Sunshine Yellow Enamel

Freezer
Bags

'

Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Inc•

Hefty Freezer
Containers

AEC
Your
Choice

1ig

Jellies

Comet

Earthgrown
Jar Lifter

'5k!
4
911 '4" $240
Pint or Quart

13/4 oz.
100%
Natural
Pectin
Jams* 9
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World Bank loans to continue increasing next year

WASHINGTON (AP) — Loans
by the World Bank to Third World
countries, now at a record level,
are expected to keep escalating in

Crowe retiring
as Joint Chiefs
of Staff chairman
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush says he's sorry Adm.
William J. Crowe Jr. has decided to
retire this fall as chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
"He did an outstanding job and
is doing an outstanding job and
very candidly, I'd like to have had
him stay," the president told reporters at his family home in Kennebunkport, Maine, after Crowe
announced his retirement plans on
Sunday.
Crowe, interviewed on NBCTV's "Meet the Press," said, "I
am going to retire. I have not said
that before, publicly."
The military chief said be will
retire on Sept. 30 at the end of his
second two-year term as chairman.
Crowe was appointed to the post
in October 1985 by then-President
Reagan and was reappointed in
September 1987. Crowe, 64, had
reportedly been urged by Bush for
months to spend another two years
the post.
Crowe also said Sunday that
despite the "change afoot" in the
Soviet Union, an agreement soon
on reducing the two superpowers'
long-range nuclear arsenals is
unlikely.
"My 'own instincts are that it
will require protracted negotiations," said Crowe, who recently
returned from an 11-day tour of
Soviet military facilities.
Crowe said there is no question
that the climate for negotiations
has improved between the recess
last fall of the U.S.-Soviet Strategic
Arms Reduction Talks and their
resumption in Geneva earlier this
month.
"But the same fundamental
issues that have plagued us are still
there," he said. "We have some
very difficult questions on accounting rules. We start from different
baselines on practically every question that we address.... The devil is
in the details. General Anciples
don't flack it."
Crowe said his trip to the Soviet
Union did not alter his basic view
on U.S.-Soviet relations, even
though he acknowledged the
changes taking place there are the
biggest event during his tenure as
top U.S. military officer.
"We should move warily and
carefully, -exploiting opportunities
as they present themselves, but we
should be very deliberate in our
own actions and take steps as the
horizon clears, not prematurely,"
he said.
Crowe said he is concerned that
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev has "underestimated the difficulties" in switching his country's
priorities from a military to a
domestic economic footing.

Give.

the next year, bank officials say.
The World Bank, the biggest
source of aid to the Third World
countries, announced Sunday that
its loans had reached a record
$21.9 billion in the year that ended
Friday, up from $19.2 billion the
year before.
Bank Vice President Moeen
Qureshi predicted the total will be
about $1.75 billion higher in the
year to come.
This year's figure would have

been hither if the Board of Executive Directors, representing the
United States and 150 other member governments, had approved
$780 million worth of loans scheduled for China in June. World
Bank President Barber Conable, a
former New York state congressman, deferred the matter after the
violent Chinese crackdown on prodemocracy demonstrators in Beij- int. Then President Bush asked for
a delay..
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American Heart
Associafion

PLATE

The United States .. the largest with the Chinese government...one million by. Thailand. Without
those contributor to the World Bank.
of the members, he said.
repayments; the bank would hive
Qureshi, a Pakistani, called the
The bank is supposed to make paid more than it took in.
events in China "very decisions on economic grounds and
Though Romania is one of Eurdistressing."
work on a business basis.
ope's poorest countries, President
"The situation is going back to
Qureshi estimated that last year Nicolae Ceausescu announced in
normal insofar as the implementa- the bank got back about $1 billion . April the completion of an eighttion of bank projects is con- more in repayments and interest year program of paying off the
cerned,"-fie told reporters.
than it loaned out, and $3.5 billion country's $11 billion foreign debt.
He added that the delay in loans the year before. Qureshi said this South Korea and Thailand are
to China was not a sanction against year's figures include prepayments among the Pacific rim countries of
-that country. The loans will be Of $1.4 billion from Romania,$700 Asia which have been increasingly
..
reconsidered later in consultation million by South Korea and $400 prosperous.
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Caffeine Free Coke,
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Prairie Farms

10
,

Citrus Royale &
monade
Daire1/2LeGall
on

12 Pk. Can Products

Buy One at 89° Get One

88

1)30 1
arionu

Coke 2 Liter Products 99'

CI4cken
Breast

F
Ground
Beef

Family Pack

Family Pack

994
Clifty Farms or Harper's

Country
Ham

lb.

Williams

Williams Hot or Mild
Sausage

Whole or Sliced
16 oz

49
lb.

$129th

Americans borrowed fireworks
from Chinese this Fourth of July
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Chinese students at Tianarunen
Square borrowed from the Stitue
of Liberty to create a symbol of
freedom. This week, Americans
celebrated their freedom with fireworks from China.
The Chinese haye targeted the
U.S. fireworks market since relations improved during the Nixon
administration, "and have
increased market percentage and
volume since then to a point -of
domination," said John A. Conkling, a Maryland chemist w
heads the American Pyrotechnics
Association.
Conlding, who operates a seasonal "Fireworks Hotline" in
Washington, said shipments from
China had tither arrived or were
aboard vessels hy the time the disturbances began that led to last
month's bloody crackdoiVn on prodemocracy demonstrators. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of people
were killed, and the liberty statue
was toppled.
"I think the fact that for the past
15 years we've celebrated Independence Day with fireworks coming
from a communist country means
there has been an irony quite a
while," he said. "It is heightened
by the incidents this year."
But he also noted that most fireworks used by Americans come
from overseas, more than half from
China. And he said the question
concerning possible trade sanctions
would be, "Whom do you
punish?"
In 1987, the latest year for which
he had full statistics, 50 minion
pounds of fireworks came to the

United States directly from China timeliness: A tiny Chinese-made
and more than 10 million pounds paper tank moves on the
ground
came from China by way of Hong and "emits flaming pellets."
Konvlistributors. That left just 6
For years, controversy over
million pounds exported to thl Chinese imports has involve the
d safeUnited States by the rest of the ty rather than questions of politics'
world, including such former or human rights in China.
fireworks-making giants as Taiwan
Last year, the Consumer Product
and Macao.
Safety
Conunission and the CusMost of the fireworks are of the
toms
Service
seized so many Chinbackyard variety
firecrackers,
Roman candles, skyrockets — and ese fireworks for bad labels, short
not the kind seen at public fuses or gunpowder overloads that
the industry had to shut down for a
displays.
Commerce Department figures time.
show Chinese -shipments of
Conkling was among a
"explosives and pyrotechnics" American experts who group of
toured the
have risen steadily since 1981, Chinese fireworks
provinc
es last
when they were valued at $33.4 year — chief among
them Guangmillion, to $51.2 million in 1987. dong and
Hunan — to work with
The Chinese, who made "fire
the makers on safety standards.
lances" with a mixture of saltpeter,
Some of the problems stem from
sulfur and charcoal as early as the
the unsophisticated manufacturing
12th century, now tailor their proprocess, he indicated. It's difficult,
ducts for Americans.
he said, to put an exact 50 milliFor instance, the Chinese began
grams of powder —'the U.S. limit,
making sparklers because Ameriwhich is roughly the amount found
cans wanted them.
in the matchstick-sized "lady finMany of the fireworks on display
ger" firecracker — in a lV2 —inch
at roadside stands still have distinct firecra
cker.
oriental imagery: pagodas, blossoms and butterflies.
U.S. inspectors last year were
Others, however, make a patriodiscovering charges of 72 millitic statement. One piece has an
grams and 84 milligrams.
American flag that rises on a pole
between two sputtering firecrackJohn Rogers, a fireworks specialers. People nostalgic for the Old
ist with the product safety commisSouth can choose from Confederate
sion, said fewer shipments arc
flag symbols, one of them On a
showing problems with' labeling
"Whistlin' Dixie" shower.
this year, causing the number of
A $13 package put together by a
substandard shipments to drop to
New Jersey company is called the
45 percent of those inspected, from
"Miss Liberty" assortment. A few .70 percent of last year. The
seiof the pieces in it are Chinese, zures have been valued at $11
milincluding one with unintended
lion so far this year.

Bush calls for Soviet pullout from Poland
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine.
(AP) — President Bush has called
on the Soviet Union to begin withdrawing its troops from Poland,
asserting "there is no danger at all
of an invasion of Poland from the
West."
Bush said he was not seeking to
"inflame" the situation in Poland
or "do anything „that is going to
cause a crisis."
But, he said in an interview with
a group of Polish reporters, "Very
candidly, I'd like to see Soviet
troops out."
Bush granted the'interview last
Friday in Washington. The transcript was released today by Bush's
vacation White House. The presi-

dent is enjoying an extended Inde- ope to no more than 275,000 each
pendence Day holidy at his ocean- for NATO and Warsaw Pact
nations.
side summer home.
Bush said in his interview with
The president said that, when he
visits Poland next week on his way Polish reporters that he still hoped
to the seven-nation economic sum- to "press forward with" that
mit in Paris, "I'm going to feel "very bold..proposal.<
At the same time, he conceded it
free to speak out about...what we
hold dear and what Polish Ameri- was probably unrealistic to envicans think and what we want to see sion a complete withdrawal of all
about a freer, a more whole Soviet forces in eastern Europe "as
long as we have this tremendous
Europe."
• It was the first time Bush has disparity in Soviet-deployed
called for an immediate, complete troops."
But, he said, Poland would be a
withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Poland. Last month while attending good place for the Soviets to start.
a NATO summit in Brussels, the
Bush gave the interview to
president proposed a reduction in reporters from three Polish news
conventinal forces in eastern Eur- agencies.
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ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You have good judgment about
family matters today and you'll be
pleased with today's career results.
Intense feelings could mar what
otherwise should be a pleasurable
romantic outing.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Fir
Either you or a faipily member is
not ready to compromise about a
domestic concern. The buying and
selling of property is favored.Tonight
accent recreational pursuits.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Negotiations about a business
matter could get bogged down today.
You seem at odds with a co-worker
today. Tonight places a pleasant
accent on family interests.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
A difficulty could arise with a child
and you need some care in financial
dealings. Communicative skills,
though, are tops, and you should
make ,those important phone calls
now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
A private talk bodes well for your
financial interests. An old problem
could be the source of some family
dissension. A lucky invitation comes
from a friend.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.212)
Avoid controvery today. Tempers
could really fly. You're on the same
wavelength with a friend. Group
activities are favored. Tonight brings
a pleasant surprise.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct22),
et
t
A friendship could reach the
breaking point over a financial matter. An invitation for travel comes
now. A private business chat brings
promising results.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
COE
,Try to avoid a contest of wills with
someone in busitikss today. You'll
reach an understanding with a friend
tonight. An impromptu get-together is
likely.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Though today is successful in many
ways for career interests, you could
becohie involved in a testing situation
with a co-worker. Ingenuity brings
results.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Someone could take advantage of
you in the name of friendship. It's a
good day for dealings,with agents and
advisers. You may have a sudden urge
for travel now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)'
You need to be diplomatic in
dealings with those in authority.
Power-play tactics are much in
evidence now in business. Judgment,
though,is good about money matters.
PISCES
)1402(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
You could be at odds with an
adviser today, but you're on the same
wavelength now with a romaritie
interest New friends come into your
life tonight..
YOU BORN TODAY work well with
0.ips and are community minded,
both practical and creative, you
sometimes have difSculty reconciling
these qualities. You'll "succeed in
businesses allied to the arts, though
you also may be creatively talented
yourself. It is important that you like
your work or you won't put forth the
proper effort. Birthdate of: Mery
Griffin, IV personalIV; Janet Leigh,
actress; and Sylveser Stallone, geW.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Screwon caps for "Para mi Bebe" bath
soap and cologne for infants are
being voluntarily recalled because
they can shatter, releasing small
beads and plastic pieces that could
choke a child, the Consumer Product Safety Commission said
Friday.
Orion International Corp. of
Miami, is offering a replacement.
The caps were sold from
November 1987 through Oct. 5,
1988, on Baby Cologne No. 30618,
Baby Bath No. 30619 and Baby Set
No. 30633.
The goods weWsokl in Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania and
Washington, D.C.
The rattle caps can be exchanged
for non-rattle caps at the store of
purchase.
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THRIFTY SAVER
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THRIFTY SAVER

Chamiin
4 Roll
Piggly Wiggly 24 oz.
Sandwich

Champ Bath
Tissue

Coke
Products

99
2.89

House

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

C

DRIP (.141140

Maxwell House
13 Oz. Can

Bread

490

2 Liters

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Coffee

1.7

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ANN,

Foiggly

12-Paks

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON.-FRI.
7-12 SAT.
& SUN.

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

FREE
VCR's
Only

THRIFTY SAVER

4.00

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

641 South-Murray
753-9616
Bakery

753-0265

per day

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE
From now on. your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each guaiified
company through participating in ot
ship Plan). As owners, well give ,
desire. Our attitude is positive a

ru July 11

OUD TO SI

ndled by a stockl
mployee now owl
E.S.O.P (Employe
u the personal st
t the future of oi

Value Priced Groceries
Treesweet 12 oz. Frozen

Royal Oak 12 Lb. Bonus Bag

I Orange Juice

89°
Smucker's 3 Lb

Grape Jelly
Maxwell House Instant 12 oz.

Coffee
Nestle Quick 22 oz.

Syrup
Capri 3 Pk.

Sun

ervi•MINO,

Charcoal

Bleach

2.99

99°

Campbell's Cream of 10-3/4 oz.

1.89
4.99
1.49
69c

Del Monte 46 oz.

Tomato Juice
Mussleman 303 can

Applesauce
Bryan 3 oz.

Potted Meat

Great On The Grill

In-Store Made

32 oz

Clorox ll Liquid
Dove 48 oz.

Liquid
Zest or Coast 4 Pk

Bath Bar Soap

Deli Pizzas

Jb. 6.99

2/5.00

Pork & Beans

porkK .D
RE

3/1.00

Vlaslc 24 oz.

Dill Spears

lb.

Scallops

Brooks 32 oz.

Catsup

lb.

Perfect for Seafood Salad

Bryan 5 oz.

Imitation Crabmeat

Vienna Sausage

lb. 3.99

1.49
99C
3/1.00

Fresh Produce

996

'

Plum Good California

Red Plums

lb.

Green Cooking 3 Lb. Bag

Apples
Large, Tasty Honeydew

Melons

79.

ea.

[WESTERN]
UNION

THE FASTEST Via'TO SEND MONEY.

. • .

••••

Golden Sweet, Missouri, In Husk

Corn
Garden Fresh

Yellow Squash

119 • Green Onions
Fresh, Crisp Head

Cabbage....

We Are A
Western
Union Agent.

Hydrox 20 oz.

91

Cookies
2 Lb.

Nestle quid
Piggly Wiggly 10 Lb

Charcoal

Bet

lb.

Garden Fresh Bunch

cHiPS

Citrus Punch

79

911*
99c

otato

Nectarines

lb.

lb.

Pick-A-Mix

Florida

PlIfsbury 4 Pk.

Bing Cherries

Dog Biscuits.
Brach's

Fresh California

C

Washington State, Fancy

MIlkbone 26 oz.

Dairy

Thompson White or Red Seedless

Grapes

Plastic Cups

Golden Flak

Van @mp's

699
5.49

Shrimp
60 to 80 count Fresh Water

Lysol Spray
Solo 16 oz. 213 ct.

Van Camp's

INI1

1.99.

30 to 36 Count Large

12 oz.

Value Priced Groceries

Catfish

Orange Roughy

per T

1.99
1.79
1.79
1.99

Clorox II

Seafood
Pond Raised
Fresh Whole

Piggly Wi

40 oz

3/1.00
99'
2/1.00
4/1.00

Mushroom Soup

Pizza Parlor

Clorox 5' Off Gal.

Biscuits

4/99'
49c
3/99°
296
lb.

lb.

Dols 64 oz.

Pineapple Juice
Borden American 12 oz.

Cheese Singles
Shedd's Squeeze 1 Lb.

Country Crock
Hyde Part 2 Lb.

Cheese Spread

89c
1.99
1.89
994
2.69

Tombstone hi

Pizza
Treesweet 12

Lemons
El Charrito

Burrito.
Pepperldge I

Cakes...
Piggly WWI

Potatoe

18 oz. Raisin Nut Bran, Trix,

Total
Save

2• 0

Crystal L ght

on

2 Boxes at Checkout
With Coupon

......--'.."""w..*WFINIXill$11.111100111111111P+011..r"

111

With Coupo

i

• kl
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Piggly Wiggly
32 oz.

..•

Eggs

1

IPL"cane gran

er&
li

frOffioIC

WI

Vod

su ar

40 -

Sugar

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

•

.

Salad
Dressing

Sugar

SUa
"
r

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

CARD

NIN

White Gold
4.4 Lb.

4

QUALITY
STAMPS

.,•

-r

Whole
Fryers

9c

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

49C Lb

STAINLESS STEEL CCX1KWARL

Q

fi

U.S.D.A. Gov't. Inspected

HOkliON

• •

Limit 3
_4111111.•
,101X

•

4.-

Piggly Wiggly
is Murray's
Complete
Party Center
Call 753-0265

Good 1 ru July 11
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This Week's Featured Item

• OUD TO SERVE YOU

les will be! ndled by a stockholder of Piggly
qualified mployee now owns a part of the
ating in me E.S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownerell give VO u the personal service that you
t the future of our company.
Dsitive a

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

8" Skillet

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

. Save 5500k...,.our regular more pent %nth rho coupon

HaRiZoN
.r .Skillei

$799

Coq.= Illapwr 711-60

Fresh Meats
Tennessee Pride Pork

Piggly Wiggly

•139

11.00

2.99 2 lb.
Grill Ready

2.49
99'
1.59
lb. 1.29

;pray.....
ct
Cups

20

oz.
SCUltS

.Mix

0.
lb

Extra Value 5 Lb. Box

Beef Patties
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Roast

)91 10 Lb

oal

89c
1.49 Pork Chops
lb. 1.89
3.99 Pork Steak
lb. 1.69

Hickory Smoked'Sliced Slab

Bacon

Small & Lean

Smoked Sausage
Boneless Ham
Boneless

Tennessee Pride Heat & Eat 6 Pk.
.

Ham Slices

.gin

Wieners
99C

Turkey

Mrs. GrIssoms 12 oz. Chicken Salad or

Louis Rich 9 or 12 oz.

Save Sum All Varieties

Lunch Meats

Jb.

Frozen

vdit th.49c
Fryer
59'
Catfish Steaks
1111.79
Pizzas
3.99
Cut-Up

lb.

Fresh Farm Raised

Don Martino 3 Pk. Box

Deli

Prairie Farms Classic 1/2 Gal.

Ice Cream
2.59
3 5.69
,
696
3/1.00

Field

Bakery

Field Hickory Pit

New Item 8 Pk.

Smoked Ham

Hot Dog Buns

3.99 lb

1 9c
7

Tombstone Microwave 9 Inch

Pizza
Treesweet 12 oz.

Lemonade
El Charrito

Burrito
Pepperldge Farm 17 oz.

for

Field Finest Sliced or Shaved

Turkey Breast

NO Wiggly Shoestring 20 oz.

Walnut Delight

lb.

Cole Slaw

896

3.99
2.69
. 99'
3.99

lb.

Pineapple
Creamy

Cakes
Potatoes

lb.

Pork

Bar-B-Que

lb.

al L ght •

8

Coupo

We Sell Consumer Money
Orders, Envelopes, Stamps.
See Us For All Your
One-Stop Shopping Needs!

Cinnamon

Sweet Rolls
Single Layer (Variety)

Cakes
Great Wateak Large

Kaiser Rolls
Italian

L
I

I FREE
I Quality Stamps I
I

With Coupon &
Purchase of
• 3 Lb. or More
ial=

tr

aim

-

Bread
COUPON Oi
l gm

COUPON II

100
FREE • FREE

Quality Stamps

I I With Coupon &
II Purchase of
Fla•vor-ite
24 pk.

6/1.29
ea. 1.99
6/99°
89°
!Oaf

r
PONN
T.COLI
100
100
Ns

8 Qt.

lb. 1.99

Leg Quarters

Bryan Cooked or Honey Ham 10 oz. pkg.

Wieners

lb.

Fine TeGrill

99c lb.
1.89 Sliced Ham
1.99
89° Pimento Cheese 1.69
1.99
79° Variety Pack

Field Pro-Leaguer 12 oz. pkg.

.1b.

Fresh Meats
Louis_Rich Ground

Corn Dogs

89'
2.29
2.79
lb.

Sliced Free

Sausage & Biscuits

lb.

Sliced Free

Lean &' Tender Boneless

Bryan Juicy Jumbo

Bryan Regular or Beef

st.1.99
2.59
1.59

Quid

11.29

Fresh Meats

otato Chips
99c

es

Country Ham

lb.

1.39

Pickles

Harper Hickory Smoked

Breakf12ast
Bacor`ii
oz. pkg.

it). 1.89 Spare Ribs

`Claussen 32 oz. Jar

Golden Flake 6-1/2 oz

OZ.

•
f

Quarter Pork Loin (Cut Into Chops)

Ground Beef Patties

cer'es

Is

Bryan Sliced

Sausage

P per Towels

PAGE 71

THRIFTY SAVER

-Grade A Large
Use

WEDNI- 4i1)AY, JULY 5, 1989

I

poNi
se
ricou
100

Oualitv Stamps•si Quality Stamps •

With Coupon &
I I purchase 012 pkgi
I
Ili

II II With Coupon &
Purchase of
10 Lb. Bag
inhit
'5.17 oz.
Cotton ud
iPilckWitt
al
taz; Lotatoes
MINMIIS

cti

600•10100#0.1*
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pace ship Voyager 2 approaching planet Neptune

PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —;
Twelve years, three planets and 4.4
billion miles after leaving Earth,
Voyager 2 is converging on Neptune, a swirling, blue-green planet
with a backward moon, for the last
stop on an extraordinary tour.

"The solar system is our neighborhood, and we're getting to the
end of the neighborhood," said
Norm Haynes, Voyager project
manager at the National Aeronautics and Space Achrinistration's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. •

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
with narrow-souled people as
with narrow-necked bottles: the less
they have in them, the more noise
they make in pouring it out.
— Alexander Pope.
"If IS

NORTH

7-5-A

•A K 8 2

•A Q
•10 9 7 6 5
+76
WEST
EAST
•5
•Q 3
knew you had a reason for put- •J 76
•10 9 5 3 2
ting. me on lead," confessed West. •Q J 84 32
•A
**Unfortunately I was convinced •Q 108
4 A K J 52
that a lead through dummy's hearts
SOUTH
was best." Actu,ally East had fur•J 10 9 7 6 4
nished two good clues for West to
K84
find the winning play.
•K
West led the club eight to East's
.943
king, and East alertly cashed his diVulnerable: Both
amond ace before leading the club Dealer:
South
deuce to West's 10. Defending lazily, The bidding:
West pushed a heart through dumWest
North
East
my's A-Q, and South had no problem South
Pass
Pass
1•
2+
taking the remaining tricks.
3+
4+
All pass
It is rare for a defender to lead -a 2+
suit for partner to ruff when he
Opening lead: Club eight
knows that declarer(playing behind
partner) can also ruff. NevertheBID WITH THE ACES
less. today's East made it clear that South holds:
7-5-B
the setting trick lay with a trump•A K 8 2
promotion play. Let:s analyze the
•A Q
logic.
•10 9 7 6 5
West's support of clubs and his
+76
lead of the eight marked him with
either Q-10-8 or.. Q-9-8 of clubs. North , South
2•
(With 10-9-8, he would have led the 1•
2
2+
10.) Therefore. East knew that he •
2 NT
9
could underlead safely in clubs. After East cashed the diamond ace,
ANSWER: Three hearts. Since you
his lead of his lowest club was a
can't offer partner a club stopper to
suit-preference signal for the return
back up his, show the heart preferof the lower-ranking suit. Besides,
ence, leaving the final choice to
West had another clue. Had East
partner.:.
held the heart king, he was bound to
Send bridge .questions to The /tees. PO Box
get it. There was no way that South 12363,
Dallas: Texas 75225. with self-addressed.
could have avoided the losing stamped envelope for reply
Corright,19/19 United Feature Sy'mulirate
finesse.

Voyager 2 already has detected a planet.
dark spot on Neptune that may be a
It will be 2.75 billion miles from
giant storm like Jupiter's treat Red Earth after traveling 4.43 billion
Spot. As it nears the planet, the miles along its curving path. The
probe will search for undiscovered information it sends back at the
moons and partial rings. And at 9 _ speed of light will take four hours
p.m. PDT on Aug. 24, Voyager and six minutes to arrive.
will swoop within 3,000 miles of
Five hours after the closest
Neptune's north pole cloudtops — encounter, Voyager will fly within
the closest of its close encounters 25,000 miles of the backwardsand the first spacecraft to visit the orbiting moon, Triton. The other

known moon is Nereid.
form from a spinning disk of gas
Voyager 1 and 2, laden with TV
and solid material, the moons
cameras and an array of sensors, should orbit in the direction the
were launched from Cape Cannerplanet rotates. Triton's reverse
al in 1977. They visited Jupiter in
orbit suggests it once orbited the
1979 and Saturn in 1980 and 1981, sun like a comet or a planet- but
respectively. Voyager 2 reached
collided with a moon to form a
Uranus in 1986. Voyager 1 now is new backwards-moving satellite,
heading toward interstellar space. Stone said.
Voyager 1 and 2 returned 65,000
Triton probably is cold and geophotographs of Jupiter, Saturn and
logically inactive, with an icy
their moons and rings. Voyager 2 mantle over a rocky core. But it
sent back 8,000 pictures of Uranus once may have had a molten interand its moods, and will take ior that created ridges, valleys,
another 8,000 of Neptune. '
cliffs, canyons and volcanoes that
At a cost Haynes pegged at $865 - Voyager might photograph.
million through the Neptune
Observations from Earth indicate
By George W. Hackett
encounter, the Voyagers "returned Triton's atmosphere contains
more new knowledge about the
methane and nitrogen. Sunlight
outer planets ... than existed in all
likely converts methane into cornLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The motorist who backed into Ed Hessel's
of the preceding history of astro- plex hydrocarbons, creating a
car assumed he was a government official and began to fret and sweat
nomy," according to NASA.
about what would happen to him.
transparent reddish-orange photoNeptune, discovered in 1846, is chemical haze, Stone said. The
Printed on the door was an emblem which read, "BBB."
30,700 miles in diameter — six
"It took me a few minutes to calm him down," said Hesse!, president
hydrocarbons may form heavier
times Earth's size arid the fourth
of the Better Business Bureau for the past 18 years. "We are not a govparticles, coating the surface with
largest planet after Jupiter, Saturn frozen sludge.
ernment agency. Dues from 2,30f) members provide money needed to do
and Uranus. A Neptunian year lasts
our job."
Could the organic chemicals
165 Earth years, and a day lasts 17 have allowed life to develop on
There is also a popular misconception that the BBB handles nothing but
to 18 Earth hours — a detail Voya- Triton?
complaints. "Most of the inquiries we receive are from consumers interger may pinpoint. Neptune usually
ested in knowing about,a company's performance and the rating we've
"The temperature is very, very
is the eighth planet, but because of cold, so I think it's unlikely," he
given them."
Pluto's elongated orbit Neptune said.
Chartered in 1916, the bureau is the third oldest M the nation and helps
will be the ninth and outermost
about 100,000 people a year. "And it doesn't cost them a penny."
Scientists believe Triton has
until 2007.
His figures show that the BBB issued 61,012 reliability reports in 1988
extreme seasons because its orbit,
Scientists expect Voyager to dis- around Neptune is highly inclined:
and offered advice another 26,000 times.
cover at least 10 small moons, said One pole faces the sun for 82 years
"We resolved 80.1 percent of the complaints that crossed my desk,"
deputy project scientist Ellis Miner, and the other remains in darkness.
said Hessel, a former radio-television executive who was fired on his 40th
Some moons may confine or This may, mean Triton's atmobirthday and hired by the bureau during Christmas week.
shepherd the 5- to 12-mile-wide sphere gets thinner and thicker as
He has a long list of attempted scams, including one involving a reusincomplete rings, called "ring methane-nitrogen icecaps cover
able casket,
arcs," orbiting Neptune, said phys- one pole, then the other.
"This guy tried to sell funeral homes on the idea of placing the
icist Ed Stone', NASA's Voyager
deceased in a styrofoam liler inside the casket. On burial day, the liner
Researchers discarded the theory
and not the casket woulr•go into the ground."
project scientist and a vice presi- that Triton has liquid nitrogen
dent at California Institute of oceans, but puddles or lakes are
Among the con artists Hessel has encountered is "John," whose criminal record dated back to the time that police caught him running naked
Technology.
possible, along with fields of nitrothrough a park.
Voyager also may discover dust gen ice crystals, Stone said.
bands and 50 to 100 partial rings in
"John always amazed me. Nothing was too daring. Would you believe
Nereid, about NO to 620 miles
that he had the nerve to present a Kentucky governor with a fake doctor
addition to the three to six arcs sci- wide, has a very elongated elliptiof divinity degree from a diploma mill in Florida?"
entists believe they detected from cal orbit. Caltech astrophysicist
He started his own religion in a store front near the stockyards in
Earth, Stone added. The partial Peter Goldreich speculates Nereid
Louisville and invited the public to come in and pray — and leave a donarings, possibly made of dust and once had a circular orbit that was
tion. "We closed the church down pretty fast," Hessel said.
pebbles, most likely are debris disturbed by gravity from Triton or
John once opened an advertising agency that specialized in handing out
from the collision of a comet and a large passing object.
awards. "An unsuspecting plumber would be notified that he had been
an ancient moon, he said.
If Voyager confirms that Nepchosen Plumber of the Year. He always received a cheap plaque and a bill
Voyager should be some 33,400 tune has a magnetic field, the
for $50. Usually, the poor man paid up."
miles above Neptune's clouds planet also may have an aurora like
when it crosses the ring region, so Earth's, and a mysterious ultraBefore John left town, he hung out a shingleOffering his services as a
sex consultant for unhappy marriages.
it is unlikely to be destroyed by an violet "electrogrow." A magnetic
"He succeeded in getting a bill introduced in the legislature to license
unseen arc, he said.
field should trap a radiation belt
such therapists and included a grandfather clause to cover himself. It was
The probe also will study Nep- around Neptune similar to Earth's
shot down in a hurry."
tune's weather. Scientists believe Van Allen belts. Jupiter's radiation
Although it relies on the business community for financing, Hessel said
the 6,200-mile-wide dark spot it belts damaged some of Voyager's
the BBB stakes out the neutral zone in any dispute between buyer and
found probably is similar to Earth's equipment; Haynes doubts similar
seller.
hurricanes or Jupiter's Great Red problems at Neptune.
"We have to walk the middle line. We're not an apologist for business
Spot. The source of the internal
Voyager 2 has worked 12 years
or a wild-eyed consumer group. We must be for who's right."
heat driving Neptune's storms is a with only relatively minor failures,
mystery; Earth's comes decaying although it contains electronics
radioactive material in rocks.
equal to 10,000 television sets, he
Neptune is pale blue-green said.
because methane,.or natural gas, in
its mostly hydrogen-helium atmoCommands sent to Voyager, and
The Offices of
sphere absorbs red light. Scientists photos and information it sends to
suspect that a third of the way tow- Earth, travel at the speed of light.
ard the planet's center the atmo- But the one-way trip still take four
sphere becomes a superhot slurry hours, six minutes. NASA is- using
in oncology/hematology
of- hot water and rock, so Neptune 38 dish-shaped radio antennas in
diagnosis and treatment of cancer and blood disorders
— like neighboring Uranus — New Mexico, California, Australia,
probably lacks a distinct sky-sea Spain and Japan to capture the
announce the association
boundary, Stone said.
radio signal, which is like trying to
Despite any internal heat, Nep- see a 20-watt light bulb burning
of
tune receives 900 times less sun-1 2.75 billion miles away.
light than Earth, so the temperature
"Both Voyagers are expected to
at
the
top
of
its
return
atmosphere
valuable data well into the
350
is
Oncologist/Hematologist
degrees below zero Fahrenheit, 21st century" before their power
about the same as on Triton, Stone supplies run out in about 2020,
beginning July 10, 1989
said.
NASA said.
Scientists believe Triton —
After Neptune, Voyager 2 will
1,400 to 2,240 miles wide, roughly join Voyager 1 and Pioneers 10
the size of Earth's moon — will be and 11 i'n seeking the true edge of
Charles F. Winkler, MD., FA.C.P. David C. Ginn, M.D.
the most fascinating part of Voya- the solar system, where solar wind
Oncologist/Hematologist
Oncologist/Hematologist
ger's flyby.
gives way to interstellar wind bilWhen a planet and its moons lions of miles beyond the planets.
1532 Lone Oak Road, Suite 10
P.O. Box 7564
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-7564
MOUNT STERLING, Ky. {AP) which has 60 employees and a
— On Aug. 17, Larry Kezele hung budget of $8 million.
Paducah (502) 444-2690
Benton (502) 527-1798
up his business suit and stepped
He donned a white chef's apron
Murray (502) 753-8724
Mayfield (502) 247-8100
down as director of the Lexington- and took over the Ruth Hunt Candy
Fayette Urban County Govern- Co.-in Mount Sterling. It has six
ment's division of fleet services
employees — 25 at Christmas —
and sales of only
couple of
hundred thousand dollars a year.
A mid-life crisis?
"I don't think I'm old enough
for that," Kezele, a 38-year-old
Ohio native, said with a laugh.
But Kezele cheerfully admitted
that he did the unusual when he
ended his career in government to
become the co-owner and president
of the 68-year-old candy company.
Ruth Hunt's best-known product
is Blue Monday: a rectangle of
cream candy dipped in sweet and
bitter chocolate. The confection is
responsible for 40 percent of
Hunt's sales and has betome
"almost a cult candy bar" in east310 East Wood
Paris,, TN
ern and central Kentucky,'Kezele
said.
642-0231
Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
Kezele, now of Lexington, works
10 to 12 hours a day — often seven
days a week — and does every- A
thing at "the factory" except keep
the books, a chore performed by
partner Mary Halley, who also does
everything from making candy to
waiting on customers.
.
The company makes more than
Gowns: Wedding, Brideimaid, Prom, Pageant and Special Occasion
70 varieties of sweets, most of
— them by hand.
•
Dresses. Plus Veils and Headpieces, Shoes and Jewelry.
So why work so hard?
Also: Reception Items
"Ws t_challenge," Katie said.
•
"Challenge is what motivates me
P
More than anything."
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Ifwe were you,
we'd bank with us!
•

Introducing

Republic's Liquid CD

Urban leader dons chefs apron

9.3
8%
94,00 °

Yield

Rate compounds monthly.

..

• Withdrawals at any time with
Ito ',malty

Going Out Of

• :Liditionaldeposits atairy time
Open a Republic Liquid CD with $15,000 and you have
unlimited access to your funds. Phis, you oan add to
your Liquid CD at any time: It's really that simple.
Like we said,if we were you,we'd bank with us!

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Mayfield,247-6543
Muna7,759-1630

Paducah,442-9171
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Getting tough in some areas
New state laws crack down harder on drinking, drug use
It's now legal to produce caviar
in Montana, but illegal for lobbyists to lend their credit cards to
legislators in Tennetsee. The
gopher tortoise has a new and
exalted status in Georgia — it's the
Official Reptile of the state. The
Chesapeake Bay blue crab is now
the Official Crustacean of Maryland, although its only official
duty, apparently, is to get eaten.
A survey of the 50 state legislatures suggests, more than anything,
that lawmakers are growing more
desperate about drug and alcohol
abuse.
Georgia has doubled its fines for
most drug dealing convictions —
the maximum is now $1 million —
and has authorized cities and counties to close or demolish buildings
used in drug crimes.
Indiana is extending the death
penalty to include murders committed during drug transactions. It also

By TM ASSOCIATED PRESS
New state laws that take effect
around the nation this weekend will
make life tougher for drug dealers,
rapists, drunken drivers, drunken
boaters, smokers and taxpayers.
Children get a break in several
states that are banning or restricting teachers' use of the paddle. But
two other states are imposing a
more diabolical form of punishment on teen-agers: taking away
drivers' licenses.
Laws in many states go into
effect each year Jah. 1 or July 1, so
this Independence Day weekend is
seeing a layer added to the mounds
of jurisprudence that have been piling up in lawbooks since before the
states were united.
Taxes are rising in at least five
states, and the usual collection of
eccentric laws are entering the
books in others.

,Mother charged in death
of second baby daughter
ALTON, Ill. (AP) — A mother
who told authorities that two baby
daughters were abducted in similar
incidents nearly three years apart
was arrested Saturday in the second
infant's death, police said.
Paula Sims, 29, was charged in
the death of daughter Heather Lee
two months ago, police said.
Mrs. Sims was arrested at her
parents' home around 4 p.m., and
was charged with four counts of,
obstructing justice and two counts
of concealing a homicidal death,
said Madison County Sheriff's
Police Sgt. Don Wein.
She was being held in Madison
County jail on $250,000 bond and
was to appear before a judge Monday, Wein said.
Mrs. Sims and her husband,
Robert, reported the 6-week-old
girl abducted on April 29 from
their home in this southwestern
Illinois city. The child's body was
-found in a trash can across the Mississippi River on May 3.
An autopsy determined that
Heather Lee had been smothered
by somebody who put a hand over
her mouth, and that her body had
been frozen.
In 1986, the couple's firstborn
daughter, 13-day-old Loralei, was
reported missing under similar circumstances from their previous
home io nearby Jersey County.
Mrs. Sims was charged in May
with concealing a homicide and
obstructing justice in that case. She
has pleaded innocent, and her trial
is set for July 18.
Her attoprity, Donald Groshong,
could not immediately be reached
,
for comment.

Police have said Sims told them
he believes his wife may have
killed their daughters accidently.
Witnesses have said Mrs. Sims
wanted to give birth to sons, and
was unhappy with the births of her
daughters.
On June 17, 1986, the Simses
told police that a masked gunman
broke into their home in Brighton
and abducted Loralei. The decomposed remains of a baby, believed
to be Lortlei, were found several
days later near the couple's home
in Brighton, a rural Jersey County
Community.
The Simses refused to answer
questions before the grand jury that
considered that case in 1987, citing
their Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination. The
panel took no action.
However, the investigation into
the death of Heather Lee, who was
reported missing under nearly identical circumstances, uncovered new
evidence in the first case. A Jersey
County grand jury returnett an
indictment May 12.

is requiring judges to impose special fines on drug dealers and giving police more authority to keep
— and use — the property of
dealers.
"Police were telling us they

driver's license. Indiana high
school students will lose their
license if they're expelled or suspended from school twice in a
year Colorado teens can be denied
a license if they've been convicted
of any alcohol-related offense.
were butting drug dealers who had
New laws in Wisconsin and
a lot of sophisticated equipment, Minnesota are intended to keep
such as mobile phones and two- young people from smoking. The
way radios," explained Bobby Wisconsin law bans the sale of
Small, director of the Indiana tobacco to Minors; the Minnesota
Criminal Justice Institute. "A lot law strengthens similar legisletion.
of the stuff seized ... would be useWisconsin state Sen. Joseph
ful to police."
Andrea, a pack-a-day smoker
Washington state is enacting a who's fought previous efforts to
comprehensive, $80 million War restrict smoking, said he strongly
on Drugs that includes stiffer pris- supported the new ban. "I don't
on terms and expanded education like to see anybody smoke," he
and treatment programs. Idaho and said.
New Mexico are imposing taxes on
Those who do smoke will be
illegal drugs, a ploy that is paying higher taxes in two states.
intended to "take the profit out of The cigarette tax goes up by 3
drug trafficking," according to Ida- cents a pack in Washington state
ho Attorney General Jim Jones.
and 4 cents a pack in New
The new alcohol abuse laws are Hampshire.
aimed primarily at keeping drinkers
But in Utah, a federal judge Frifrom operating vehicles — on land, day issued a temporary restraining
on sea and in the air.
order blocking enforcement of a
In Virginia, where drivers previ- new law barring cigarette vending
ously could sip alcohol behind the machines, intended by proponents
wheel so long as they didn't get as a way of further restricting sales
drunk, drinking while driving is to minors.
now a crime.
Gas taxes are up in New Mexico
A new Tennessee law allows and Kansas. And Connecticut's
judges to require drunken drivers to sales tax, which was already the
equip their cars with ignition lock- highest statewide sales tax in the
ing devices that measure a driver's nation at 7.5 percent, goes
up,
alcohol level. If it's too high, the another notch to 8 percent.
car won't start.
Colorado and Virgnia have outlawed drunken boating, while Texas has strengthened its drunken
boating law. And under a new law
in Georgia, airplane pilots can be By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
charged with a misdericanor if
DR. GOTT: Fm a 52-yearthey fly within eight hours of oldDEAR
female with hyperlipidemia. I
drinking an alcoholic beverage.
avoid all dairy products. Do calcium
Several states changed thei,r rape tablets really work? I'm going
laws. Spouses can now be con- through menopause and arrt'very convicted of raping their partners in cerned about osteoporosis. Would you
Indiana and Iowa. Rape suspects in recommend calcium tablets for me?
so, what kind and how much?
Georgia, have been given new If DEAR
READER: Hyperlipidemia,
ammunition to fight the charges excessive blood cholesterol and triagainst them — they can introduce glycerides, is usually aided by the reevidence in court about the sexual duction of saturated fats in the diet.
background of the alleged victim. Patients with this common condition
Three states have decided to can often lower blood-fat levels by
drastically curtailing their intake of
spare children the rod, at least at eggs,
red meat and dairy products.
school. Connecticut, Iowa,and Vir- • Such foods are nutritious, despite
ginia effectively banned corooral their high fat content. Therefore, fatconscious consumers must learn to
punishment.
Indiana, and Colorado have substitute other nutritious products in
enacted laws that hit delinquent place of eggs, meat and dairy items.
are a good choice to make
teen-agers where it hurts — in the upGrains
the protein in prohibited meats and
eggs. Also, fish and poultry supply
plenty of natural protein.
It's more difficult to find food that
naturally supplies enough calcium to

And the answer is...
Critical thinking prohlems
These questions show how an elementary school child can be taught
how to think through a word problem.
Example No. 1

Example No. 2

Problem: Mrs. Brady bought 4
talking dolls and 6 electric cars
for the children in herds... Each
doll requires 2 batteries and each
car requires 5 batteries. How
many total batteries does Mrs.
Brady need?
Solution: Draw 4 dolls and 6 cars,
and write the number of batteries
in each one.

2 2 2
,-""

/0-••\

How many total batterielare
needed for the dolls? b
How many total batterls are
needed for the cars? 30
How many total batteries does
Mrs. Brady need?
Chicago Tribune Graphic. Source Provided by
books on thinking and academic pertdrrnanCe

Problem: On a certain day, I ale
lunch at Tommy's, took out 2
books from the library . visited
the museum and had a cavity
filled. Tommy's is dosed on
Wednesday, the library is dosed
on weekends, the museum is
only open Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, and my dentist has
office hours Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday. On which day of the a
week did I do all these things?
Solution:
1. The second sentence lists the
restrictions on when events
occurred.
2. Tommy's is closed on
Wednesday.
S M TX TH F SAT
3. The library is closed on
weekeolds.
011( M T
TH F Ver
4. The museum is only open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
This means it is dosed the other
days.
/MX"
5. My dentist hat office hours
Tuesday. Friday and Saturday.
This eliminates Monday.
leig//14 F Vrt
6. On which day of the week did I
do all these things?
Arthur Whimbey

••••

•

an author of several

compensate for diet poor in milk and
cheese. For people worried about insufficient calcium intake, the easiest
alternative ig calcikm supplements in
pill form.
Dietary calcium is not the single
most important factor in preventing
post-menopausal bone deterioration:
the female hormone estrogen, exercise and genetic considerations also
play vital roles. Nonetheless, most experts agree that calcium pills are useful; what's more, they're safe and
inexpensive.
Because calcium is absorbed into
the body only in the presence of vitamin D, many calcium preparations
contain the vitamin. About 250 International Units of vitamin D is sufficient for the average woman who dig
a balanced but dairy-free diet. To help
prevent osteoporosis, the average
post-menopausal woman should consume about 1,500 milligrams of supplementary calcium.
In my practice, I recommend the
following: two "Os-Cal 250
D" and
two TUMS antacids a day. Since each
TUMS contains 500 milligrams of cal-

cium, this translates into the 1,500
milligrams of calcium. and 250 IU of
vitamin D.
Ask your doctor if this supplemental calcium plan would be appropriate for you. Don't forget that you will
need professional advice about the
other factors I mentioned: estrogen
and exercise. To give you more information, I am sending you a free copy
of my Health Report "Understanding
Cholesterol." Other readers who
would like a copy should send $1.25
with their name and address to PO.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
© 1989 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR.GMT

PETER
GOTT, M D

By Abigail

If All Our Readers Ran To
The Kitchen Right Now,
They Still Wouldn't Miss
A Single Ad.

Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I have a bone to ite aunt, had been divorced, it
pick with you. A young woman who doesn't say much for your fahad been previously divorced wrote ther.(Since when is a person reto say that she was anticipating a sponsible for the deeds of his
second marriage.She said herfiance relatives?)
knew about her divorce,but he asked
It's also interesting that your
her not to disclose this fact to his mother, during all the years of
parents. Because ofthis,you told her her marriage, kept from your
you thought her fiance was "adoles- father the fact that het: brother
cent"
had been divorced.(Why, pray
Abby, before judging the young tell, should one's divorce be reman, you should have considered garded as a dark and dirty sethat there may have been other facts' cret?)
of which you were not aware.
There is nothing wrong with
When I first started dating, my revealing the truth. Hiding it is
father forbade me to date anybody in deceitful, and therefore shamewhose family there Ma been a di- ful.
vorce. As you can guess, that eliminated a lot of boys.
* * *
When I went away to college,I fell
in love with Steve. He told me that
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and tare
his favorite aunt had been married getting married this fall, and we are
briefly when she was 17, and then having a problem with the guest list.
divorced before marrying a very fine
My fiance plans on inviting his
man. When it came time for Steve to boss and his boss's wife. I plan on
meet my parents, I asked him not to inviting a very good friend of my
tell my dad that his favorite aunt family's who is also married. Wejust
had been divorced, so of course he learned that my fiance's boss is
never did.
married.to our friend's ex-wife, and
Steve and I have been happily these two women do not get along
married for 15 years. My father died with each other at all!
last year, and at his'funeral I conHow do we keep from hurting any
fessed to my mother that Steve's feelings and keep everybody happy?
favorite aunt had been divorced, but
AN ALBANY COINCIDENCE
I never told Dad. Mom said she
thought I had acted wisely because if
DEAR COINCIDENCE:Invite
Dad had known,it would have com- whomever you want, and if two
pletely changed his opinion ofSteve. of the guests do not like each
Then Mom confided that during all other,it will be their problem —
the yearsshe and Dad were married. not yoursi Of course, if you air4
she had kept front Dad the fact that having a sit-down wedding dinher own brother had been married ner,seat these two women as far
and divorced!
from each °the;as possible.
rm glad my husband didn'tjudge
me as an `adolescent" for trying to
spare Steve and me the anguish my
•••
father would have caused us ha& he
known the truth about Steve's favorite aunt.
"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
HAPPILY MARRIED win,feels left out and wants an improved
modal life. It% an eseetleni guide to

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Playboy publisher Hugh Hefner married
Kimberley Conrad, 1988's Playmate of the Year, in an outdoor
ceremony Saturday afternoon as
helicopters chattered overhead and
photographers jostled for a better
shot of the Playboy mansion.
The 30-minute, nondenominational ceremony took
place in front of the wishing well
where the 63-year-old Hefner, perhaps the nation's best-known playboy, proposed to Mis Conrad, 26.
The wedding was heralded by
the sounds of trumpets. About 200
guests, including actors Bill Cosby
and Tony Curtis, were on hand
when Hefner tied the knot.
The ceremony was conducted by
Charles A. Ara, who "brought
comedic moments" to the proceedings, said Bjay Turner, a Playboy
publicist.
"The grass isn't always greener
on the other side," Ma counseled
the groom. "It's greener where it's
watered. Hef, water the grass,"
The ceremony brought together
top stars and culture magnates, but
those interviewed decliried to give
it synlbalic meshing.
Asked if the gathering marked
the end of an era, Curtis said,
think it's the beginning of sqmebody's marriage."
Motowa records foundcr Bury
Gordy became flustered when
DEAR 'HAPPILY 111A/tRl
f ED:
uked if the sexual revolution vu
as your mother stated,pour
ova. "4101h, I don't know," be
s opinion of Steve would
"stammered. "I csn't... I can't com- hi
have been"completery changed"
ment on that"
Wit*lmweatSteve'sfavor-

PAOS 911

Using calcium pills for osteoporosis

Daughter Chooses Deception
As the Easier Price to Pay
Hefner marries
1988 Playmate
in Los Angeles
on Saturday
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becoming•better conversationalist sad
•more attractive person. To order, eillM
your name mad addreas, pins cheek ar
Niamey order far 0.80 1$3,30 is Canada)
to Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Boa 447, Mount Morris iii. 61054.

There's nothing TV reps love more than telling you -who's watching what show
when. Armed with stacks of tiny numbers,they know it all. What age, what sex, what
income level is guaranteed to be watching any given show.
Unfortunately,the one audience they can't tell you diddly about is he onewatching
your commercial. Because, often, it's going to end up playing to an empty room.
Recent studies bear it out. At the first sign of a commercial break;50% of the viewers
either head for the bathrodiii, the kitchen or just turn off the sound.
That's something people can't do with a newspaper ad. And according to the 1986/
1987 Scarborough Report, they don't want to. The reason is simple. Consumers rate
newspapers a the most helpful, believable source of advertising information. That's
where they turn first for buying advice. And nowhere is that more apparent than in The
Murray Ledger & Times.
' Read by 192,000 people weekly. Most importantly, it reaches them at their request.
They want the information and they're willing to pay for it. You can't buy that kind of
attention in any other medium. The Murray Ledger & Times,it's the one place where
people are actively looking for your message. Wouldn't it be a shame to disappoint
them? For more information,call your Murray Ledger & Times ad department
at 753-1916.

Mtierray Ledger.& Times
1
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-
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When you only
have time for one
call...make it to
Murray Ledger &
Times Classified!

CLASSIFIEDS

Short of help — feeling boxed in?
Keep your hot on! Coll Classified.
Your ad will send some pretty sharp
people your way.. on the double!

AS of July 3, 1989,1. Gerald
Sheridan, am responsible
for no debts other than my
own

753-1916

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

fluid
39 Spanish .
article
40 TV's Danson
42 Chinese
pagoda
44 Entanglement
46 Verve
48 Excavate
50 Word of

1 Intention
4 Uncanny
9 Beverly
Hills —
12 African
antelope
13 Append
14 Unit of
Norwegian
currency
15 Goes in
17 Bill of -19 Send forth
21 Pedal digit
22 Dispatched
,24 Sea eagle
26 Let fall
29 Koch. to
New York
3.1 Knock
33 Slender
hnial
34 Exists
35 Seed
container
37 A,eriform

r

CAMP
WOTRE
A P
ALAI
ORA el
T—E+FC-F1 0
APSE
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CANTE:Ecica OD
•

•

cA
m

clul
ogna
"
l 01

0111U 00
0 s0 0000 00
ETU 000 00 0
MU 00011100B0
MUM OUEIG
3 OU oUDIJUS
DU 0 MID DUDE
ES
DIEU 0112E1

Sorrow

51 Wrong•
prefix
53 Boundary
55 Condiment
58 Tell
61 Veneration
62 Name
64 Fish eggs
65 Mal de -66 Raise
67 The sun

3

— on the
Bounty''
4 Hearing
organs
5 Follow
6 Hosp asst
7 Cash ending
8 Way out

9 Stick to
10 Morsel
11 Foothke 1 Mature
part
2 Hostelry
16 Bar legally
18 Deity
20 Go astray
22 Strike
23 Artist's
3
7
6
8
9
10 11
stand
25 Scold
13
27 Musical
14
11
drama
28 Pellets
17 118 U11 30 Decay
32 Dance step
.q
21
20
11
36 Father
38 Gastropod
22 21
24
25
26
27 28
mollusk
•
41 Furnace part
29
31
30
32
33
43 Suffer ill
health
35
36
37.
38
39
45 Places for
worship
40
42
43
44
47 Pinch
45"
49 "The Golden.
47
48
49
50
52 Son of Adam
54 Encounter
51
52
53
.54
55 TV's Dawber
56 Female sheep
55 56
57
58
59 60
57 — Grande
59 Also
61
62
64
11
6311
11 60 Lamprey
63 Agave plant
65
66
67
11
4

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR BIDS
Kentucky Finance
and Administration
Cabinet. Department
for Facilities Management, Division of
Contracting and Administration, Room
1122, New Capitol
Annex,.
Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
INVITATION TO
BID: ES-27-90
OPENING DATE:
July 18, 1989, 2:00
P.M., E.D.T.
PROJECT: Design
Stadium
Lighting,
Murray State University. Murray, Ky.

GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
5 gal. can $29.99. Get at
Black's Decorating Center,
701 S. 41h St., Murray.
ass
SUSUMU
Portable
SSMASSASSASSASS
Ms
ass
Ma
Building
ssass
55$
New display lot in
55$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Murray, next to Chu's
$$$$$$$$$$$$$
car
wash on 641 North.
$55
555$
$$$$
$55
5555
$555
5555
$55
$585
55$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$
55$
GENEROUS, loving fami55$
lies to share their home with
With Classified
a European or Japanese
high school exchange student for 89/90 school year.
Cat AISE 1-800-SIBLING.

Acree

753-1916
Key MiniWarehouses

Sizes from 5x13 to '0x30
753-5562 if no answer:
7534078, 753-0996

FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
AND BID DOCUMENTS CALL 502/
564-3050.

LOST. Black Laborador
Retriever in the Taylor
Store community. Call
435-4249. Reward.

Help,
Wanted

41

nil

,
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"Now let me get this straight .... We hired
you to baby-sit the kids, and instead you
cooked and ate them BOTH?"

RATc ' HE MADE oNNE
L2 -E M‘f HAT
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Sales S Supplies
Spas S Saunas
Tanning Beds S
-Tuning Tables
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DESK Clerk: Kentucky Department of Parks Job Annotincement Number
89-65(5), Position: Park
Desk Clerk (Part-time); Location: Kenlake State Resort Park; Grade 4, Salary
$4.765 per hour; Minimum
Requirements: High school
graduate. Additional experience in a front desk operation of an accommoc;ation
facility will substitute for the
education on a year-foryear basis. Apply by submitting State application
(which can be obtained at
the focal Department ofr
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to:. Kentucky
Department of Personnel,
Room 377, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, KY 40601, Attif
Job Announcement No.
4 89-65(5). Job Announcement Number should also
. be placed in the upper righthand'corner of the application in the "Special Announcement No." blank.
Deadline for Applying: You

115 So. 13th St.
753-3492

1 ;WIT tIE LtE'VE
•INDEPEI•APENT
:A GEV NG

BURIAL LOTS-7 -6 adjoining
lots in lovely Meneprial Gardens setting. Only $250
each. Marker stone also
available. Ask for Chuck at
759-9374.

OH, I'M
AvERAGINCr
ABOUT
POUN

YOU WEIC1H
NO PouND5

Creekview
Storage
Center Dr.
Off 641 N.
Private Bays
A size for
every need.

753-6734
T HAT

E

80r7i
,Efrove
ES FE
AiJr

COGI-Cr

Cil

IOU

7

AilrEP
irERE

YoU SHOUL D HAVE
BOOKFD ME OH
A NONSTOP.'

f1F
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NONSTOP?.
BUT YOU WANTED TO
STOP 50/NETImE,
poDN'T YOU?

GLASS for autos, home
and business,- insulated
glass, store fronts and entrances. mirrors, glass
table tops. Also windows
and screens and patio
door, glass replaced. Call
M & G Complete Glass Co.
Ph. 502-753-0180.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age Ilmit
to apply.

11)
IlL;U:11L1111
SC<5

popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare

Our most

;
-199
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,
,
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HOME Most Weekends
OTR drivers 21-30 cents
per mile plus benefrts. One
year experience flat bed
preferred. Ca& U.S. Trucking (615)383-t398.

I WILL sit with the sick or
elderly, nights. Call
753-4590

PA

,

Approved charges
(many, policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses. For
free information

4 SPI/I 5Ecow tArea,„

Can:
Jerry McConnell
Ink/rand
753-4199
iree local
, chi* asrviCe"

TRUCK Driver Trainees
Needed Now. No experience neasssary. Must be
21 and over- Good heath,
Decent driving record and
Serious desire to learn. Interviews by phone. Call
.1-800-246-7364. Commercial, Driver Institute

WILL mow lawns- any size,
reasonable rates. Call after
5P.M Mon-Fri, anytime
LPN: Part-time position as weekends, Wayne office nurg6 for physician. 489-2342
Send resume, including references, to P.O. Box HOUSECLEANING Experienced, references
1040-M, Murray.
436-5270

DELI HELP
NEEDED

HEW
Taped
structir
engint
sirtictic
dard
$3,485
50 x 7
60x10(
for fro
Phone

KAYAI.
Get rid
rxdinar
anythin
on a be
Winnin
prices
means
carefre
Call r
1-800-E

WILL stay with sick or elderly, live in or out. Call.
anytime 753-0785.
1)8°a

Apply at

Owen Food
Market

PREGNANT? Worried? ' MAKE MORE MONEY
FULL OR PART-TIME!
There is somebody who
Men and women needed to
cares! Call Opportunities
sell our profitable line of
For Life, toll free
calenders, pens and adver1-800-822-5824 anytime
tising gifts to business firms
for personal, confidential
in your immediate business
help.
area. Earn weekly commissions. Set your own hours.
Prompt, friendly service
Lost
from 80 year old AAA-1
And Found
compony. No investment.
LOST: Male German She- No collections. Previous
pherd with red collar, 10 sales experience not reyears old, has a slight limp. quired. Write: Charles
NcNeer, NEWTON MFG.
In the Almo/ Temple Hill
area. Reward. Call CO., Dept. H13444, Newt o n , Iowa, 50208.
753-9487
(515)792-4121.

Hwy. 121 South

•

MI55 SU

Vitiation
Wanted

Business
Opportunity
EASY Vend Candy Machines: $75 per hour possible on a $2,750.00 investment. Part-time or full-time.
All cash business with a
high profit margin. Company established route. For
information
free
1-800-325-2769.
OWNER- Operator: John
Schneider National Carriers Lease-on your tractor, or take advantage of
OW new tractor purchase
program. We offer excellent revenue, top miles, discounts on insurance, fuel,
tires and maintenance.
1-800-348-1894

5

34

—7 %.":'•:--,

HOP
Wanted

NURSING: Full-time LPN
posiftons available Monday
through Friday. Also 12
. hour shifts Saturday and
Sunday. Full and part-time
Nurse's Aide positions Excellent salary and benefits.
EOE. Apply in person. Mills
Manor, 500 Beck Lane,
Mayfield, Kentucky.
OTR Drivers: Hornady
Truck Line requires 1 year
experience, 23 years of
age. Start: 23c- 260/ mile
based on experience. Excellent
benefits
Conventionalsi Cabovers
1 - 8 00 - 6 3 3 - 1 3 1 3 ,
812-288-5700.

Instruction

ALLIANCE
Trow I mons Come.*

LARGE
Electric

LEBANON TM

I 41C0-3.34-1203

NOW h
'plus drr
gravel
753-45,

TRUCK driver trainees
needed now- - G—E—T
Truck Driver Training Call
1-800-627-3384.

OREGC
hitch fc
sizes: 1
14" $8.'
21"$10
all sizt
chain r
Wallin
Tennes

For Sale
Or Trade
CABIN 2 bedrooms, near
Kentucky Lake off 280
Want house or trailer on
641 South or 121 South
247-6989

POST
30'x40')
one 10'
serv ici
Erected
able
1-800-4

Want
, To Buy

• AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES
'TRAVEL AGENCIES
HOME STUDY/RES TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
*JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

STEE
40x100:
50100:
60x100:
70x 100:
80x100;
100x10(

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 after
513-111BUYING. aluminum cans
45c lb , battery, scrap
metal, copper arid junk
cars. KGA Recycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights.

TYPEW
school t
Corona

G l. JOE Hasbro 11"figures .
and equipment. Mattel Barbies. 436-5608.

THE Hunt Is On! Do you
PROFESSIONAL Truck have the ambition
and aptiDrivers: Over the road ex- tude to become
a profesperience necessary, home sional cross-count
ry truck
weekends, excellent pay. driver? Bowling
Green
Send typed or hand-written Transportat
ion Center in
resume to P.O. Box 1391, Bowling Green,
Kentucky
Murray, Kentucky.
can teach you in just three
PROFESSIONAL Drivers weeks, on the same type
Wanted: Join the Tanksley equipment J.B. Hunt uses.
team of professional OTR Tuition is $850. Financial
TfT drivers. Must be 22/23 assistance is available.
or older, D.O.T. qualified, And J.B. Hunt regularly
good mia, and have. verifi- hires graduates. Must be
or
older.
able experience.. We offer- 23
new pay scale, insurance 1-800-643-3331.
free after 90 days, fuel and
safety incentive bonus,
rider policy, keep same
truck and driver referral.
Call today, (513)769-0440
or 1-800-527-TEAM. Drug
screen/ EOE.
Train to be a Professional
must qualify, test and. be._
SECTiETARY
--pladetrani-tie register by -READ books for pay! $100
-EXECUTIVE SEC
June 30, 1989. Written test a title. Write: PASE- 187M,
-WORD PROCESSOR
required. Test given 161 S. Lincolnway, N. AuMondayFriday, rora, IL 60542:
•FlPIANCIAL AID AVAL.
8a.mt-4:30p.m. in Room
•JOD PLACEMENT ASSIST
280, Capitol Annex, Frank- SALESPERSON & Collec1-800-327-7728
fort, Kentucky. Filling this tor: To represent L.B. Price
position is subject to any Company in Mayfield, Ky.
State Government hiring Phone 314-471-2058 for
restrictions. An Equal Op- appointment for interview
portunity Employer M/F/H,
SELL Memberships: Earn

WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and aluminum caps. Call .13alcan Recycling @ 753-0338

cerreati
dictiona
checks
correctic
Lists m
cards, C
anytime

Articles
For Sale

XERO)
753-514
Gay.

1000 WOLFF Sunbeds,
toning tables, commercial,
home tanning beds. Save
to 50%, prices from $249.
Body wraps,lamps, lotions. ,
Catl today Free color catalog. 1-800-228-6292.
ARROW storage buildings'
10x9 ft building with door
56" wide x 59 height,
$229.99. 10x12 ft. building
with door 56" wide x 61
height, $299.99. 10x9 high
gable building with door 56'
ri1de-x-61.1 height12041
Coast to Coast Hardware,
753-8604.

FREEZE

FREEZE
Cu ft..
ton, $1E.
after 5p

-

HOME STUDY /RES TRAINING

$6.30 each plus 25% on
ACCOUNT REP. Image sales. THE NATIONAL
Graphics Inc., Pathicah's WHOLESALE SHOPlargest printer, has open- PERS CLUB offers jewelry,
nings for account reps to gifts and accessories found
cover the 4 state area. Full in major department stores
off.
35%
or part-time, salary, com- at
mission and expenses. 1-800-289-7458, in LouisSend resume or apply at: villa 368-2007, Mon.-Fri.
Image Graphics Inc., 222 9a.m.-5p.m. EST.
North Eighth Street, Paducah, Kentucky 42001.
ATTENTION: Earn money
reading books! $3?,000/
year income potential. Details.(1)602-838-8885 Est:
Bk 684.
CARPENTER: Experienced, dependable, responsible, references
Apply in person after 5p.m ,
Don Roberson, 1548 OKI'
ford Drive, Canterbury
Estates.

Resumes
Professionaly
Prepared and
Typeset
The

Mail House
'314 Main St.

(Inside CBM
Carnputer Center)
CHURCH- SECRETARY:
753-7759
Computer knowledge helpful. First, Christian Church,
,753-3824.
SERVICE Man FuH-time,
DRIVERS Drive With air conditioner and heating
.Pride. Stoops Express Service (606)236-8787
Wants single and team driv- SURGERY RN: Day
posiers who are at least 23 bon, immediate opening.
years old with 1 year recent Experience preferred in
the
OTR tractor/ trailer experi- surgical area. Competitive
ence We can offer you: salary. Call Community
'Mileage pay based upon Hospital 247-5211 ext.
130
quality of experience,-Seniority increases up to 29.5 TRUCK Driveni. Top pay
cents/ MI,'Home on a reg- and benefits. E.O.E. Poole
ular basis. Give Us A Call! If Truck Line. Company- paid
you do not have the mini- physical/ drug ,screen.
mum experience,call about (502)826-8719 or
our $920 totally refundable 1-800-225-5000, Dept.
training course. Stoops Ex- A-32.
press, nationwide:
800-457-6418.

EARN MONEY Reading
Books, $30,000/ year inSENIOR CITIZENS: Not all come potential.
Details. BABYSIT in my home anyMedicare supplements are (1)805-687-6000
Ext. time. Reasonable rates.
elite. Compare. Find Will Y-10706. •
492-8762.
about Medicare Catastrophic Care. Call for your FEDERAL Jobs: Earn BI-WEEKLY and weekly
' free oompanson tod
$19,6154 So 72,500 ayes ,homer and office cleaning.
. BankedLi1 &
All
occupations. Also, window cleaning. Rs
603 South' 4th Street. (717)327-5341 Dept. ferefiereS supplied
759-1578 or 753-4897. „
753-3422,
EB-64.

BEAUTY Shop Equipment:
Complete 2 stations with
mirrors and vanities, all
matching, 37, years old.
Call 642-1460 or 642-7717,
Paris, Tn.

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
225 N. 2nd St.

enCt

711

759-1999

-24 Hour Answering Service.
-Free Pick-Up & :Delivery.
-We Service Any Types.
V

COST ACCOUNTANT
Western Kentucky division a Fortune 150
manufacturing company seeks individual with
B.S. degree in accounting and 1-3 years experience in manufacturing environment. Must be
familiar with sophisticated cost and Q.A. systems
and have potential for future advancement. Excellent salary and benefit package and relocation
included.
Send resume along with salary history in
confidence to:

,•

Ingersoll-Rand Co.
Employee Relatons
Highway 45 South
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Equal
Opportunity Employer M/F/HN
_

Wrecked cars, parts & towing
things,
. He says, "I'll buy used if it's all the
same".
Next to his brother you might call
him Shorty,
Lordy; Lordy, guess wihosi still
towing at 40?
"Don't look 40 to me," some might
say,
But" it's the glare on top that givt.s
him away.

Happy 40th,- Reggie
July 5th
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HERITAGE Buildings
Taped I-beam, bolt-up construction steel buildings,
engineer stamped construction prints, 3,000 standard sizes 30x40x10
$3,485, 40x60x12 $6,275,
50x 75 x 12 $9,186,
60x100x14 $13,895 Call
for free brochures today
Phone 1-800-643-5555
KAYAK Swimming Pool
Get rid of your old car, boat,
ordinary pool- or jusr about
anything valuable- trade in
on a beautiful Kayak Award
Winning Pool Yes, low
prices and your trade-in
means this is your year for
carefree quality swimming
Call now toll tree at
1-800 843-7665. 8115

NOW have mulch in stock,
'plus driveway rock and pea
gravel Roger Hudson
753-4545
OREGON saw chains, 3/8
hitch for the following bar
sizes 10" $6 61, 12"$7 54,
14'$B 15,16'$8.99: 20" or
21" $10 99 Chain saw files,
all sizes, 99C Bar and
chain oil, gallons $1 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tennessee
POST Frame Building
30'x40 x9' eave, 8' centers
one 10'x8' end slider, one
serviA door, $5,295
Erected other sizes available
Blitz Builders
1 800 428 4009
STEEL Buildings'
40x100x12, $2.70 sq. ft./
50x100x12, $2.52 sq. _ft./
60x100x12, $2.44 sq. ft./
70x100x12, $242 sq ft./
80x100x12, $235 sq ft./
100x100x12. $232 sq. ft
TYPEWRITERS Due to
school budget cuts, Smith Corona offers new electronics • with full line lift-off
cerrection 50,000 word
dictionary Automatically
checks spelling Easy load
correction cassette $198
Lists much more Credit.
cards, COD, 315-593-8755.
anytime Exchange only.

REFRIGERATOR 18 cu
ft , bottom freezer with ice
maker, good condition
345-2724
WASHER & dryer, air conditioner refrigerator
753-4684

FIVE quality double pane
windows for $795 (62 U I )
$ 39
monthly
1 - 8 00 - 4 2 2 - 9 8 7 2
Emergency liquidation of
1989 pools and spas
means huge savings

GATLINBURG Summit and
Gulf Shorbs Plantation mountain and beach condos with beautiful views,
indoor pools, equipped
BEDROOM Suite 3 piece, kitchens
Free brochure
gray, extra long mattress
1-800 242 4853
and box springs, dust ruffle,
bedspread and sheets All
for $75 Phone 759-1025 HOFFCO Lil Hoe Garden
between 630 and 8p m
Tiller only 25Ibs , $229 95
COUCH & Chair 1 month Keith's Lawn & Tractor, Inold, moving- must sell dustrial Rd , Murra,
759-9831
753-1146
NEW Furniture Ask for LARGE, large, large selecNeal at Starks Brothers Mo, tion of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivbile Homes 753-2922
ery Acree Portable BuildWATERBEDS. King-size ings, Mayfield, Ky
and queen-size, with book- 502-247-7831
case headboard and mirror, both only 1 year old, LEE'S Pools & Spas is
making pool care easier for
excellent condition
Murray! Chemicals, sup753-4667 after 5p m
plies, parts, paint and water
testing are available. Come
by C J 's Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911.
135 MASSEY Ferguson
Late model, low hours
power steering, nice
$4,700 Cat 753-0144 o
753-5463
HAHN Hi boy Charles
Mayberry,. Burnie, Mis
soun, (314)293-4261

BABY Grand Piano 6', walnut, 5 years old, $6,500
354-8097

WORLD-WIDE Selection
of vacation properties. Recieve $2 on all inquiries!
Call Resorts Resale today
1-800-826-7844 NATL,
1-800-826-1847 in Florida,
or 1-305-771-6296

YOU may buy our products
any time at Ox-Yoke Antique Store in Hazel, but we
now tend our counter
Monday- Saturday,
1 30-4.30. Free coin with
this ad Christopher's
Coins, P.O. Box 602, Murray, - Ky. 42071,
502-753-4161.

BASEMENT walls bowed
-or cracked" Solve the problem quickly, simply and inexpensively with Grip-Tito
Wall. Anchors
Call
1-800-729-WALL (9255)

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Need assistance completing that mundane, time
consuming task of researching for your term
paper" Call Innovated Research, your centrally located data information center For information call
(502)885-7334 (Locally
FREEZER Chest type, 20 owned & operated by discu ft, in excellent condi- abled veterans, member
tion, $150 Call 753 2900 or Hoplonsville Chamber of
after 5o m 489-2870
Commerce) '

NEW LISTING
ate 3 BR home at 507 Whitnell. Chain-link
enced backyard. Only $39,900. Immediate possession.

Kopperud Realty

C.,

NICE big mobile home for
rent Central hear & air, TV
tower, couples only, no
pets 492-8348

A-1 HOME With Acreage
Lovely 3 bedroom, 17,
bath, brick home with approximItell, 28 acres
Fenced, barn machinery
shed pond Excellent condition, beautifully decorated Desireable location
U-PICK Blackberries 2/,
for town and lake In the
acres of large luscious,
$80s Less acreage opdomestic blackberries
tional 753-6870
$1 25/ quart Located next
to Westside Veterinary A GREAT Buy on this 3
Clinic on Johnny Robertson bedroom, 2 bath home with
new central heat and air
Road
Mon Sal
and attached garage Price
8a m -7p m
just reduced to $37,0001
Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

TRAILER For Rent Dills
Trailer Court

AMERICAN-MADE Emerson air conditioners with 10
year compressor warranty
at Tucker TV, 1914 Coldwater Pd., 753-2900
CENTRAL Air Conditioner
4 year old Borg/ Warner,
2'4 ton, $550 753-7249 or
753-9662
CENTRAL Gas Heat & Air
Unit 4 ton, 3 years old,
$1,100 or best offer
492-8595.
WHIRLPOOL Air Conditioner Window unit, 18,000
BTU. 753-0632 before
5p.m. 753-3506 after 5p.m.

MANTELS
Wood Specialty
Sedalia, Ky.
328-8030
after 6 p.m.

10x50 HOUSE Trailer With
utility pole, A/C, appliances
and some furniture Call
753-2900 or after 5p m
489-2870.
14X56 1981 CHAMPION,
asking $2,000 Pony
saddle and bridle, $100
527-9376

753-1222

This is your opportunity
to join this successful
regionally based truckload carrier with an eye
tow ards the future.

'20' per actual mile up to 25'(miles paid loaded or
empty)
'Weekly settlements (based on miles driven in a
week not on tnps completed) .
.
'Committed to provide quality time home
'Paid hospitalization/Life insurance
'Liberal layover pay
•Load & Unload pay
'Stop-off & Pick-up pay *X-Hook pay
'Paid vacations
'Incentive bonus \ 'Credit union
'No slip seating
:Rider program
•Late model
conventionals
It this makes you start thinlong, then call 1-800-843-0697 If
after 5p m Just leave your name and number wth the service
and we will get back to you. Better yet come by our Paducah,
KY office at 400 South 31st Street, Paducah, KY.

If your insurance rates have gone
Beserk call:

,Major Medical at rates you can afford
-The best Medicare Supplement available
-Top rated Nursing Home Insurance
-Local Claim Service at NO CHARGE

LEARN WHAT SO, MANY OTHERS
HAVE ALREADY LEARNED

14x70 FRONTIER Mobile
Home. 3 bedroom, 11,
bath, high rise. Finance
,available or take over payments of $189.82 Very
good condition. Call
489-2529 anytime. Also set
on own lot.
12x60 GRANVILLE 2 bedrooms, all electric, mobile
home for sale, $5,000 Call
437-4940
_
14x70 REDMAN Ventura
Extra nice 1986, with expando, 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, stove, refrigerator.
Very well kept. Must see to
appreciate. Take over payments of $275 or $18,000.
Call (502)875-5537
evenings
14x80 1980 WAYSIDE: 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, gas
heat, underpinning, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher
Before 5p m 762-6758,
ask for Bonnie After 7p m
753-0341
24x52 TRAILER. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher and
wood stove 753-9610
REPOSSESSED Mobile
Homes 10% down pay
ment, fixed interest rates
No pre-payment penalties
Singles and doubles available Green Tree acceptance, 1 800 221-8204
606-223-1010 EOL

_iat
2 BEDROOM TraileL City
limits, no pets, adults pre
ferred 753-9866
2 BEDROOM Trailer
Small, near New Concord,
$85, month 436-2427
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath me
bile home. Furnished, includes washer and dryer,
deck, gardpn $275 per
month 753-7724

Garage Sale
9 a.m.
Thursday
July 6
2014 College
Farm Rd.
Lots & Lots & Lots of
good things. Vacuum
cleaner, toys, table,
chairs, dishes, antiques furniture & baby
items.

3 BAY Shop For Rent Water and air furnished Call
436-5455 after 5p m

Estate Sale
July 7th & 8th
1 BEDROOM Apartment
Furnished $150, unfurn
ished $145 No pets
753-3949

1 BEDROOM Furnished
Apartment: Water furnished, $150/ month, 503
North 6th St 759-9549.

10X45 1958 SKYLINE Mo
Jaila__Home. Needs --workMust be moved. $1,500.
. 437-4439.

CELEBRITY

GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road
753-6756 The ultimate for
all your pet's grooming
needs

1 BEDROOM Apartment:
Furnished. near campus
753-4632 after 5p.rn

XEROX copier 2830
753-5147. ask for Bub or
Gay

711 Main St.

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

Household goods, furniture,.deep freeze, sporting,. camping, boating
equip., computer systems, printers, monitors,
lawn equipment, CB's &
TV's,large mesa clothes.
Pirates Cove 3 mi.
east of Hardin. Follow signs.

3 BEDROOM house, alu
minum siding on large lot
Mature shade, city water
Lynn Grove community
435-4144

LOG home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, located 3
miles west of town. Easy
financing Coleman RE
753-9898
NEW brick home in Martin
Heights- 4 bedroom, 21,
baths, central H/A, beautiful lot with privacy in cul-desac
Coleman RE
753-9898
OLDik home with gas
heat. Meat opportunity for
first time buyers. $19,500
Call Coleman RE for appointment 753-9898.
WELL Constructed 3,000,
sq ft brick home on nice,
conveniently located lot,
2-4 potential bedrooms; detached 2-car garage, large
-rooms, many extras- 2 fireplaces, spacious sun room
opening on to professionally landscaped deck/
patio/ & privacy area, lots of
storage, workshop space
available. 1017 Sharpe
Street. Adjoining rental
house available at 1023
Sharpe Street Call (weekdays)753-1268 or (nights &
weekends) 753-1863 for
appointment.

354-9150

1988 KAWASAKI EX 500
1 BEDROOM Apartment:
sport bike, $2,200
Furnished, $200, deposit.
No pets Days 753-1953, EXCEPTIONALLY Nice 753 3408
Cabin: Completely furn- ATV parts, accessories,
nights 753-0870.
ished on 24 acre wooded tires & service for all
1 or 2 BEDROOM Apart- lake front lot including
TVA brands! Keith's Lawn &
ment Fully furnished, heat property, located
in the Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murand water included. Call Center Ridge area
on Ken- ray 759-9831
759-1743 or 759-1999
tucky Lake Phone KopYAMAHA 200 4 Wheeler
2Y, BEDROOM In Town perud Realty 753-1222.
Low hours, 6x12 trailer, 2
Refrigerator and stove, EXCLUSIVE platted
subdi- helmets, $1,700
wall-to-wall carpeting, vision on
west side of town 753-3716
1 -car garage, gas heat, with all city utilities
Owner
$325 per month plus depo- will sell
entire subdivision,
sit 436-2284
individual lots, or part inter1 ,or 2 BEDROOM apart- est This is a growing area
_ment near downtown Mur- and very desirable location.
Interested parties phone 2 TIRES. Street tread bias
ray. 753-4109.
Kopperud
AWT-y
--pty;- 9,5x16 5 rrtreir-,---. y
2 BEDROOM Apartment:
000 miles
used 8;
Near university. No pets 753-1222
753-9930 489-2244
KOPPERUD REALTY of- PARTS FROM 1979 FORD
fers a complete range of TRUCK 3-speed manual
NEAR University, 2 bed- Real Estate services with a
room apartment. Fully car- wide selection of quality transmission and fly wheel,
fits 302, $75 Clutch, prespeted Large living room, homes, all prices
large kitchen/ dining area, 753-1222, toll free sure plate and bearing
used 2,000 miles, $35
bath with shower and tub, 1 -800-251 -HOME -Eat
Brake and clutch peddle
ample closet space, dis- 711L.
assembly, $10 Manua
hwasher, disposal, range,
steering
gear box. $25 Car
Condominium
NEW
s
For
refrigerator, washer/ dryer
hook-up, central electric Sale - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 753-2708
heat and air, brand new 1,380 sq ft. plus garage, all
plush carpet. Just painted applicances included plus
throughout, insulated to many other extras For
TVA specs. $295 deposit, more -.information phone
Realty
$295 month. 759-1313 Kopperud
1966 CORVAIR 4-door
10.30 a.m -Noon, 753-1222.
Monza, automatic, A.c
2p.m.-4p.m
Monday
49,XXX miles 753-3429
through Friday
1981 BUICK Regal Blue
3 BEDROOM Apartment
and silver, T -tops
Central heat & air, stove,
753-1356
refrigerator, 7, utilities, car- 21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
1981 ESCQRT 62,000
ree
(triangle
to
bound
by
port, $450 plus deposit miles on 84 engine, good
Days 753-1953, nights 3 roads) center Marshal
car, $1,300 437-4437
Count/. Look down on Ben
753-0870
ton's lights! Deer and wild
1982 CAMARO T tops
NICELY furnished 1,2 or 3 turkey. No building
PS, PW, stereo, cruise.
bedroom apartments lo- $62,500 Joe W. Nanney,
nice car 753-2297
cated near campus Also, 1 753-9622/ 527-7864.
house with 3 to 4 bedrooms 753-0606 nights, 3 MILES East of Murray
Approximately 1 acre with
753-6111 days
city water and septic, trees
shrubs and garden spot
759-1054

1004 MAIN 5 rooms, 1
bath, carpeted, freezer,
stove, refrigerator, central
H/A, $300, $300 deposit
759-1265 after 4p m
2 BEDROOM Home
Waterfront on Buckhorn
Bay, vacation rental or
yearly lease Call and leave
message, 362-8790
3 BEDROOM Brick Large,
shaded lot carport, Florida
room, patio, no pets, couples preferred, $425 per
month 753-6931

GERMAN Shepherd Pup
pies Registered, 1 male, 1
female. wormed 11 weeks
old 489-2295

Collie
Puppies
AKC Registered

753-8974

2 BEDROOM Home in
Stella Area Has fence and
siding, $16,500 Call early
mornings or late evenings
753-1171
3 BEDROOM Brick 2
baths, central arr_gaeat
beautifully landscaped
fenced yard, Parklane
759-4926
3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s 753-9866
3 BEDROOM Brick On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area 753-8872

1985 BUICK RIVIERA
45 XXX actual miles excellent condition $9,300 Call
753-3895 after 5p m or on
weekends

chew* Oltissnoblle,
Cacilk, Inc, el
Paris, TN

1983 TRANS Am Sharp!
White charcoal, T-tops,
louvers. cassette, all
power, 5-speed. Recaro
seats May be seen at 1514
Dudley Dr
May call
753-2295
1984 CAVALIER Air, tilt,
cruise, PS,-PB, AM-TM stereo, power locks, 20 liter
fuel iniection engine.
$2,800 Call 354-9144

0.-• or ft orti Ger"
,
DVE•IIM TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

INC

50? 7 5 1 16 l 7

1984 FORD Tempo 01Automatic, air, cruise, stereo,63,000 miles, SHARP'
753 5279 after 5P M

18 STARCRAFT Camper
Sleeps 7 good condition
$1,500 Also long wheel
base topper, $50 Call after
4p m 759-1266
1972 COACHMAN 24
Camper.
$2,500
759-1570

OLD
$500
25HP
$700

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

Camper Sleeps 6,
1973 wide john boat
Johnson and trailer
753-4828

1985 BUICK Century Limited 4-cylinder, 4-door, 1965 16' MARLIN Winner
loaded, 29. MPG 58.800 Inboard/ outboard, new enmiles, extra sharp
gine, good condition, with
753-9624
trailer, skis. $1,800 Call
759-1401
1986 BUICK Century
Grand Sport Black-on black, fully loaded, with
38,000 actual miles, extra
nice 759-1543, 753-0509 34 SEAGOING Houseboat $10,500 Bob Wynn
1986 CHEVROLET Silver753-2975 or 753-4333
ado
ton, red, 1 owner.
like new, 30,000 miles
Asking $8,500 436-5430

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783,
753-P455

$25-$35 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps 10% Senior Citizen discount Caps and
screens available For Free
estimate call 753-3445
COMPLETE Small Engine
Repair. Free pick-up and
delivery, 9a.m.;4p m ,
Monday- Friday 753-4641,
ask for John Garland.
CONCRETE driveways,
slabs & blockwork Tipton
759-9731

515 S 12th
Murray KY

Phone
753-496i

DUANE & Tracy Hauling
Service We will load, haul
and pay dumping fees Will
go anywhere Call anytime
753-0820

1987 CUTLASS Gera SL
Fully loaded, charcoal on
charcoal, 44,000 actual
miles
extra nice
759-1543, 753-0509
1987 GRAND Am Extra
h re Weekdays- atter
5p m., weekends anytime.
753-9823
1
1987 TAURUS GL V-6,
windows, loaded, 40.000
miles, $6,500. 437-4723,
437-4639

FENCE sales at Sear,
now Call Sears 753 2310
for tree estimate for your
needs
FOR most any type drive
way white rock also any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

18' PONTOON Older
model, completely redone
last year, 25HP motor, new
battery, iL3,250 Call
436-2474

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.

FARLEY S Rooting Re
modeling and Plumbing
Call after 5p m 753-9785

1985 35 SAHARA 1
owner excellent condition,
very
reasonable
753-1537

18' JET Boat 200HP Runabout, very nice condition
real reasonably priced Call
after 5 30p m .436-2568

New & Used
GM.Executwes &
Program Vehicies

FAMILY Lawn Care Now in
it's 2nd year! Specializing in
lawn maintenance, including hedges and shrubbery.

H&H CONSTRUCTION
Roofing, painting, concrete
and tree trimming 20 years
experience Free estimate
Quality work 474:0107
LANDSCAPING, bushhog
ging leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds
436-5430
PROFESSIONAL Lawn
Care Reasonable rates
759-4440 evenings
ROCKY COLSON Home'
Repair Roofing Siding
painting plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307 or 753-6973
SEWING Machine Repair
All makes and models,
home and industry Call
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
Stella, Ky.
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474-2366 or 437-4113
SIRESS Roofing Free esti
mates Guaranteed work
15 years experience
437-4752
SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck.
Fully insured for your pro
tection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Gall Bobby
Wade 753-2220
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 753-3247 or
753-1308

20 LARGE rolls of hay
orchard and fesque. $25 a
roll Call after 8p m
382-2763

_
county and city. 10% off for
Senior Citizens Call now
fed- dependable service
Free estimates 492-8838

KITTENS 8 week old male
kittens and 1 year old beat,
tiful female cat 753-2708

CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIIINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

10 To
Choose From
Auto. kr. ANCTIO Stereo
Pwr Steenng

For 60 Mo.
Parwos 0,ama /I '45% AN
itt Ili Dar

1987 Z-24 CAVALIER. Iroc
blue, fully loaded, with
25,000 actual miles, extra
sharp
759-1543,
753-0509

BEAUTIFUL Lot Near the
lake in nice subdivision
Jonathon Creek area Just
enough trees Good building site for that summer or
weekend home Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors Call
Joan Edwards 436-2113
KENTUCKY Lake Lot Cedarling Hills Subdivision,
7/10 acre Call 354-8183

1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
AC tilt, AM-FM cassette
PS, PB 753-4993 after
4p m.
1984 Z 28 Tilt, T-tops, aluminum wheels, red and
silver 52 XXX miles,
753-0621

1988 VW FOX GL Red,
4-door, 4-speed drive,
12.000 miles, excellent
buy Call 436 2595 after
5p m

1970 FORD /, ton pick-up
1952 Chevy 7, ton pick-up
Cab over camper
753 05g3
1979 ELpORADO 76,000
miles, black with red leather
-upholstery 1985, Nissan
Pick-up 60 000 miles
short bed, automatic, very
dean 436-5850

CONTEMPO RA RY 3 bodroan,2'hbath,on ; are,00dedloiin
city. 2500 square feet includes living room, dining room, family
room with fireplace, large game room and spacious deck. 2 car
garage, cathedral ceilings in master suite and living room. Built in
1987 this is a mua TO SEE! Call 753-7273 or 759-1486.

"YOU - pay for

most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
•An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoyerish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

1984 MAZDA Pick-up
Truck 5 speed air stereo
cassette
$2 500
474 0117
1988 BRONCO II

Eddie

Bauer package lighted
running boards extra
sharp Call 753 8674

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

753-4199
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Worldwide(MUM chip production

Teacher gives part of salary to students

Top producers
In millions of 1 megabit chips produced in 1988
1. Toshiba (Japan)
2. NipPO41Electric•Co.(Japan)
3. Mitsubishi (Japan)
4. Hitachi(Japan)
5. Fujitsu (Japan)
18.0
6. Oki(Japan)
12.0
7. Samsung (Korea)
La13
Size
8. Texas Instruments (U.S.)
H;)
relationship
9. Siemens(West Germany) 6.9
of the dynamic
10. Motoicla (U.S.)
j4.8 random access
memory chip
Total shipmants
In billions of dollars for all D-RAM chips
$15

,

4

BURKESVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Emogene Gwinn doesn't consider
herself a hero, even though she
sacrificed for her students what few
already underpaid teachers would
— part of her salary.
Newsweek magazine is recognizing Mrs. Gwinn and fellow Cumberland County preschool teac,htr
Laurie Ernst in a July 10 article
celebrating American "heroes"
who have overcome adversity or
worked to improve their communities or help others.
"1 know I have worked hard, put
in a lot of time and effort to make
it a quality program," Mrs. Gwinn
said with a smile.
But no, I don't feel like a
hero."
Mrs. Gwinn, 40, set up her Early
Childhood Education Program in
the fall of 1987 with a one-time
$91,413 innovation -incentive grant
from the state Department of
Education.
That money paid for a staff of
five ana an assortment of top-notch
toys and supplies for the 3-, 4-, and

5-year-olds she teaches in two
extra classrooms at Cumberland
County Elementary School.
When the grant money began to
dwindle, Mrs. Gwinn was unable to
find another donor. So she and
Mrs. Ernst dipped into their own
pocketbooks.
Now, with an annual salary of
$11,840, down from $15,600, a
staff of two, and a daily fee of $6 a
student, Mrs. Gwinn is struggling
to carry her program'into its third
year.
Mrs. Gwinn said the reason is
simple why she and Mrs. Ernst, 34,
whose salary dropped from $9,250
to $7,200, were wring to take a 20
10 H
percent cut in salary.
"We've developed a model preschool program and we want to see
5r
it continue," Mrs. Gwinn said.
"There's such a need for it here."
After the cuts, they earn a little
0
more
1985 '86
than $19,000 together, about
87
88
'89' '90' '91' '92' '93'
• Protected figures
the salary of one kindergarten
Chicago Tribune Graphic Sources Dataquest Inc Instal
teacher.
Mrs. Ernst was away on vacation
and unavailable for comment.
The program is the only day-care
center in Cumberland County, with
the exception of Head Start, a federally
funded preschool for childwas a ragged group of prisoners. dying in droves.
EDITOR'S NOTE — The Conren
from
low-income families.
Most
had
been captured during the
federacy's infamous Andersonville
"The scurvy was among us, and
The county has about 7,500 resigrinding battles of the Wilderness as the cold weather advanced the
prison camp in Georgia marks its
in Virginia.
125th anniveisary this year. So
death rate increased rapidly," dents and for many of them, "priThings
went
wrong
at the prison wrote prisoner L.B. Jones. "Scur- vate (baby) sitters are the only
does the -Union's Elmira prison in
option" for their young children's
almost
from
beginning. vy, typhoid, pneumonia and finally
New York. While Andersonville
the
camli
care,
Mrs. Gwinn said.
A stagnant body of water within smallpox broke out to an alarming
remains a symbol of the inhumaniMrs.
Gwinn said she's hoping
fences
the
of
the
prison,
ties endured by prisoners during .
became a extent, carrying off great numbers
that situation will change soon. She
breeding ground of disease amid an of th9 pOor fellows."
the Civil War, Elmira and other
extended heat wave that summer.
Northern prisons escaped that
The food at Elmira could have • pointed to the $16 million in lottery proceeds that Gov. Wallace
Approval for a sluice to allow been another problem. Elmira prisnotoriety. But there is little eviWilkinson has suggested putting
fresher water from the nearby Che- oners after the war said a day's
dence that one was worse than the
into
model preschool programs like
mung
River
to pass through for that rations generally included two,
other.
hers.
project didn't come until October 1 -inch-thick slices of bread, 2
In the meantime, the budget
— and prisoners didn't complete ounces of meat and a pint of soup,
By JOEL STASHENKO
remains
tight.
the
canals
until Jan. 1, 1865.
Associated Press Writer
often only the thin broth in which
Mrs. Gwinn has developed a
In the meantime, men were the meat was cooked.
ELMIRA,- N.Y. (AP) — Like
spending plan for the coming
some rusty bayonet or tattered
school year that will keep the progbattle flag hidden away in the attic,
ram running if enough students
the Elmira prison camp is an allenroll.
The budget is based on an
▪ but-forgotten relic of the • Civil
S11,000 grant the Public Welfare
War.
Foundation has promised if Mrs.
Considering the human suffering
Gwinn
can match the funds through
involved, maybe memories of the
other sources.
prison, which opened 125 years
So far, she said, she's matched
ago this month, are best left
only
$1,000 and her deadline is
undisturbed.
Except for a flagpole, a small
monument and two stone markers
there's nothing in the quiet Elmira
neighborhood where the prison
& DEL
t
'Cl
ot/
camp once stood to mark its presence. But buried beneath tidy
rows of white headstones and
NSAKELI
shade trees at the Woodtawn
National Cemetery are the remains
of 2,973 Confederate soldiers who
died at Elmira, many from
starvation.
The Confederacy's Andersonville prison in Georgia is remembered
as the most infamous .example of
the inhumanity and deprivaTitirrs-OT
•
the Civil War, even though records
show that a soldier imprisoned in
Our delicious
Elmira stood little *Her chance of
hand-cut
'surviving than did one in
filets baked
• Andersonville.
Questions linger over whether
and served on a
those 2,973 Rebels died mainly
I
bed of rice with
•
because of the primitive state of
green
beans,
cole slaw
medicine and sanitation during the
and two hush puppies.
Civil War, or whether they were
victims of the Lincoln administration's intentional policy of neglect
toward prisoners of war.
Union officials ordered in May
1864 that a complex of barracks at
Elmira that had been used for three
years to house Union soldiers be
converted to a prison camp for captive Southerners. A 12-foot-high
fence was immediately thrown
around a 30-acre portion of
barracks.
On July 6, 1864, a train pulled
into Elmira with the first 399-man
contingent of prisoners on board. It
63.3

Confederate prisons mark anniversary

peetztk6'aloodrne,4

July 30.
The program is important, she
said, because studies show that early childhood education can
improve children's performance in
later on and reduce dropout
sc
rates.
hw
Seventy-one percent of adults
age 25 and older in Cumberland
County did not graduate from high
school, according to 1980 census
data. And the state Department of
Education projects that 25 percent
of toclay's students will also drop
out. Fifty-six percent of the children in Cumberland County are considered economically depAved.

. A solid preschool program in
such a county is crucial, Mrs.
Gwinn said. To have one there
already. she said, is remarkable.
"We just don't want to see it
close its doors."
Meanwhile, the Newsweek article, which hit the newsstands Monday, has caused another obstacle
for Mrs. Gwinn.
None of the stores inlurkesville
carry the national news magazine
any more, which makes getting
copies for her students' parents
almost as difficult as securing
funding for her now-newsworthy
day-care center.
7

You Don't Have
To See A Wizard
To Get A Home Loan
You Can Afford.

Read the
want ads daily

Let KHC Put You On The
Road to-Owning Your Own Home
For a limited time. the Kentucky Housing Corporation has
home loans available on a first-come. firscserved basis to
qualified home buyers. The affordable loans feature low interest
rates. a SO-year-term and low down payment requirements. For
more intOrmation call KIK: toll free at

1-800-633-8896
There's No Place Like Home!
KENrCCKY

HOLSING CORP

Market 414 711rifiture

FISH DINNER
.•

-

PENNSYLVANIA
HOUSE

It whatyou've wanted all along.

$389

-77.17-77c7-7„:17:1;!_.

Captasi.
en M

From July 3, 1989 through July 8, 1989.(Closed July 4)

``Five %tar IFun"
* Emmy Lou Harris,

* T.G. Sheppard

Saturday, July 8

Saturday, July 22

* Ray Stevens

.

* Air Supply

Friday & Saturday, July 28 & 29
•••/:,

Friday, August 4

* Jan & Dean

Call for ticket information

(502)443-8000
RIVEFIFRONT
OM

••

•

*MD,PADUCAM, KV MINI

$10' OFF

One Night's Lodging

_.

Sunday-Friday
Expires 9- 1-89

Coupon mulct be mentioned when making
reservations and livankted %limn
gtatroman. Certain motrietianspply. ma.
valid in magunetiria with soy other spec* Retirrations are subject is midWSW.
INIRDZ WV. tilt

•

*50% OFF

ALL PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE floor
samples. Come in early for the best selection.
Special restrictions for this once-in-a-lifetime sale:
First-come, first-served; no advance sales; no phone

orders; no layaways; all merchandise as is; all sales
final.

Friday, August 11

Coming Sept. 2 Bob Hope

*50%0FF

1111

myna=

Wpfk Two. Plenty left to choose from at 50% savings.
Thrfe: Our good selection is going fast at 60% discount.
*MFG. SUGGESTED RETAIL

Aarket 414 hirmiture

s000lossoo

414 N. MARKET STREET

641-6996

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

•
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-
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